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ABSTRACT 
This study investigated the language and (inter)cultural learning of Japanese 
high school students who attended a micro-term study abroad (SA) program at an 
Australian school. The program was experiential, and featured a buddy system and 
homestay residence which gave participants enhanced opportunities for native 
speaker interaction and assisted their language and (inter)cultural learning. The study 
aimed to develop understandings of learning processes in micro-term study abroad 
programs which are understudied. In particular, it investigated the learning 
experiences of a high school population, and the impact of the buddy system. The 
researcher followed the progress of the students for a period of four months, from 
pre-sojoum, continuing through the sojourn in Australia, and finishing back at the 
Japanese high school four months later. The same schools were used for the pilot and 
main studies. 
Byram's (1997) Model of Intercultural Communicative Competence served 
as the theoretical framework to analyze students' language and (inter)cultural 
learning. Four focal participants were selected for closer scrutiny on the basis of 
varied learning outcomes. Data collection techniques included questionnaires, 
interviews, diaries, researcher observation and field notes, and digital recordings, 
which were used to gain multiple perspectives from students, parents, teachers, 
homestay families, buddies and administrators. Data were collected at four points: 
pre-sojoum, during the sojourn, immediately post-sqjoum, and four months post-
sojoum, and analyzed using the qualitative software program MAXqda. A mostly 
qualitative mixed-methods case study design was employed, which helped to capture 
the insights and learning experiences of the four participants as they negotiated the 
host culture, and then returned to their home environment. 
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Findings revealed that learning and (inter)cultural learning is impacted by: 
individual differences, in particular, the ability to adjust within tight timeframes; 
external factors, which continued to shape student learning following the return to 
the home culture; and buddy pairings, which showed that successful matching does 
not necessarily lead to sustained learning or higher degrees of investment after the 
students' return home. The study concludes that micro-term programs can make a 
positive contribution towards language and (inter)cultural learning in programs 
offered by high schools, but that the short timeframe underscores the need for well 
designed and effective sojourn preparation and planning at three stages: pre-sojoum, 
sojourn, and post-sojourn. The thesis concludes by offering pedagogical 
recommendations for micro-term study abroad programs. 
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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background to this Study 
A steady feature of Japanese high school language education over the past 
twenty years has been the chance to travel abroad in school groups. Japanese 
government statistics reveal that of 177,750 high schoolers who attended overseas 
courses in the fiscal year 2006-2007, 30,626 attended language and intercultural 
programs of less than three months duration with the specific aim of "carrying out 
language training or international exchange at overseas high schools or language training 
centers, as well as taking part in international exchange" (Monbukagakusho, 2007). The 
top destinations imply that the target language was English, and the most popular 
destination was Australia (33%). 
Most of these trips are organized by schools using an intermediary travel 
operator (Monbukagakushd, 2007). Although the Japanese Ministry of Education, 
Culture, Sports, Science and Technology (MEXT) categorized these trips in lengths of 
"under three months," the Education Program Division of Japan Travel Bureau (JTB), 
Japan's largest travel operator, revealed that in reality, most programs range between 
one and two weeks (Appendix A.I.). Using standardized definitions developed by the 
Forum on Education Abroad (2007), this length of study abroad (SA) (less that three 
weeks) is referred to as "micro-term." 
The Institute of International Education (HE, 2008) has reported a world wide 
trend for shorter programs as students from all disciplines take part in diverse learning 
experiences abroad. SA is no longer limited to foreign language students, and 
consequently, the number of SA opportunities has become plentiful and varied. As 
micro-SA programs are becoming increasingly popular, it is important to understand 
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how they contribute to student learning by asking: What actually happens on micro-
sojourns? What language and intercultural learning is possible within such short time 
frames? How can learning be maximized during programs of this nature? 
Comparatively speaking, few studies have investigated the effectiveness of 
different program variables. Studies investigating the impact of program duration 
specify that long-term exposure to the host culture allows more opportunities for 
sustained learning (Dwyer, 2004; Neppel, 2005; Medina-Lopez-Portillo, 2004), while 
others argue that short-term programs are effective provided that the programs are well-
designed (Allen & Herron, 2003; Allen, Dristas，& Mills, 2007; Jackson, 2007). To help 
assess the value of micro-SA as a viable method for target language awareness and 
intercultural learning, investigations into micro-sojourn experiences are needed. 
Despite the long history of these programs in Japanese education, there is very 
little research on micro-SA, and studies of high school micro-sojoumers are extremely 
scarce. In order to fill this important gap, this study aimed to provide an understanding 
of how Japanese high school students respond to the host culture and language on a 
micro-term sojourn in Australia. 
1.2 Purpose of this Study 
The present study aimed to investigate the language and (inter)cultural learning 
of Japanese high school students on an eight-day sojourn in Australia. It traced the 
language and (inter)cultural development of sojourners drawing on Byram's (1997) 
model of Intercultural Communicative Competence (ICC), the components of which are 
knowledge, skills and attitudes. As chapter two explains，Byram (1997) refers to these 
components as a set of competencies called savoirs. A qualitative case study design and 
introspective data collection methods were employed to investigate the process of 
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language and (inter)cultiiral learning as the sojourners negotiated the micro-term SA 
program. A case study approach allowed the sojourners' experiences to be traced 
chronologically, and analyzed using Byram's savoirs. 
In addition, the present study aimed to investigate how new intercultural 
understandings and investment in English language learning are valued by the home 
environment, and the effect of this on learning outcomes four months post-sojourn. 
Finally, this study aimed to provide insight into ways that SA coordinators can 
provide support, and enhance the learning experiences of sojourners. Recommendations 
for pedagogical improvements based on the findings in this study are given. These may 
help new SA coordinators plan for micro-sojoums and encourage organizers to seek 
improvements. 
1.3 Research Questions 
Four questions guided the present study. The first question is in four parts and 
employs four of Byram's (1997) savoirs or competencies as the conceptual framework 
to analyze student learning. The other three questions investigate self-perceived gains, 
the role—of external forces in language and intercultural learning, and student levels of 
investment four months post-sojourn. 
The questions are as follows: 
1. During the course of the study, are any changes in the following areas noted with 
reference to Byram' s (1997) Model of Intercultural Communicative Competence? 
a. ATTITUDES: Is the student open and willing to take part in target 
culture events, and do they demonstrate curiosity, tolerance, flexibility? 
(savoir etre) 
b. KNOWLEDGE: Does the student show an interest in Australia and 
Australians, and try to develop more knowledge by asking questions? 
(saviors) 
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c. INTERPRETING AND RELATING: Is the student able to 
establish new social relations demonstrating relational ease, 
sociability and participation? Can they tolerate ambiguity and 
manage anxiety? (savoir faire) 
d. DISCOVERY: Does the student notice new behaviors or 
Australian practices; can they empathize with and adapt to normal 
Australian behavior? (savoir apprendre) 
(Adapted from Byram, 1997; Murphy-Lejeune, 2003) 
2. What are student perceptions relating to their personal, intercultural, 
and linguistic development throughout the course of the study? 
3. What are the perceptions of stakeholders and contributors towards the 
micro-term study abroad trip? (e.g.. How is student learning valued?) 
4. Do the Japanese high schoolers become more invested in English after a 
micro-term study abroad? 
1.4 Significance of this Study 
This study is significant because it offers insight into three much under-
researched areas of SA: micro-term SA, high school student populations, and the buddy 
system (the pairing of the sojourner with a same-aged peer in the homestay). The focus 
on micro-studies is important as it presents students with particular challenges regarding 
participation and engagement. The choice of focusing on the high school population also 
signals a divergence from the majority of existing studies, which employ tertiary level 
students whose difference in levels of maturity may have implications for independence, 
agency, and self expression. A third way in which this study departs from previous 
studies is the inclusion of the buddy system. Buddies offer unique opportunities to 
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access age-appropriate host culture. It is hoped that this study will contribute towards an 
enhanced understanding of how these three elements interact in micro-SA. 
Secondly, the qualitative design contributes towards a deeper understanding of 
the learning processes as encountered by the sojourners themselves, and reveals the 
challenges and stresses that accompany immersion in a foreign language and culture. 
Many researchers have dismissed the impact of culture shock in short programs 
(Zamastil-Vondrova, 2005); however, Bodycott and Crew (2001) observe that a greater 
understanding of the processes and nature associated with immersion programs might 
lead program organizers to a better understanding of how to overcome problems such as 
"language enhancement paradox” which refers to how learning is hindered by emotional 
disorder in newly encountered environments. There is value in undertaking a micro-term 
study of Japanese high schoolers in Australia in order to examine the merits of Zamastil-
Vondrova (2005) and Bodycott and Crew's (2001) findings for micro-term sojourners. 
Findings could contribute towards understandings of adjustment on very short programs 
and provide insight into the ways it impacts student learning. 
Following an examination of the student stories, this study provides insights into 
how programs of this nature might be enhanced. Drawing on the specific experiences of 
sojourners in this study, recommendations are made for SA coordinators and teachers 
who wish to set up micro-sojourns, especially those who want to make the buddy system 
a feature of their program. This has implications for enhanced educational, research, and 
market initiatives. 
1.5 Organization 
This thesis is organized into seven chapters. Chapter two reviews theoretical 
concepts related to empirical studies of SA. It aims to outline current knowledge about 
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both product- and process-orientated research, reviews models of ICC focusing on 
Byram's (1997) Model of Intercultural Communicative Competence, and discusses 
individual differences in SA contexts. 
Chapter three is divided into two parts. Part one provides an overview of the 
micro-term SA program under investigation, and part two focuses on the methodology 
employed in this study. It presents details of the research design，instruments, data 
collection timeframe and modes of analysis. 
Chapters four and five present the "stories" of the core focal group participants 
as they traveled through the micro-sojoum, starting at their high school in Japan, 
following them through the sojourn in Australia, and finishing four months post-sojourn 
at the Japanese home school. 
Chapter six analyzes the findings and provides insight into the core areas of 
inquiry relating to the research questions. The findings are discussed in relation to ICC, 
and current theoretical understandings of individual differences introduced in chapter 
two. 
Chapter seven suggests pedagogical recommendations for micro-SA program 
coordinators and teachers, and offers ways to enhance the language and cultural learning 
of foreign language sojourners both at home and in the host culture. The limitations of 
this study are then identified and recommendations made for future research. 
« 
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CHAPTER 2 LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
Chapter two begins with a clarification of terms used in study abroad (SA). It 
then reviews product-orientated studies, before providing an overview of the 
methodologies and techniques used in process-orientated studies. Section 2.3 
provides a background of the major theories used to define the concept of 
Intercultural Communicative Competence (ICC) before outlining Byram's (1997) 
Model of ICC, which was adapted for use in this study to explore the language and 
(inter)cultural learning experiences of Japanese high schoolers. The components of 
the model are explained, and adaptations for its use in this micro-sojoum study are 
rationalized. Section 2.4 discusses the relationship between SA and the individual 
differences (IDs) of attitude, motivation and investment, willingness to communicate 
(WTC), language anxiety, ecology and linguistic affordances, agency, self-efficacy, 
and finally of culture shock and adjustment. The chapter concludes with a summary. 
2.1.1 Terminology 
Because of the wide use of different terms in SA literature, the demand has 
risen for a standardized system to describe the enormous variety of SA programs that 
are now available. A set of terms has recently been developed for the use of 
researchers by the Forum on Education Abroad (2007) which provides standardized 
definitions aimed primarily at North American practices of SA, but which are also 
used by European scholars. A set of terms is currently being developed by Coleman 
to describe SA as understood and practiced in European contexts (Jackson, J. 
personal communication, May 2008). 
2.1.1.1 Study Abroad 
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Study abroad is also known as "residence abroad," "student mobility" or 
"student migration" in Europe. "Gap year," "year out，，’ or "year abroad,” are British 
references. Study abroad is a North American term, but is now an umbrella term used 
for a wide range of overseas experiences. 
These are many variations in SA: program duration; program types; program 
aims; program design and features; learning styles and strategies; choice of 
accommodation; sojourner population; access to native speakers (NSs); and pre- and 
post-sojoum preparation, among others. Each of these variables can be further 
broken into different elements that reflect the nature and orientation of the SA 
program. 
2.1.1.2 Program Duration 
One variable focused on in this study is program duration. The duration of a 
program is currently defined in a number of ways. Engle and Engle (2003) refer to a 
program lasting “several days to a few weeks" as a "study tour." Medina-Lopez-
Portillo (2004) prefers the term, "field trip abroad" (p. 196). Studies of this length are 
also referred to as "study excursions" in European terms (Cole, 1997). 
To avoid semantic ambiguity relating to SA of different time frames, the 
classification of terms developed by the Forum on Education Abroad (FEA) (2007) 
is used in this study. The FEA defines programs of three weeks or less as "micro-
term;" short-term refers to programs between four and seven weeks; semester refers 
to program lengths of between 12-17 weeks occurring within the academic year; and 
year abroad refers to between 25-39 weeks. These terms will be adopted in this study. 
2.2 Overview of Study Abroad Literature 
Study abroad has been thought of as the sine qua non of linguistic and 
cultural learning. Carroll's (1967) famous study linking linguistic development to 
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study abroad experiences began a wave of enthusiasm for SA, claiming that just 
“being there" was enough for language learning and intercultural understanding to 
occur automatically. Freed (1995) addressed this common assumption in her 
overview of studies, pointing out that this common belief had never been supported 
by empirical evidence, mainly because research in the field was inconclusive. She 
claimed that until the mid 1990，s, only 8% of researchers had applied systematic pre-
and post-testing in language proficiency tests, and for that reason, assertions made 
linking enhanced language proficiency to SA were not based on statistical evidence. 
Freed (1995) called for more empirical studies to establish the relationships between 
SA and language acquisition in product-orientated studies. 
The following section reviews some product based studies and reveals what is 
to be learned for language learners in short-term immersion programs. 
2.2.1 Product-Orientated Studies of Language and Intercultural Learning 
Product-based studies measuring language proficiency gains are typically 
large-scaled, using pre- and post-testing, surveys, and language proficiency tests such 
as the Oral Proficiency Interview (OPI). Most have examined tertiary level students 
on year long, semester long, or short-term sojourns, and reveal that language can be 
enhanced on short-term programs. 
For example, Milleret (1991) claims that lower level students of Portuguese 
made significant gains over a six week summer program using the Portuguese 
Speaking Test (same format as the OPI). Intermediate students made gains, though 
these were not significant. Another short-term study carried out by Simoes (1996) 
found that four out of five adult Spanish learners' oral proficiency improved over a 
five week period though not enough to advance to a higher level on the ACTFL scale. 
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Learners demonstrated gains in vocabulary acquisition, reported greater ease in 
interactions and better pronunciation skills. 
In studies using control groups. Freed, Segalowitz, and Dewey (2004) tested 
twenty-eight high school French learners in a semester-long comparative study for 
fluency gains. The first group stayed at the home institution, the second group 
attended a summer immersion program, and the third group attended a short-term SA. 
Oral interviews at the beginning and end of the study revealed that the immersion 
group made most gains in fluency followed by the SA group. The immersion group 
had spent more time writing outside class which was attributed to the higher gains in 
oral fluency. 
Product-orientated homestay studies have revealed dramatic and unexpected 
outcomes. Rivers' (1998) study of Russian language learners found that, contrary to 
expectation, homestay benefits reading skills but not speaking or listening, and that 
dormitory participants were more likely to gain in these two areas. On the other hand, 
Seya's (1995) investigation of fifteen Japanese college students attending an ESL 
experiential program in Canada with a homestay, reported measurable gains in 
oral/aural skills using pre- and post-testing after a three week micro-sojoum. 
Seya's (1995) findings are supported in Allen and Heron's (2003) mixed 
methods study of a six-week summer program, which reported university students' 
gains in listening comprehension based on a 14-item multiple choice listening skills 
test. A self assessment questionnaire revealed students' enhanced confidence in their 
listening and speaking skills. Allen, Dristas, and Mills (2007) study reports that 
American high school students attending a four to five week summer program in 
France recorded self-assessed improvements in their ability to perform listening, 
reading, reading and writing tasks. Tanaka and Ellis (2003) reported minor gains in 
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the listening component of the TOEFL test by Japanese university students in the US 
for fifteen weeks. 
While most studies have focused on language learning, other statistical 
studies have shown how SA can contribute to student learning in other ways. In 
large-scaled quantitative studies, Carlson and Widaman (1988) and Laubscher (1994) 
have shown that SA stimulates world-mindedness, independence, self-esteem, and 
empathy. 
The above research provides empirical evidence of the benefits of SA, even 
on short-term programs. However, product-orientated studies do not provide insight 
into what actually happens during SA, how students learn, and what influences the 
learning process. For that reason, researchers began to use qualitative methodologies 
in process-orientated studies to enhance their understanding of the learning process 
in SA. 
2.2.2 Process-Orientated Studies of Language and Intercultural Learning 
Within the last ten years, a growing number of investigations into SA 
learning have followed a new route to answering what else, apart from language 
skills, students are learning while abroad and how they learn it. As a result, a variety 
of mostly qualitative mixed-methods research studies have attempted to reveal the 
impact of the overseas experience from the student's perspective. The studies 
reviewed here focus on qualitative and introspective research techniques used to 
reveal the processes of language and (inter)cultural learning in SA. 
Pellegrino's (2005) study of 76 American university students in Russia from 
between four and ten months used narrative journals, interviews and questionnaires. 
From data collected through these methods, she chose six core participants, based on 
enthusiastic participation in the project, and used a case study design to follow the 
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participants longitudinally. Grounded theory helped her expose several features that 
inhibited sojourners' performance in the host culture, such as self-esteem, anxiety, 
and willingness to take risks. 
Diary studies (e.g. Carlson & Longhini, 2002; Polyani,1995) have been found 
to be useful in gathering introspective data. Kinginger's (2004) case study of Alice 
spans her two year sojourn in France. Her storied account reveals how this young 
woman left behind an underprivileged life in the United States to find her more 
cosmopolitan and refined 'self in France. Alice herself tells her own story through 
narratives in her diary, revealing how she became depressed, was forced to 
reevaluate her goals, and took responsibility for her language learning before 
returning to the US with a firmer sense of "self." 
Jackson (2006, 2007，2008) shows that short-term SA is effective using 
ethnography as a learning tool. Hong Kong Chinese English majors on a five week 
sojourn to England were trained to use ethnographic techniques to develop a 
systematic approach to language and cultural learning in the host culture. Students 
used these techniques to carry out research projects exploring cultural scenes in both 
their home environment, and in the host culture. Their training enhanced their 
observational skills and intercultural insights, encouraged them to be more aware of 
their own identities, and develop a wider worldview. Over the five-week sojourn, 
students were required to write reflective diaries and surveys, and were interviewed 
and observed to gather data revealing their language and intercultural learning. The 
narrative accounts of Elsa (2007) and Ada (2006) start pre-departure, follow their 
experiences through the sojourn, and finish six months after their return to Hong 
Kong. Through many ups and downs, their journeys reveal the processes leading to 
intercultural understandings, and linguistic and personal gains. 
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Murphy-Lejeune's (2002) qualitative study of fifty sojourners in six different 
countries in Europe over one academic year relied on comprehensive, semi-directed 
interviews for data collection. Using a grounded theory approach, she identified areas 
of learning corresponding to the competencies identified in Byram's (1997) model of 
ICC. These were the "skills" of host culture knowledge, social competence, and 
personal and interpersonal attitudes, which appeared crucial to off-set problems of 
the lack of familiarity in the host culture. In particular, she found that students who 
were willing to enter the host culture with enthusiasm, displaying qualities of 
tolerance, flexibility, and openness to difference were better able to adapt. Murphy-
Lej eune concluded that duration in the host culture is a crucial factor for students in 
overcoming adjustment difficulties. 
Ryan (2003) also used the "skills" outlined in Byram's (1997) model of ICC 
to understand how "interculturality" functioned in the lives of two women，Mary and 
Guadalupe, as revealed through their oral histories. Both women emphasized attitude 
(savoir etre) as central to the process of becoming "intercultural speakers." Mary 
considered an open-minded attitude and receptivity to new ideas, beliefs and 
behaviors as central to intercultural adjustment and for interaction, while Guadalupe, 
who had never lived abroad, viewed a positive attitude as intrinsic to the process of 
developing knowledge about other cultures. 
Process-orientated studies documenting the perspectives of homestay families 
have given families a voice as they hosted American university students. Schmidt-
Rinehart and Knight (2002, 2004) interviewed twenty four homestay families over 
varying sojourn lengths in Mexico and Spain, using interviews and questionnaires. 
Three issues were explored: student adjustment, common problems, and the 
"homestay advantage." American university learners of Spanish, and housing 
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directors (homestay organizers) were also traced throughout the homestay periods for 
triangulation of results. Results showed that adjustment and language gains emerged 
as areas in which the homestay benefited the students, supporting the "homestay 
advantage" in that participants reported linguistic, cultural, and psychological growth. 
Wilkinson (1998) refutes the homestay advantage as a myth. Her study of 
four female university students who spent one month in France revealed problems 
that hindered program goals. Misunderstandings over telephone use led to friction 
between one sojourner and her host mother, and another student was treated like a 
tenant in the home. Ultimately the amount of time for NS interaction in the home 
was found to be limited. 
Similar results were found by Campbell and Xu (2004)，who examined the 
homestay experiences of forty Chinese nationals on homestay in New Zealand, and 
their host families. The lengths of the homestay varied. Using before and after 
interviews, four specific aspects of homestay that impinged upon Chinese students' 
experience of homestay emerged. Only four out of eighteen students revealed that 
their language competency had improved to any significant degree while living with 
their New Zealand hosts, saying that this reflected the limited amount of time that 
families spent talking with students. Students said that homestay parents were too 
busy with work or family to talk, and that conversations were held during dinner 
while watching TV, or simply, while watching TV. Another problem related to 
language practice was that students could not find topics to talk about. The remaining 
two themes revealed by the study were problems that made homestay uncomfortable 
enough to make students want to move. These were problems with food, and lastly, 
with the fact that students did not experience the emotional warmth they expected 
from their families, though some expressed that they valued a warm and caring 
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environment even more than language exchange. In addition, problems of adjustment 
emerged at the beginning of the homestay characterized by "disappointment, 
homesickness, anxiety, helplessness, and a sense of inadequacy" (Campbell & Xu, 
2004, p. 22) owing to the pressures of living in a homestay. 
Developing affective ties such as close relationships and friendship with host 
nationals are regarded are an important part of an overseas experience (Carlson & 
Widaman, 1998; Murphy-Lejeune, 2003), but the nature of the contact is also 
important. Gudykunst (1979) emphasized the importance of intimate friendship for 
attitudinal change, and change of stereotypical images. Along similar lines, Strobe, 
Kruglanski, Bar-Tal, and Hewstone (1988) suggested that without these relationships, 
student attitudes would not evolve. A survey carried out at a British university 
revealed that the closest friends of international students were co-nationals or 
students with shared linguistic backgrounds rather than host nationals (McKinley, 
Pattison, & Gross，1996). One can speculate that students on micro-studies are even 
less likely to have the opportunity to establish friendships, unless they are assigned a 
"buddy" or homestay family. 
Studies of the buddy system in high school settings are as yet understudied, 
though intercultural friendship studies and peer programs at universities reveal 
important insights. Having established that a peer program significantly increased the 
social adjustment of international students compared to a matched control group in a 
statistically based study (Abe, Talbot, & Geelhoed, 1998)，the same researchers 
investigated the peer program from the perspective of the host students using a 
qualitative research approach (Geelhoed, Abe, & Talbot, 2003). Their rationale for 
the study was that host students can become "interculturally competent" through 
interacting with international students on a six-month long peer program. Sixteen 
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host students were paired with international student newcomers and it was found that 
most host students developed some cross-cultural awareness and empathy, learned 
more about their partner's culture, and became aware of their own cultural biases. Of 
relevance to the present study was that researchers were able to isolate three 
attributes that might help identify a "good buddy." These were a host student's: 
realistic expectations and motivation to take part in the program; ability to get over 
the initial difficulties and discomfort in intercultural interaction; willingness to invest 
in the friendship. 
These process-orientated studies investigating language and intercultural 
learning offer insights into the SA experience from the perspective of students, 
homestay families, and "peers" in an international peer program. While all of the 
studies mentioned above adopted qualitative methodologies, a new era in SA 
research has now begun with scholars (Jackson, 2007, 2008; Kinginger, 2008) 
claiming the value of both experimental, outcomes-based data to measure sojourn 
outcomes and qualitative studies to provide insight into the learning process. 
2.3 Intercultural Communicative Competence 
Over the past 30 years, ICC (also referred to as intercultural competence (IC), 
transcultural communication, international competence, and global competence, 
among other terms) has been conceptualized in a variety of ways but with little 
consensus on its definition. According to Deardorff (2006), this can partly be 
explained by the diversity of intercultural situations where it is used, and a need to 
apply the term to the experiences of a variety of students from different backgrounds. 
As a result there is little agreement among top intercultural experts and 
administrators on the definition and specific components of ICC, though there is a 
general attempt to describe it as an ability to step beyond one's own culture and 
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relate to other individuals from linguistically and culturally diverse backgrounds. 
Some models of ICC stress global knowledge, others emphasize sensitivity, and still 
others characterize it as the acquisition of specific skills needed to communicate 
successfully across cultures. These various models ultimately aim to explain the 
types of skills and abilities that individuals need to function in culturally diverse 
settings and the processes that sojourners undergo to develop the skills and abilities 
of intercultural communicative competence. The present study requires a model of 
ICC which has specific components that identify the process of developing language 
and (inter)cultural learning in learners within the time constraints of a micro-sojourn. 
Among major frameworks for conceptualizing ICC that have clear criteria to 
evaluate the development of intercultural learning, Bennett's (1993) Developmental 
Model of Intercultural Sensitivity (DMIS) is a dynamic model explaining how 
individuals respond to cultural differences and how these responses evolve over time. 
Hammer, Bennett, and Wiseman (2003) define intercultural sensitivity is "the ability 
to discriminate and experience relevant cultural differences," and intercultural 
competence is "the ability to think and act in interculturally appropriate ways" (p. 
422). The DMIS consists of six stages grouped into three ethnocentric stages, denial, 
defense and minimization, in which the sojourner's culture is the base perspective 
through which the host culture is judged: and three ethnorelative stages, acceptance, 
adaptation and integration, in which the sojourner concedes that his/her own culture 
is one of many equally valid worldviews. Together, these six stages comprise a 
continuum from least culturally competent to most culturally competent in the 
development of intercultural competence. Although Bennett's (1993) DMIS is used 
for the professional training of business and international sojourners, it is not 
sensitive enough, however, to pick up emerging changes within the tight timeframes 
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of micro-sojourns. More importantly, the model does not balance the development of 
intercultural sensitivity with communicative abilities in the foreign language, though 
Bennett refers to communication as a developmental strategy in the ethnorelative 
stages. As a model of intercultural competence, rather than of ICC, the DMIS was 
not applicable to the needs of this study. 
The basic premise of Seelye's model (1982，1992) is that people from the 
same cultural background have a higher degree of shared commonality than those 
who do not. Seelye defines ICC as the creation of shared meanings among people 
who are more different than they are alike. His model provided the first structured 
framework for teaching culture in foreign language classes based on seven goals that 
aim to raise awareness of the way that culture shapes and conditions language and 
behavior. Because the model aims at shaping behavior, it has been criticized for 
essentializing the target culture, making overgeneralizations about target culture 
behavior, and adhering to stereotypes. In addition, his aim for language learners to 
acquire native speaker norms and practices imposed impossible targets. Although 
Seelye's model (1982，1992) strives to balance communicative abilities in the target 
language with cultural "know-how," his viewpoint of "culture" as a static monolith 
undermines its usefulness. 
In contrast to Seelye's focus on cultural generalities and stereotypes, one of 
the more recent developments in intercultural competence theory has been proposed 
by Arasaratnam and Doerfel (2005), who specify the need for a new, culture-wide 
model of ICC. Building on the work of previous models (Phillipson, 1992), they 
argue against subjective interpretations and limitations imposed by the cultures of the 
individuals involved in their conceptualization and assessment. Instead of imposing 
factors and dimensions in a top-down fashion, Arasaratnam and Doerfel have 
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adopted a bottom-up approach, in which cultural realizations of English are 
recognized, observing the dynamic and "dialogic" character of language. 
Arasaratnam and Doerfel have identified ten dimensions of intercultural 
communicative competence: heterogeneity, transmission, other-centeredness, 
observant, motivation, sensitivity, respect, relational, investment, and 
appropriateness. Although this model has not yet been developed into a framework 
for assessment purposes, it appears to balance communication and culture in a 
culture-generic, bottom-up approach that may become a useful, if slightly 
cumbersome way to identify language and (inter)cultural learning in SA contexts for 
micro-term sojourns. 
Kramsch's model (1993, 1998) of ICC is concerned with the production and 
reception of cultural meaning in foreign language classrooms. She asserts that FLT 
should aim at helping learners "to communicate appropriately with native speakers of 
the language; to get to understand others; to get to understand oneself in the process" 
(Kramsch, 1993，p. 183). The model locates meaning in the "third space" between 
cultures, a metaphorical area in which learners encounter and accept difference, 
discover a new culture, and rediscover their own. Seeing Otherness from someone 
else's perspective appears to be the main challenge in cross-cultural communication 
and she views this as possible during dialogical exchanges of ideas between 
particular individuals, using authentic materials. A "third perspective" occurs if it is 
integrated into a critical pedagogy based on information exchange, followed by 
classroom discussion with teachers and students to develop "conscientization" 
through critical discourse (Kramsch, 1993, p. 243). For Kramsch, ICC develops as a 
result of subjective/ intersubjective responses which rely on the production and 
reception of cultural meaning within the classroom through dialogue and 
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hermeneutics. Kramsch's model is specifically classroom based, and because of that, 
does not draw in the wider implications of a critical cultural awareness in foreign 
language and cultural education encountered in SA contexts. 
Byram (1997) outlined differences between classroom and out-of-class 
interactions in his framework for ICC. He proposed that "the classroom cannot 
usually offer the opportunity to develop the skills of interaction in real time" (p. 68) 
without interaction with foreign language speakers, and that such skills can only be 
simulated or rehearsed. He characterizes social interaction as the "ability to operate 
knowledge, attitudes and skills under the constraints of real time communication" (p. 
61). Among the above models, Byram's (1997) model of ICC emerges as the most 
suitable for the present study. Unlike Kramsch's model, it is ideally applied to real-
life situations outside the classroom, and like Kramsch, it is based on the traditions of 
foreign language teaching (FLT). As a consequence, it provides clear objectives and 
teaching targets, including a strong educational element, aimed at critical cultural 
awareness. 
Byram (1997) defines ICC as a set of five competencies, or ''saviors,'' 
namely: savoir etre, saviors, savoir faire/apprendre, savoir comprendre, and savoir 
s 'engager, which are based on attitudes, knowledge, skills, and sojourner values. The 
overall objective of his "intercultural speaker" (Byram, 1997，p. 32) is the ability to 
"decentre" (Byram, 1997，p. 35) from one's own culture and gain insight into another 
through the juxtapositioning of home and target cultures, and the ability to make 
judgements that are articulated and justified about one's own and the target culture. 
This rests on the concept of critical cultural awareness, savoir s，engager, which he 
states is the major aim for foreign language teaching. 
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Byram developed his model of ICC for the "development of the qualities 
required of a sojourner" (1997, p. 3) As such, it is eminently suited to the present 
study. The central components of the model, the savoirs, or skills, have been adapted 
to the present study to better understand the (inter)cultural growth and language 
learning of Japanese high schoolers who traveled to Australia. An outline of the 
model follows. It gives details of the features Byram incorporates in his definition of 
ICC. This section also explains the rationale for the savoirs chosen in this study to 
examine the language and (inter)cultural learning of micro-sojoumers. 
2.3.1 Byram's (1997) Model of Intercultural Communicative Competence 
Byram's (1997) concept of an "intercultural speaker" or "intercultural 
mediator" is "someone who has an ability to interact with 'others', to accept other 
perspectives and perceptions of the world, to mediate between different perspectives, 
to be conscious of their evaluations of difference" (Byram, Nichols, & Stephens, 
2001，p. 5). This definition of ICC focuses on the intercultural speaker's ability to 
drop his/her own subjective ideas of reality, and reconstruct them according to the 
values and norms of the target culture. For learners of ICC, the challenge involves 
socialization in the target culture during which time the student notices and 
recognizes differences in the values and beliefs they had assumed to be "normal." 
The interdependent process of comparing and contrasting home and host culture 
norms, values and behaviors, creates a new critical understanding of the Self in 
relation to Other. Through this process of "tertiary socialization" (Byram, 1997, p. 
34) students are able to reconstruct their ideas of reality and grow towards a new 
intercultural "se l f . 
Byram's (1997) model outlines five savoirs or skills for ICC: attitudes, 
knowledge, and skills, and also includes the sojourner's personal values, gained as a 
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result of belonging to a particular social group. In his model, he provides a set of 
objectives and explanations for each savoir, as well as details of methods of 
assessment. Table 2.1 below illustrates the savoirs and shows their positioning in 
relation to each other. 
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE 
linguistic socio! inguistic discourse 
competence competence competence 
INTERCULTURAL COMPETENCE 
skifis of 
// interpreting/ \ 
/ relating \ 
/ savoir comprendre \ 
critical attitudes -
knowledge cultural curiosity/ 
savoirs awareness openness 
savoir s'engager savoir etre 
\ skiUs of J 
\ discovery/ / 
interaction ^ ^ 
savoir apprendre/falre 
Table 2.1 Byram's Model of Intercultural Communicative Competence 
(Reproduced from Aired, Byram, & Fleming，2006) 
Byram defines intercultural attitude (savoir etre) as "curiosity and openness, 
readiness to suspend disbelief about other cultures and belief about one's own" (p. 
50). Savoir etre describes a willingness to put aside one's own values, meanings and 
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beliefs, recognizing that they are not the absolute and naturally correct ones, and 
viewing them 
from an outsider's perspective. Outsiders are frequently portrayed through the use of 
stereotypes or prejudices, which may be negative or positive, though both are 
misleading and may influence the intercultural encounter. An open and curious 
attitude allows students to "discover" the host culture and interact with their hosts in 
a positive and constructive way, as well as with less psychological stress. The ability 
to relate to culturally different others, and see oneself as they see you is the ability to 
"decentre." 
Byram's second foundational competence is knowledge (savoirs). This refers 
to two kinds of knowledge. Firstly, the knowledge about a particular culture, 
including the understanding of how social groups and identities function; and 
secondly the knowledge of how cultural patterns of meaning, beliefs and behaviors 
are formed by social groups in relation to other groups. By understanding the social 
processes influencing his/her own cultural perspective, values, and communication, a 
learner can also become aware of similar forces operating in the target culture. 
Savoir etre and savoirs are preconditions for successful intercultural interaction. 
Because learners will never have all of the knowledge needed to function in 
the target culture, Byram suggests three additional skills. The first is the skill of 
relating and interpreting through social participation. Savoir faire is the ability to 
"acquire new knowledge of a culture and cultural practices, and the ability to operate 
knowledge, attitudes and skills under the constraints of real-time communication and 
interaction" (Byram, 1997, pp. 98-99). This means communicating in the target 
language, finding out new knowledge and participating in the culture with social ease. 
Savoir faire is the ability to demonstrate sustained participation with culturally 
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different others by showing an attitude of sensitivity while operating "skills of 
discovery." The ability to manage turbulent emotions such as anxiety is also part of 
savoir faire: Byram argues that the ability to stabilize one's identity during 
intercultural interactions is of vital importance. 
Savoir apprendre is linked closely to savoir faire because most "discovery" 
takes place through interactions with native speakers. As such, these two savoirs are 
often paired. Byram, Gribkova, and Starkey (2002) define savoir apprendre as: 
The ability to observe and participate in new experiences and to incorporate 
new knowledge into existing knowledge, modifying the latter where 
necessary. Language learning abilities are developed in the course of the 
experience of learning. (This skill) enables the learner to deal more 
effectively and independently with new language learning challenges to see 
what options exist and to make better use of opportunities, (p. 35) 
The rationale behind savoir apprendre is the ability to extract meaning from 
hitherto unencountered 'material' using skills of interpretation, and integrate new 
knowledge with existing understandings through language. In this study, savoir 
apprendre is separated from its usual partner, savoir faire, and defined as the ability 
to discover new behaviors or cultural codes of operating in the target culture, and 
acting upon them by incorporating or adopting them into their behavioral/linguistic 
repertoire. 
Savoir comprendre is defined as the "ability to interpret a document or event 
from another culture, to explain it and relate it to documents or events from one's 
own" (Byram, 1997, p. 61). These are sojourner skills that identify how 
misunderstandings arise before they occur through an understanding of the culture 
and the sojourner's level of critical awareness. It includes the idea that conflict might 
be mediated or resolved through comparison and altered perspective. Byram (1997) 
contrasts savoir apprendre with savoir comprendre observing that both savoirs 
require the learner to produce meaning from previously unencountered ‘material,， 
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but the difference lies in the depth of cultural insight gained. As a skill displaying a 
different depth of cultural understanding, savoir comprendre can be described as 
"different kinds of understanding of other's peoples practices...Progression ...does 
not depend on an increase in quantity of knowledge but rather on a leap in insight" (p. 
105). In this study, the competency of savoir comprendre was not included because 
the pilot study revealed that it was unlikely that high school sojourners from the 
Japanese home school had the knowledge base, or the level of awareness necessary 
to demonstrate savoir comprendre. 
The final skill of "critical cultural awareness," savoir s 'engager, is defined as 
the ability "to evaluate, critically, and on the basis of explicit criteria, perspectives, 
practices and products in one's own and other cultures and countries，’ (Byram, 
Nichols, & Stephens，2001, p. 7). Savoir s 'engager refers to a cognitive, evaluative 
and behavioral approach to language learning, in which the individual relates his/her 
own values to those of Others to gain specific insights into the target culture and 
language based on rational grounds that can be articulated and justified. Byram 
positions savoir s 'engager at the center of his model as the core skill mediating 
attitude，knowledge, social behavior and discovery. Although the component of 
critical cultural awareness is acknowledged as being the crucial element of the 
experiential learning process, this competency was not specifically identified in this 
study because it was considered to be implicit through the manifestation of the other 
saviors, and not possible to detect in its own right following very brief exposure to 
the host culture in a micro-sojourn. 
In sum, Byram's definition of ICC involves reflecting upon and questioning 
beliefs and values that are thought to be acceptable and "normal;" experiencing 
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Otherness through interactions and experiences outside the in-group; reflecting upon 
relationships between groups; and analyzing intercultural experiences. 
Critics of Byram's (1997) model have identified theoretical weaknesses in his 
emphasis on Self and Other (Block, 2007), claiming that he depicts target and host 
cultures as discrete units, essentializing cultural spaces without acknowledging the 
increasing interrelatedness, diversity and complexity of societies around the world. 
With cultural hybridization wrought by technology, cross border mobility and 
societal change. Block (2007) queries whose "values, meanings and beliefs" are 
being examined in intercultural encounters. Block's criticism may be overstated. 
While Byram does indeed suggest the presence of a sharply defined "mother 
culture," it is inaccurate to say that cultural differences do not exist. He stresses the 
need to go beyond stereotypes for a direct experience of the target culture. 
Subsequent enhancements made to Byram's (1997) model have added weight to 
savoir s 'engager, extending the critical educational component to a wider political 
and social dimension, so expanding the concept of Self and Other in ICC. 
A second, oft-cited criticism of Byram's work (Guilherme, 2002; Aguilar, 
2002) relates to references to a fictitious native speaker underlying language and 
cultural goals. For example, Byram (1997) mentions the "appropriateness" of social 
skills expected of NNSs in social interaction, and "the rules of the language used" in 
his discussion of knowledge of behavioral conventions (p. 10). Byram clarifies his 
position when he states that "the more desirable outcome is a learner with the ability 
to see and manage the relationships between themselves and their own cultural 
beliefs, behaviours and meanings, as expressed in a foreign language, and those of 
their interlocutors, expressed in the same language — or even as a combination of 
languages" (p. 12). It is the replacement of the native speaker with an "intercultural 
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speaker" or "mediator" that empowers the foreign language learner with a sense of 
legitimacy and primacy in the learning process. 
Despite these shortcomings, Byram's (1997) Model of ICC is currently the 
most widely used and referred to model of intercultural communicative competence 
in use by foreign language educators (Deardorff, 2006). It meets the requirements of 
this study as it has a set of criteria for each component of ICC which could be 
applied to the experiences of the micro-sojoumers as they negotiated their stay in the 
host culture. 
In this study, the skills of: attitude {savoir etre), knowledge (savoirs), 
discovery through interaction and relating to culturally different others (savoir faire), 
and discovery (savoir apprendre) were used as criteria to gain a better understanding 
of the sojourner's language and (inter)cultural learning. 
2.4 Individual Differences and Study Abroad 
Domyei (2005) defines individual differences (IDs) as “dimensions of 
enduring personal characteristics that are assumed to apply to everybody and on 
which people differ by degree...they concern stable and systematic deviations from a 
normative blueprint" (p. 4). IDs have been found to play a large mediating role in 
second language development in SA, and are particularly accentuated by factors that 
occur in the host culture. Huebner (1995) states that "the overseas experience seems 
to result in a much wider variety of performances and behaviors than does study at 
home" (p. 191). The following section takes account of the specific IDs of attitude, 
motivation, willingness to communicate, language anxiety, linguistic affordances, 
self-efficacy and culture shock. These IDs were selected in the present study because 
they have been identified in process-based research as playing a role in sojourn 
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outcomes. Exclusion of other IDs does not exclude the impact of these factors in 
micro-term SA. 
2.4.1 Attitude 
Attitude describes a learner's affective feelings towards the target language 
community. Byram (1997) asserts that intercultural interactions are affected by 
knowledge, skills, and attitudes that reflect an individual's social values. To a large 
extent, these values mirror the cultural underpinnings of the social in-group, but they 
are also connected to the personhood, personality, cognitive styles and beliefs of the 
individual. Positive attitudes and enthusiasm towards language learning opportunities 
indicate more likelihood that sojourners will be willing to engage in the host culture, 
have an ethnorelative outlook, and are responsive and receptive about what others 
say; whereas values reflecting ethnocentrism, stereotypes or prejudices can 
negatively affect the student's ability to leam. 
Stereotyping "involves labeling or categorizing particular groups of people, 
usually in a negative way, according to preconceived ideas or broad 
generalizations... and assume(e) that all members of that group will think and behave 
identically" (Byram, Gribkove, & Starkey，2002, p. 21). Stereotypes make judgments 
based on feelings rather than on reason，and undermine the individual by linking 
them to a behavior, group or belief. They do not cause miscommimication in 
themselves, but if inaccurate or negative stereotypes are rigid, they may lead to 
incorrect predictions of behavior and misunderstandings (Gudykunst, 2004). As 
stereotyping and paired associations help us to organize our social environment more 
effectively, and are inevitable to some extent, awareness and reflection may 
consciously control and rationalize the beliefs and processes which cause them. 
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A prominent feature of savoir etre in the development of ICC is empathy. 
Byram (1995) includes it as the "ability and willingness to stand between own and 
foreign culture and relate the one to the other" (p. 57). Characterized by sensitivity to 
the feelings and values of others, empathy provides a channel through which 
understanding and sharing may be easier to achieve. Aired (2003) notes that there are 
degrees of empathy and different ways that it is communicated between cultures. 
Pellegrino-Aveni (2005) suggests that in ICC, empathy plays a role in a sojourner's 
identity (re)construction as learner's gain insight into NS responses and attitudes, and 
leam how to predict and interpret their perceptions. Empathy also explains the 
feelings of sympathy NNSs feel for NSs in low level language exchanges when 
communication is slow and difficult. 
It is widely accepted that positive, open attitudes towards the target language 
and community enhance learning whereas negative attitudes hinder learning. 
Gudykunst (1979) posits that they can be modified by experience and reflection, but 
warns that “contact of only a short duration does not allow enough time to establish 
attitudes to change. The short duration of the contact results in an incomplete 
psychological experience for the participants" (p. 4). Using only time as a variable, 
and ignoring all other program considerations, research to date seems to corroborate 
Gudykunst's assertions on the whole. 
For example, Medina-Lopez-Portillo (2004) reports that 18 American 
university students on a seven-week program to Mexico, tested for intercultural 
sensitivity using pre- and post-program questionnaires, interviews and scores from 
the Intercultural Development Inventory (IDI) (Hammer & Bennett, 2001) returned 
with more ethnocentric attitudes. Coleman's (1998) study of 10,000 British students 
measured attitudes of home and host culture throughout their year abroad and found 
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significantly more negative perceptions of the host culture on return compared to the 
pre-SA groups. On the other hand, Chieffo and Griffiths (2003, 2004) assert that self-
assessed attitude changes towards language learning and global awareness are 
possible within a four-week time frame using a control group for comparison. 
Another study by the same researchers carried out using 2,300 short-term sojourner 
respondents reported the same findings. Other short-term studies report no change 
(Allen & Herron, 2003). 
In the Japanese context, attitudes towards native speakers color the way 
English is perceived. Filler and Takahashi (2006) describe Japanese attitudes towards 
English language speaking with foreigners as akogare, or ‘desire/admiration;，and 
Matsuda's (2000) study of Japanese high schooler attitudes towards English reveals 
that the ability to speak English is seen as "cool" and "stylish," and has an 
overwhelmingly positive impression. American English is perceived by Japanese 
adolescents as "pure" and "authentic" compared to outer circle English varieties, so 
that the model of English to emulate tends to be inner circle varieties of Anglo-
English, particularly North American and British. 
According to Kubota (2002) this derives from the government discourse of 
kokusaika (internationalization) which emphasizes foreign languages in schools, but 
which is linked to reductionist beliefs. She claims that current language-in-education 
policies assume that English should be modeled on, and refer to North American and 
British varieties which idealize white inner circle native speaker levels as the desired 
proficiency goal. Secondly, that merely speaking English leads to 
intemational/intercultural understanding, and thirdly that kokusaika is an opportunity 
for developing an essential Japaneseness, or national identity. Under current 
educational policy, Kubota (2002) asserts that the concept of internationalization is 
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strongly linked to "Japanization." The emphasis on national identity reinforces in-
group and out-group boundaries rather than developing skills to explore the diversity 
of other global perspectives. Her views are supported by Liddicoat (2007) who notes 
that understandings of internationalization in Japan are concerned with "spreading 
Japanese culture, values and history internationally, and moving the other to see the 
world from a Japanese perspective" (p. 37). 
The implications for Japanese speakers of English are evident. Kubota (2002) 
claims that English language is viewed as a high prestige skill that Japanese students 
are required to learn to native speaker standard, and that is an end in itself for 
intercultural understanding. The emphasis on being a Japanese speaker with English 
speaking skills is intrinsically antagonistic to ideas of ICC, and does not support the 
basic tenets of intercultural understanding. It does succeed however, in the language-
in-education policy aim of giving Japanese speakers of English the tools to explain 
Japan to the world. 
2.4.2 Motivation, Investment and Language Learning 
In their socio-educational model, Gardner and Lambert (1972) isolated two 
orientations: integrative and instrumental orientations. Of these, integrative 
motivation has been the most developed and corresponds to "a positive 
interpersonal/affective disposition towards the L2 group and the desire to interact 
with and even become similar to valued members of that community...imply(ing)an 
openness to, and respect for，other cultural groups and ways of life" (p. 5). A core 
part of this understanding is the psychological and emotional identification with the 
target community of language speakers. 
Scholars have found the notion of 'integrativeness' problematic on the 
grounds that "affective predispositions towards the target language community are 
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unlikely to explain a great proportion of the variation in language attainment" 
(Domyei, 1990，p. 49). Yashima (2002) points out that for Japanese students, 
"English symbolizes the world around Japan, something that connects them to 
foreign countries and foreigners or "strangers" in Gudykunst's (1991) sense," (p. 57) 
suggesting that intergroup identity processes are less salient than the international 
concept of non-Japaneseness. She calls this "international posture." 
Csizer and Domyei (2005) link attitudes towards L2 (second language) 
speakers with 'integrativeness' in their model of language learning motivation. 
Domyei (2005) argues that "integrativeness" can be seen from a "self perspective. 
“If one's 'ideal' self is associated with the mastery of an L2.. .(they) can be described 
as having an integrated position” (p. 26). He connects this with the idea of an 
idealized L2 self, by associating a positive attitude towards the target language and 
members of the community with a positive, attractive image of one's own idealized 
self. Linking this idea of 'ideal self to Yashima's idea of 'international posture’ in 
which English is viewed without a single cultural base, Yashima, Zenuk-Nishide, 
and Shimizu (2004) propose that one way of understanding the motivation of 
Japanese learners is by examining the way they relate to the world. Not as integrated 
with it, but related as they visualize their English speaking selves. They suggest that 
students who clearly visualize their possible or "ideal" English-using selves are 
likely to make more effort to interact and engage with others as well as be more 
willing to communicate. 
Norton (2000) criticizes integrativeness as a static conceptualization of 
motivation on the grounds that it "does not capture the complex relationships 
between power，identity and language" (p. 10). Her notion of investment is based on 
the learner's social and historic link to the target language, and conceives the learner 
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as "having a complex social history and multiple desires" so that when they speak 
they are "reorganizing a sense of who they are and how they relate to the world" (p. 
11). This notion of investment proposes that "an investment in the target language is 
also an investment in a learner's own identity, an identity which is constantly 
changing across time and space" (p. 11). Norton's notion of investment sees a 
dynamic and ongoing identity realignment with the world as the motivation for 
language learning. 
Clement, Noels and Maclntyre (2007) and Domyei (2003) note a paradigm 
shift away from the concept of integrativeness to include sociocultural perspectives 
in language learning motivation. Deci and Ryan's (1985, 2002) self-determination 
theory has three main orientations: amotivation, intrinsic motivation, and extrinsic 
motivation that follow a continuum. Intrinsic motivation describes "the desire to 
perform an activity because of the inherent interest and enjoyment of performing the 
behavior for its own sake...derive(d) from the fulfillment of 3 basic needs -
autonomy, competence and relatedness" (p. 53). Clement, Noels, and Maclntyre 
(2007) go on to explain that, "Intrinsic motivation is sustained when individuals 
perceive that they have voluntarily chosen to perform an activity in which they can 
exercise and express their capacities, and that they and their decision to engage in the 
activity is securely supported by others" (p. 53). This implies that individuals are 
motivated to act through self-directed enjoyment of the activity. 
2.4.3 Willingness to Communicate (WTC) 
Although originally conceived of to explain LI (first language) traits, the 
construct of WTC has now incorporated components that explain L2 WTC. 
Maclntyre, Clement, Domyei and Noels (1998) define the construct as an 
individual's "readiness to enter into discourse at a particular time with a specific 
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person or persons, using a L2" (p. 547). From the perspective of second language 
acquisition, the more a person communicates, the more opportunities to practice and 
learn (Brown, 1987; Rubin and Thompson, 1994). Fraser (2002) found that SA 
students who actively positioned themselves in community activities requiring them 
to partake and communicate, were more likely to make language gains. Similarly, 
Yashima's (2004) study of Japanese learners in the United States proposed that 
sojourners who scored higher on predeparture measures of WTC behaved in ways 
that invited their hosts to interact more extensively with them. Interestingly, learner 
willingness was found to be less dependent on proficiency level than on perceived 
communicative competence. Students with less confidence in their ability to 
communicate reportedly missed opportunities to take the initiative because they 
considered their language levels to be too low. Yashima (2002) hypothesizes that 
learner's perceptions of their abilities are more salient in WTC than a learner's actual 
proficiency level. 
This is confirmed by Clement, Baker, and Maclntyre (2003) who found the 
two variables of "communication anxiety," and "perceived L2 competence" to play 
an overwhelming role in second language WTC. The WTC pyramid model's top 
three layers now incorporate these two components, seen to be situation-specific, 
altering the construct as “a situationally-determined volitional choice to speak at a 
particular time with a specific person or group" (Clement, Noels, & Maclntyre, 2007, 
p. 58). 
The lower three layers of the pyramid feature the more stable influences on 
WTC. These are IDs relating to self-esteem, personality, attitude, self-perceived 
communicative competence, and motivation. Learner outlook and self-efficacy is all 
important in overriding obstacles towards intention to use the L2. Maclntyre et al.， 
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(2001) added another modifying component, perceived behavioral control, to the 
host of other IDs incorporated in the second language WTC model, again 
emphasizing individual difference with regard to perceived ease or difficulty when 
speaking using the L2. This stresses the role of self efficacy in an individual who is 
able to communicate in context regardless of level of L2 competence (Maclntyre, 
Baker, Clement, & Donovan, 2003). 
2.4.4 Language Anxiety 
Language anxiety is defined by Domyei (2005) as "the worry and negative 
emotional reaction aroused when learning or using a second language" (p. 199) and 
is linked to the inherent L2 deficit in language learners. Anxiety may be a short-term 
state, occurring in response to a particular situation or event (situational or state 
anxiety), or it may be a character trait. Language anxiety generally diminishes over 
time, but it may become pervasive if students associate language performance with 
anxiety, and becomes a trait, rather than a state (Gardner & Maclntyre，1993). 
Different types of L2-related anxiety have shown negative relationships to L2 
achievement (Clement, Domyei, & Noels, 1994). Gardner and Maclntyre (1993) 
conclude that "anxious students will have lower levels of verbal production.. .and 
will be reluctant to express personally relevant information to a second-language 
conversation’，(p. 6). This is known as debilitating anxiety. Byram (1997) identifies 
the ability to reflect on and manage psychological stress as important for 
identification stability. The emotional resilience to face culture shock, confusion and 
misunderstanding and to maintain a stable sense of self is necessary to participate 
actively and apply the skills of an intercultural mediator. 
Japanese scholars report that language learning anxiety in Japanese students 
stem from a lack of social skills (Yashima, 1999) which originate from LI 
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communicative styles, and which might actively hinder effective communication in 
English (Kawabata, 1987; Tezuka, 1992). Japanese students identify fear of 
destabilizing intragroup relations (Yamashita, 2007), and feeling unable to initiate 
conversation with non-Japanese (Yashima, 2002; Yashima, Zenuk-Nishide, & 
Shimizu, 2004) as stressors inducing anxiety. 
2.4.5 Self-Efficacy 
Bandura (1997) defines self-efficacy as "the belief in one's capabilities to 
organize and execute the courses of action required to manage prospective 
situations" (p. 2). Self-efficacy does not refer to one's actual capabilities, but to the 
belief in one's capabilities. He claims that the perceived ability to act, make choices, 
confront difficulties and overcome them is a key factor of agency. He argues that if 
an individual does not believe they have the power to attain results, they will not 
make the attempt to make things happen. Conversely, an individual who does believe 
in their ability to successfully attain a goal will endeavor to try. As a widely differing 
variable between individuals, self-efficacy can explain why sojourners of the same 
language proficiency levels may differ so widely in what they are able to do. 
An individual builds up beliefs surrounding their capabilities through 
"mastery experiences" defined as "the most influential source of efficacy because 
they provide the most authentic evidence of whether one can muster whatever it 
takes to succeed" (Bandura, 1997，p.80). Success gained in the face of adversity may 
enhance one's efficacy. The sojourn represents a "mastery experience" par 
excellence. 
Efficacy beliefs have special significance in SA because Bandura (1997) 
asserts that they play a part in reducing anxiety. Threats in the environment may be 
considered harmful and to be avoided by some, or they may be seen as a challenge or 
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as adventure to others. Culture shock, problems with communication, the ambiguity 
and uncertainty in the surroundings may be adjusted to more easily by someone 
whose efficacy beliefs lead individuals to persist when times are hard and make 
choices which will eventually lead to perceived desirable outcomes. 
2.4.6 Ecology, Linguistic/Cultural Affordances, and Agency 
Gibson's ecological theory of perception (1979) takes as its basis the 
reciprocal relationship between an organism and its environment. Van Lier (2000) 
explains the environment as providing the "semiotic budget" within which two 
speakers actively engage in meaning-making activities, and stresses that language is 
relational between negotiators and the environment. He explains that when 
communicating, the learner is actively engaged in making meaning by nodding, 
backchanneling, gesturing and indicating in many ways that he is contributing 
towards the semiotic activity, by taking advantage of opportunities for 
communication he finds in the conversation. 
Gibson (1979) called the opportunities for linguistic action, whereby the 
chance to engage is perceived and acted upon "affordances." Kramsch (2002) 
describes affordances as, "meaningful ways of relating to the environment through 
perception-in-action" (p. 147). "Activity, perception, and affordance are the 
ingredients, the raw materials out of which signs grow and from which language 
emerges" (van Lier, 2002, p. 151). Language learning occurs through taking up the 
"demands and requirements, opportunities and limitations, rejections and invitations, 
enablements and constraints - in short, affordances" (Shotter & Newson, 1982, p. 
34). 
At each stage，the ecology of the language learner is of vital importance in 
that it provides the semiotic budget for the language learner. Occasionally, the 
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semiotic budget may be low，as in cases where reciprocity is not available to learners 
of a foreign language. This may be a perceived lack of access, but in this case, 
agency and intention is emphasized if the individual is to participate, and act upon 
the affordances offered by the environment. 
The location of agency is seen to vary between a position within the 
individual, to placing it within the power structures, relations and ideologies of 
society. Zimmerman and deary ' s (2006) definition of agency as "one's capability to 
originate and direct actions for given purposes" (p. 45) adheres to the former, while 
Bourdieu (1977) places agency within the 'habitus' with its self-perpetuating rules 
and "structuring structures" towards the other end of the spectrum. Aheam's (2001) 
conception of agency as "the socioculturally mediated capacity to act" (p. 112) lies 
between the two. 
According to Aheam (2001)，the ability to act is mediated by societal 
influences that are different from culture to culture, and take into account different 
conceptions of personhood and capacities for action. Rather than seeing agency as 
"socially unfettered free will" (p. 114)，she acknowledges the influence of culture on 
beliefs, intentions and actions in a way that action is either constrained or enabled by 
these practices and discourses. 
Bandura (2006) links agency with personal efficacy which he regards as a 
key personal resource for change and action. It also influences the way that 
opportunities in the environment are seen and acted upon. The agents in this study 
are Japanese, and according to Aheam (2001)，affordances in the environment will 
be perceived and acted upon according to Japanese sociocultural codes. Agency 
within Japanese codes of personhood and culture will affect the choices they make to 
act. Aheam explains that an apparent lack of agency may be the result of a range of 
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culturally mediated possibilities from a lack of recognition of linguistic affordances 
in the new environment, to self-censuring behaviors influenced by the home culture, 
as well as by individual differences. 
2.4.7 Culture Shock and Adjustment 
The transition to a new culture or society is often accompanied by a period 
known as culture shock. Ting-Toomey and Chung (2005) define it as an emotional 
experience accompanying transition to an unfamiliar environment when "the 
individual's identity appears to be stripped of all protection" (p. 116). Oberg (1960) 
too, referred to culture shock as an identity disorientation state involving perceived 
identity loss, identity strain, identity rejection, identity confusion, and identity 
powerlessness. Ward, Bochner and Fumham (2001) explain culture shock in three 
dimensions: affective, behavioral and cognitive disorientation, triggered by the 
"anxiety that results from the loss of commonly perceived and understood signs and 
symbols of social intercourse" (Adler, 1987’ p. 25). International student sojourners 
refer to the transition period as less of a shock, than as a period of malaise during 
which time they suffer myriad, minor complaints (Murphy-Lejeune, 2002). 
In the past, difficulties in adaptation have made culture shock seem like a 
negative experience depicting a traveler debilitated by an illness, unable to cope 
outside their own home country. Recently however, different models have presented 
culture shock as a naturally occurring, dynamic, interactive, and developmental 
process implying the chance to leam and expand in intercultural understanding. 
Rather than being something to avoid, difficult adjustments in the host culture may 
prompt a deeper level of sensitivity, an awareness of Self and Other, and an 
opportunity to develop new coping behaviors leading to resilience and personal 
expansion. 
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A range of factors have been identified that help manage adjustment 
problems. These are: personality attributes, personal expectations, cultural distance, 
duration of overseas stay, management of international student groups, and 
interactions with host nationals. 
According to Ting-Toomey and Chung (2005), particular personality 
attributes are associated with ease of adaptation. People who display a high tolerance 
for ambiguity, flexibility, and who have inner directed drives and motivations are 
likely to adjust better. Ward (2004) has developed a notion of cultural "fit" that 
suggests that sojourners who match the larger cultural norms of the host culture 
personality type will settle in better (for example, extraversion or introversion). 
Along the same lines，Ting-Toomey (1999) speculates that independent-self 
sojourners will fit in well in individualistic cultures whereas interdependent-self 
sojourners may fit in collectivist cultural norms better. 
Ting-Toomey and Chung (2005) assert that personal expectations influence 
the way a period abroad is anticipated and predicted. Positive outlooks are likely to 
create positive adaptation owing to self-fulfilling prophesies. Ward (1996) has found 
that sojourner expectations based on reality and accuracy make for smoother 
transitions than others whose expectations are not reality based. This suggests that 
pre-departure preparation can help manage intercultural adjustment. 
Fumham and Bochner (1986) and Gudykunst and Kim (1997) suggest that 
culture shock is more intense when the 'cultural distance' between host and home 
cultures is high. Ting-Toomey (1999) defines cultural distance as "the degree of 
psychological adjustment that is needed to bridge the dissimilarities between the 
culture of origin and the culture of entry" (p. 238). Factors that emphasize cultural 
distance might include values, language, self-conceptions, as well as different 
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religious, economic and political systems. The cultural distance between Japan and 
Australia, the countries featured in this study, is considered wide under Hofstede's 
Individualism indices of 50 countries (1980). 
Japanese sojourners have been attributed with specific acculturation issues. 
Earlier studies suggest that Japanese suffer maladjustment or culture shock to a 
greater extent than people from other countries (Inamura, 1980; Nakane, 1972). 
Ebuchi (1986) termed Japanese student dependence on co-nationals for company, 
"adjustment through avoidance" as opposed to "adjustment through integration." 
Yamashita (2007), however, suggests that this is a problem set up by program 
administrators who organize sojourners into intact student groups for study and 
lodging, unintentionally subjecting students to remain within Japanese collectivist 
norms which forces participants to conform to the group even against their will. 
The duration and purpose of the sojourn is also likely to influence how 
students manage intercultural adjustment. Immigrants and long-term sojourners, who 
invest time and energy in the host culture, are more likely to make sociocultural 
adjustments as they gain culture-specific knowledge, language fluency and increased 
contact with the host culture. Short-term and micro-term sojourners are less likely to 
understand or practice appropriate sociocultural behaviors within the time frame of 
their stay. Adjustment appears to be linked to length, intention and expectation of 
integration. The most intense period of stress in adjustment comes at the beginning 
and heightens to a peak before settling down. For example, Ward, Fumham and 
Bochner (1998) found that psychological and sociocultural adaptation of Japanese 
sojourners to New Zealand was increasingly stressful for the first four months of a 
year-long sojourn, when anxiety levels peaked before falling to a new stage of 
adjustment. In short-term study abroad contexts, Allen (2002) found that anxiety 
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levels were particularly high for the first two weeks of a six-week program to France. 
Homestay families reported that for students on one-month programs, the first few 
days are the most difficult (Schmidt-Reinhart & Knight，2004), Adjustment patterns 
for micro-term sojourners have not yet been recorded, but some researchers discount 
culture shock as irrelevant for the time frames spent in the host culture (Zamastil-
Vondrova, 2005). 
Institutional management of sojourner groups plays an influential role in 
sociocultural adjustment. Often micro-term, short-term and even semester-long term 
sojourners are handled as intact groups, studying together, socializing together and 
even lodging together in the host culture with few opportunities for integration with 
host culture and integration (Ellis & Tanaka^ 2003; Yamashita, 2007). 
Fumham and Bochner's functional model of friendship networks (1982) of 
international students shows that they tend to belong to three distinct social networks, 
each containing their own function. Local students are preferred for informational 
support, compatriots are required for companionship and emotional support, and the 
third network of friendships with other non-compatriot foreign students is largely 
recreational. It appears that opportunities for on-going friendly interactions with host 
nationals are not necessarily sought out by international students. Peer programs can 
enhance social adjustment (as described in 2.2.2.). Sojourners reporting more 
exposure to, and satisfying relationships with host nationals have fewer sociocultural 
adaption problems (Searle & Ward, 1990). 
Models of culture shock include the U-curve hypothesis (Lysgaard, 1955) 
which was extended to a six-staged W-shaped Adjustment Model (Gullahom & 
Gullahom, 1963) to include reentry shock and resocialization with the home culture. 
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Ting-Toomey and Chung (2005) have developed this into a seven-stage Revised W-
Shaped Adjustment Model with particular relevance to international students. 
The initial 'honeymoon stage, describes the exhilaration of the new cultural 
environment. The 'hostility stage' describes the point of reality when serious culture 
shock begins, and students experience loss of self esteem as they flounder in the host 
culture, unable to negotiate even the easiest of tasks. Some sojourners become hostile 
and others withdraw. Anderson (1994) describes four kinds of "culture shocker" 
under categories called: early returnees, time servers, the adjusters, and the 
participators. The 'early returnees' operate through highly ethnocentric lenses and 
are dissatisfied with host culture life, often leaving early. The 'time servers' either 
physically avoid their hosts or use psychological withdrawal strategies to pass the 
time before going home. The 'adjusters' tend to use "segmentation strategies" to 
function in the culture and learn to mix with their hosts in order to achieve their 
instrumental goals, but have not grown into the socio-emotional domain. The 
'participators' use active commitment strategies to realign their identities with the 
new culture, and apply their knowledge. They aim for ethnorelative perspectives. 
Following the hostile stage in Ting-Toomey and Chung's (2005) seven-stage 
adjustment model is the 'humorous stage' when sojourners laugh at their mistakes 
and see good as well as bad things in the host culture. Kim (2004) says that this is 
when students experience "stress-adaptation-growth emotions" by recognizing 
results while continuing to experience frustrations. The ‘in-sync, stage describes a 
level of comfort found in the host culture when sojourners begin to feel at home, start 
experiencing identity security and inclusion, and fewer differences between 
boundaries. The fifth period of adjustment is called the 'ambivalent' stage, when 
students ready themselves to return home. They experience a mixture of relief and 
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sorrow about their impending return. They acknowledge the friends they have made 
and look back on their early days with fond memories. The 'reentry culture shock' 
stage is usually met with surprise and intense discomfort when the sojourner's return 
is not met with the interest anticipated, and sojourners feel let down and depressed by 
friends and family. Sojourners have to rely on their new-found skills of resilience to 
arrive at the final stage of ‘resocialisation,. Ting-Toomey and Chung (2005) describe 
three kinds of resocialisers: the resocialisers, who quietly slip back into their old life 
unable to integrate their new ideas and skills into their life for fear of being different 
to friends and colleagues. The alienators never "fit back" into their old life and prefer 
to move on to different places in the world rather than remain monocultural. The 
third category refers to the "transformers" who act as "agents of change" in their 
home culture. They return deeply enriched from their experience and positively 
integrate their new multidimensional thinking into their own culture and practices. 
Individual differences in sojourner adjustment make culture shock a 
profoundly personal experience, and current theories of culture shock and adjustment 
may not be sensitive enough to describe the states that micro-sojoumers pass through 
as they experience their new environments. Ting-Toomey and Chung's (2005) 
Revised W-Shaped Adjustment Model described above provides guidelines for 
identifying major affective transition periods, but does not take into account the more 
subtle affective disruption of anomie which may stop an otherwise functioning 
sojourner from "belonging" or becoming "invested" in their learning. This would 
suggest support for more case study research of the kind presented in this study to 
develop understandings of adjustment on micro-term SA programs. 
2.5 Summary 
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Chapter two presented a literature review of research relevant to this study in 
three main sections. The first section described the relationship between SA and 
second language acquisition as outlined in quantitative product-based studies and 
qualitative process-based studies. Empirical research relating to Japan and the target 
age group was included where possible, and the present lack of research into micro 
studies noted. The second section outlined theories of ICC, including Byram's (1997) 
model of the intercultural speaker, pointing out its relevance to this study, and 
explained which of the savoirs were selected as the criteria chosen to analyze the 
language and (inter)cultural learning of the Japanese high schoolers as they traveled 
through their sojourn. Current reviews of ID's considered to be particularly pertinent 
to SA were then outlined in the third section. 
The next chapter will first introduce details of the SA program presented in 
this study, and then discuss the research design and methods used. 
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CHAPTER 3 STUDY ABROAD PROGRAM OVERVIEW AND 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Introduction 
This chapter is divided into two parts. Part One provides detailed information 
about the study abroad (SA) program, including elements of the home institution in 
Japan, and the host institution in Australia. Part Two gives details of the research 
design and methodology used in this study. The pilot study is discussed with an 
emphasis on implications for adjustments in the main study. A description of the 
main study follows with details of the instrumentation, data collection and processing, 
and method of data analysis. The participants are then described, and reasons given 
for selecting four main students for closer scrutiny. The chapter closes with a 
discussion of validity and reliability, and a review of the study's methodological 
limitations. 
3.2 Part One: Description of the Micro-term Study Abroad Program 
3.2.1 Overview of Micro-term Study Abroad Program 
Because the same schools were used in both the pilot and main studies, this 
section gives information about the schools, and elements of the study abroad (SA) 
program to provide a clear descriptive background for the methodology section that 
follows in Part Two. 
3.2.1.1 Program Aims 
The official aims of the micro-study abroad were stated in the home school 
orientation booklet {Gakushu shiryo) which was distributed to students before the SA. 
These were given as: 
1. To communicate actively with people of foreign countries to develop 
understandings of their culture. 
2. To experience directly the culture and customs of foreign countries by 
participating in home stay and educational activities. 
3. To share what are (sic) obtained through this trip with the fellow students. 
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These goals were conceived by the original organizers of the program at its inception 
in 2000，and have not been revised since. Although the aims are written in English, 
the booklet is written in Japanese for the home school students, and this may be why 
it has not been distributed to the host school. The host school is not aware of these 
aims. 
3.2.1.2 Home Institution 
3.2.1.2.1 Background 
Kyushu Gakuin High School (pseudonym), a private coeducational institution, 
is located in a small and provincial prefectural capital in Japan. The high school is 
one of sixteen institutions run by a private educational group, and the owner 
continues to take an active interest in the day-to-day running of the school. With 
1,700 pupils, Kyushu Gakuin High School is the largest senior high school in the 
prefecture, and students come from different economic groups. The city is not 
located on a bullet train line, indicating that there are not many overseas visitors to 
the city, and foreign residents are not common. 
3.2.1.2.2 International Course 
The International Course is a three-year program allowing high school 
students who plan to take English related courses at university to specialize early in 
English language education. Coursework is structured around six-week, content-
based units, emphasizing communicative skills in Years 10 and 11，and vocabulary 
and grammar in the final year before university entrance exams. The average class 
size is relatively small for Japan, at around nineteen students. 
The micro-term SA is a self-financed, optional component of the 
International Course. Participants are self-selecting members of the International 
Course, but students may attend from other courses in the high school if 
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recommended by the teacher. The SA component of the course is popular. Students 
who do not wish to take the option are given a range of travel alternatives (e.g., a 
five-day school trip to Tokyo). Typically, seventeen or eighteen students from the 
International Course choose to participate in the micro-term SA program. The 
program takes place during the spring break between Years 11 and 12, crucially 
positioned before students begin to apply to universities in June and July 2007. 
3.2.1.3 Host Institution 
3.2.1.3.1 Background 
Cowdray College (pseudonym) is a half government and half private fee 
paying school situated in a rural Australian town of comparable size to the home 
school city. It is a primary and senior school of 2000 children who are largely second 
generation, Caucasian immigrants. The school principal places great emphasis on 
exchange programs, and students have the opportunity to take part in exchanges to 
Vanuatu, India, Japan, China, France and South Africa. Many of the families in the 
senior school have children who have either taken part in an exchange program, or 
who have hosted children visiting the school from abroad. 
3.2.1.3.2 Homestay Family Selection Process 
Advertisements for host families are placed in the school newsletter, and on 
the school global network, which is a database of families who have hosted 
international students in the past. Families are also found by directly contacting 
veteran homestay families requesting them to take students. Although the host school 
is responsible for finding homestay families and buddies, Japan Travel Bureau (JTB), 
the travel operator coordinating the home school travel arrangements, check the 
families offered by the school for suitability. Each Japanese student is allocated his 
or her own family. 
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3.2.1.3.3 The Buddy System 
Part of the contract stipulated by the home school is the requirement for 
buddies from the Australian school whose families agree to host the Japanese 
students for the duration of the micro-sojourn. The host school is used to providing 
buddies as part of the routine overseas exchange activities that are a regular feature 
of school life. Ideally, buddies volunteer having seen the notices on the school 
website or in the newsletter, but in practice, buddy involvement is often instigated by 
parents who have been personally requested by the school to become a homestay 
family. Buddies are matched on the basis of shared interests and activities. 
3.2.2 Program Components 
Program components refer to elements such as: pre-departure preparation, 
sojourn support, post-sojoum debriefing, program content, field activities, buddy 
system, homestay accommodation, etc. Variations within each option influence 
sojourner experiences and affect study abroad outcomes. The following section will 
focus on different components of the program that featured in the present study, in 
three subsections relating to pre-, during and post-sojoum time frames. The pre-
sojoum element discusses student preparation, which relates to the way sojourners 
encounter their new host environment and are able to adjust. 
3.2.2.1 Pre-Sojourn 
3.2.2.1.1 Pre-Sojourn Preparation 
Typically, pre-sojoum preparation for the program includes three elements: 
recruitment processes; a school-produced orientation publication; and orientation 
procedures, and follows the process illustrated in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1 Elements and Timeframe of Pre-Sojourn Preparation 
Start of Summer September Winter Jan 2007 Feb 2 0 0 7 M a r c h 2007 
Academic Year holiday 2006 holiday (6 weeks pre-
11 departure) 
April-July 2006 ^ 
Informal 飞二、’�: Slide show and ；, Information session 4 days prior to 
discussions . formal talk of * /： followed by students' leaving, JTB 
during homeroom , 二 一 ’ ’ previous year's determination of 工 « delivers 
time ' ' , , t r ip personal aims for the Distribution homestay 
•.• trip. of Gakushu family 歧:： shiryd. information ； Decision to join » : 
study trip taken ' X ' : , Students carried out Revisiting — r ^ 
I , : . a comparative study aims of trip ; 
' � C u l t u r a l ‘ � ’�• ？； Australia in groups Preparation ‘ 
'4 exchange . •^二Vand made class of English rV:�V r ' M 
activities -厂’：presentations. language , \ 
.VMecided upon. ； X； phra郷 and .,:,;,,•:..:�.::.丨_ 
Table 3.1. reveals that the main orientation is done within the two-week period prior 
to the sojourn. Preparations for different cultural exchange groups may begin in 
September (e.g., tea ceremony lessons), but otherwise occurs in brief pockets until 
the immediate pre-departure period. Elements of pre-sojoum preparation reflect the 
home school's major concern that students have a safe and enjoyable trip. Part of this 
process is ensuring that they know how to behave and function within an Australian 
family setting，and can cany out their cultural exchange activities smoothly. 
3.2.2.1.1.1 Pre-Sojourn Recruitment 
Six months pre-sojoum, the class teacher shows the International Course 
students a slide show of the previous year's trip to introduce the micro-SA program. 
This is aimed at giving students an idea of what they will encounter during the 
sojourn, motivate them to participate and encourage them to sign up for the trip. 
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Ambivalent students are counseled by the class teacher who encourages them to go, 
even visiting the parents of reluctant students. 
3.2.2.1.2 Orientation Materials 
The main orientation document used to prepare students for the micro-SA 
program is the Gakushu Shiryo (Study Tour Booklet) produced by teachers at the 
home school. Specific information is updated from year to year, but for the most part, 
information is carried over. The booklet includes information, and blank spaces and 
pages for students to write in. It is distributed about ten days pre-departure, and 
covers: 
(i) Micro-sojoum aims. 
The official goals of the SA set by the school are written in English (see 3.2.1.)-
These are the original goals set by the organizers of the SA program in 2000. A 
different section of the booklet publishes the student's personal goals for the 
micro-sojoum. A third section of the booklet provides a blank page for students 
to write their study tour aims about four days pre-departure in the “Pre-
Departure Decisions" section. Once written, the home room teacher checks 
these and makes guiding comments. 
(ii) The itinerary and details about the school program. 
(iii) The address and contact details of the Australian school and accompanying 
teacher while in Australia. 
(iv) Details of cultural exchange activities and leaders of each activity group. 
(v) Instructions for the trip (e.g., day by day reminders about what to prepare for 
each part of the journey). 
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(vi) Advice on how to behave on the homestay (e.g., how to: take care of their room, 
speak out actively and initiate conversation, be empathetic, enjoy the homestay 
experience). 
(vii) Maimers with host families. 
This section emphasizes student behavior that might help them become more 
integrated with their families (e.g., asking whether they could help with meal 
preparation, washing up, or by preparing a Japanese meal for their hosts, 
showing interest in family activities.) Students are asked to keep their rooms 
tidy, observe basic table manners, follow the family's example in the kitchen, 
and be quick in the bathroom. It also gives information about how to use a 
western bathroom, telephone etiquette, what to do with valuables, food, and 
stresses the importance of following house rules. 
(viii) Exchange visits. 
This section encourages students to speak out actively at the exchange sites to 
the Special Needs Primary School, and Year 6 classroom. Students are advised 
to be active and positive, keep school rules, and avoid speaking in groups with 
Japanese friends because it is exclusionary. 
(ix) Health management. 
(X) 'Events diary.' 
This is the most important section of the Gakushu shiryo. It provides a blank 
page for each day of the sojourn for students to fill in their impressions and 
thoughts. Instructions for diary writing include the need to keep it up to date, 
and to note events in the homestay. Students are also advised to record new 
vocabulary and phrases they notice. The diary is used post-sojourn to write a 
review of their stay. 
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3.2.2.1.3 Orientation Procedures 
3.2.2.1.3.1 Cultural Exchange Preparation 
Once students sign up for the trip, they are responsible for choosing cultural 
exchange activities that typify Japan, are easy to teach the host students, and are 
transportable. Students are guided using ideas from previous trips. For stage and 
class performances, students choose songs that represent Japan, such as festival 
songs that coincide with the program dates and which an Australian audience might 
find appealing. They also attempt to sing songs that show an appreciation of the host 
culture, for example, "Waltzing Matilda" in Japanese and English. 
For "cultural exchange" sessions, students choose activities such as origami 
paper folding, tea ceremony, calligraphy, and playing with “old fashioned" children's 
toys. The activities are generally the same from year to year. In addition to these 
activities, students may prepare stage performances depending on their individual 
talents, such as Japanese dance, or playing a musical instrument, to contribute 
towards a welcome ceremony attended by buddies and some members of the lower 
primary school. Six months before departure, the students in charge of the tea 
ceremony begin preparation for the sojourn by attending tea ceremony classes once a 
week for one term. 
3.2.2.1.3.2 Comparative Study 
About six weeks prior to departure, student groups spend one fifty-minute 
class period researching comparative facts about Japan and Australia to produce a 
booklet "A Comparison between Australia and Japan." The completed booklets 
present basic facts such as geography, history and culture. The student groups would 
present their booklets in English to their classmates. The aim is to gain a cursory 
knowledge of basic facts and differences between the two countries. 
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3.2.2.1.3.3 Goal Setting 
Six weeks prior to departure, students write their SA goals for publication in 
the Gakushu shiryo booklet. Students are guided by the previous year's study goals, 
and encouraged to be realistic for the eight-day time frame. These goals are then 
published in the Gakushu shiryo. Just under one week before departure, students 
revisit these goals and write what they want to achieve during their short stay abroad 
in their Gakushu shiryo booklets. At that time, their teacher encourages them to 
disclose their feelings of apprehension and attempt to find solutions to their fears. 
3.2.2.1.3.4 Linguistic Preparation 
Time is set aside in English language classes to learn some useful phrases for 
the trip such as, "can you pass the salt, please?" This is general survival English in 
typical use for daily life, and not directed at Australian English. Just before departure, 
students are required to prepare answers to questions they are likely to be asked, and 
think of questions that they would like to ask their buddies. These questions and 
answers are written directly into the Gakushu shiryo for reference during the trip. 
3.2.2.2 Sojourn 
The students are managed as an intact group while at the Australian school 
although there is a constant buddy presence. Buddies are encouraged to participate 
where their schedules allow them to, and are released from their classes to do so. The 
Japanese students are based in a classroom, and buddies join their student at recess 
times, and take them out into the school to eat lunch together. 
The program content is experiential, and also features English as a Second 
Language (ESL) classes on the timetable, but these are used for other activities at the 
school (e.g.. Aboriginal Dance and Australian Rules Football). There are no English 
language support classes offered as such. There are typically three integration 
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periods, in which the Japanese students join their buddies in mainstream classes. 
Typical excursions would include visits to a wildlife park, a Special Needs Primary 
School, and the county offices to meet the mayor. 
The program in Australia is usually timed to coincide with the three day long 
Labor Day holiday weekend and includes four full days at school. The school day 
begins at 8:40 a.m. and finishes at 3:20 p.m. Lessons are 50 minutes long, and 
punctuated by a 30 minute morning recess, and a 50 minute lunch break. There are 
two 10 minute homegroup times in the morning and afternoon used as a gathering 
and dispersal time by the students. 
3.2.2.3 Post-Sojourn 
Following return to Japan, the International Course students are expected to 
write a short account of their sojourn referring to their Japanese diaries. These are 
compiled in a booklet for class distribution and designed to be a souvenir of the 
Australian experience. Informal discussion about the program is carried out in 
homeroom time, but there are no structured debriefing sessions. 
3.3 Part Two: Investigation of the Micro-Term Study Abroad Program 
The remainder of the chapter focuses on the researcher's investigation of the micro-
term sojourn. 
3.3.1 Research Design 
This study employed a mostly qualitative, mixed-methods case study design. 
Data were collected from questionnaires, informal and semi-structured interviews, 
journals, observation and field notes, and digital and audio recordings, at four main 
stages in the four-month study: pre-sojoum, sojourn, immediately post-sojoum, and 
four-months post-sojoum. 
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A case study approach was selected for this study because the design is 
"particularly suited to situations in which it is impossible to separate the 
phenomenon's variables from their context" (Merriam, 1998，p. 29), and provides a 
framework to develop detailed descriptions of specific participants using a 
longitudinal approach. Mackey and Gass (2005) also support case study designs to 
investigate language learners on study abroad because they "have the potential for 
rich contextualizations that can shed light on the complexities of the second language 
learning process" (p. 172). Case studies are suited to this study which will compare 
and contrast the experiences of four language learners “by providing insights into the 
complexities of particular cases in their particular contexts" (Mackey & Gass, 2005, 
p. 172) 
3.3.2 The Researcher 
Because much of the role of the researcher is interpretive in case study 
research (Peshkin, 2000)，it is necessary to acknowledge my background and role. 
For the purposes of this study it is pertinent to know that I am a middle-aged, British 
(Caucasian) female，who is a native speaker of English, with a professional 
background in teaching English to Japanese nationals at high schools in Hong Kong 
and Japan, and at tertiary level in Japan. I am very familiar with Australia and have 
lived there for three years. I completed a one year SA at a Japanese university as part 
of an undergraduate degree in Japanese Studies, and have spent some ten years living 
and working in Japan. I am a fluent speaker of Japanese, married to a Japanese 
national, and have a good understanding of current issues in Japanese school 
education and culture. 
In this study, I traveled to Australia to investigate the participants' language 
and (inter)cultural learning over the sojourn periods of both the pilot and main 
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studies，and went to the Japanese home school for data collection four months post-
sojoum for the main study. 
3.3.3 Pilot Study 
A preliminary study took place in March 2005, with eighteen female and two 
male Japanese students from Kyushu Gakuin High School who attended an eight-day 
micro-SA program in Australia. The participants were aged between sixteen and 
seventeen years old, and were either members of the International Course, or the 
Advanced Course, the school's fast-track program. 
The program content was as described above (See 3.2.2.2.) in all but three 
respects: there were two Australian homeroom teachers running the classroom 
because of the large number of students; two ESL lessons were offered which 
introduced common features of everyday life in Australia (e.g., Australian currency, 
post-office stamps, and "Aussie slang"); and the home institution students were 
accompanied by different teachers than in the main study. These were Ms Tanaka 
(pseudonym), the founder of the SA component of the International Course, the vice-
principal of Kyushu Gakuin High School, Mr Yamada (pseudonym), and a female 
representative of the travel operator, JTB, who escorted the group from Japan. 
3.3.3.1 Aims 
The pilot study was conducted to pretest self-devised or adapted instruments; 
become familiar with processing qualitative data using the qualitative software 
MAXqda; gain experience of coding data along the constructivist design of grounded 
theorist Charmaz (1990, 2000, 2006); and, note specific aspects to improve the 
design and implementation of the main study. 
3.3.3.2 Instrument Testing 
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Six questionnaires were tested over the first three stages of the pilot study: 
pre-，during and immediately post-sojourn. The four-month post sojourn follow up 
data collection phase at the Japanese high school was cancelled owing to a change in 
the researcher's personal circumstances. 
The following instruments were tested: 
1. The Language Contact Profile, adapted from Freed, Dewey, Segalowitz and 
Halter (2004). (Appendix B.l) 
2. Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Students. (Appendix B.2.). 
3. Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Teachers. (Appendix B.3). 
4. Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Parents. (Appendix B.4.). 
5. SES Surveys 1 and 2, adapted from Jackson (2004). (Hereafter, Surveys 1 and 2, 
Appendices B.5. and B.6). 
3.3.3.3 Data Processing and Analysis 
Data from questionnaires, diaries, and audiotaped interviews were translated 
into English and checked by a young female native Japanese speaker before being 
processed using MAXqda, a qualitative data analysis program. Analysis relied on a 
modified version of Charmaz's (2006) constructivist strand of grounded theory rather 
than pure grounded theory techniques because it emphasizes the "views, values, 
beliefs, feelings, assumptions, and ideologies of individuals (without).. .minimizing 
the role of the researcher in the process” (Miller & Salkind, 2002，p. 156). It was 
important that the data drive the findings while also acknowledging the researcher's 
"store of sociological concepts," because as Charmaz points out, any theoretical 
rendering of the studied world "offers an interpretive portrayal, not an exact picture 
of it" (2006, p. 10). 
V 
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Although the pilot study identified a set of codes that had to be regarded as 
provisional, these core group codes guided data analysis for the first three stages of 
the study, and suggested areas that required deeper investigation in the main study. 
These were the areas of motivation, attitude towards language learning, and 
willingness to communicate. Items that explored these areas were built into the four-
month follow-up questionnaires. The codes were then linked to Byram's (1997) 
savoirs described in chapter two. 
3.3.3.4 Findings 
Piloting the instruments led to the following changes in all six questionnaires: 
removal of items that had low response rates; rephrasing of ambiguous questions; 
reformulation of questions to their most economical forms; the addition of likert-
style questions on attitude, changes in motivation, and willingness to communicate, 
as the participants had not responded sufficiently to open-ended questions; addition 
of likert-style questions for overall ratings of homestay, and perceived changes with 
regard to their use of English in daily life. 
In addition to the changes required in questionnaire items, questionnaire 
fatigue emerged as a consideration. One student wrote on the end of her form, “one 
thing I have really hated over this program is having to write these questionnaires. 
Can't you reduce the number of them?" (Aya, Survey 2, 2005). While the need to 
collect enough data dictated that the number of questionnaires could not be 
compromised, the variety of question types, and the reformulation of all questions for 
succinctness and brevity was implemented to make questionnaires appear more 
approachable. It was also found that opinions and comments were more readily 
expressed in informal interviews with participants, and it was decided to increase 
opportunities to gather data using this method. 
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Reticence and unwillingness to record distress and deeply felt anxieties in the 
questionnaires/diaries that were apparent in the field emerged as a problem that may 
have been due to the researcher's lack of familiarity with the students. In these cases, 
the problems were either not referred to, or only touched on in superficial terms. It 
was found, however，that students would discuss their problems with their much-
trusted Japanese teacher, and so it was decided that data collection in the main study 
would engage her help for observations and interpretations. 
3.3.3.5 Lessons Learned 
The pilot study proved to be an invaluable learning experience for the 
researcher. The data helped identify topics needing further investigation in the main 
study, and led the researcher to seek out better investigative methodologies to fit in 
with the short time frame and deal with student reticence. Attention was also drawn 
to the adjustments and changes required in the questionnaires. As a result, the 
following changes were made. 
1. Questionnaires required a variety of question types and brevity of form to 
appear more approachable and reduce questionnaire fatigue. 
2. Student reticence towards revealing personal thoughts and concerns to the 
researcher could be partially countered by engaging the help of the Japanese 
teacher in informal interviews. 
3. Likert-style items exploring willingness to communicate, changes in 
motivation, and attitudes towards learning English needed to be included in 
the four-month post-sojoum questionnaire. 
As a result, some quantitative question forms were introduced, so that the case study 
design was revised from a wholly qualitative, to a mostly qualitative case study 
design. Improvements were made to the six pre-tested questionnaires, and a higher 
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degree of teacher observation and opinion enhanced the study's internal validity, and 
provided further perspective from triangulated data sources. 
3.3.4 Main Study 
The main study took place in Australia in March 2007 and concluded in 
Japan in August 2007. The researcher met the Japanese group upon arrival in 
Australia and followed their language and (inter)cultural learning at the host school 
for the duration of the micro-sojourn, and then followed them up at their high school 
in Japan, four months later. The students were accompanied by their class teacher, 
Ms Mori (pseudonym) and a male representative of the travel operator, JTB, that had 
coordinated travel plans, Mr Fujimori (pseudonym). As in the pilot study, the host 
school had assigned a buddy to each Japanese student who boarded with the buddy's 
family for the duration of the sojourn. Ms Mori organized pre-sojoum preparation for 
the trip. This was the seventh cohort of students attending the same primary and 
secondary college in rural Australia from the Japanese school since the program's 
inception in 2000. 
3.3.4.1 Stakeholders 
3.3.4.1.1 Home Institution 
3.3.4.1.1.1 Ms Mori 
Ms Mori, a fluent English speaker, was head of this cohort's International 
Course, and the students' English teacher. She was very familiar with her students 
having followed the same class from Year 10 entry into the high school to its present 
point, between Years 11 and 12. She had been involved with the annual micro-
sojoum to Cowdray College from the start, and accompanied students to Australia in 
tandem with Ms Tanaka (the other English teacher at Kyushu Gakuin High School, 
and coordinator of the International Course overseas component). This was Ms 
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Mori's fourth trip to Cowdray College. She described her role as making sure that the 
students were happy and safe while in Australia, and her aim for the course was to 
give the students an experience of life in Australia and let them try out their English. 
3.3.4.1.1.2 Mr Fujimori 
As there were two male students, the home school required a male teacher to 
accompany the group in addition to Ms Mori. Because of lower than usual student 
numbers, the vice principal did not attend, and it was decided that a male JTB escort 
accompany the group and take over the role of overseeing male students. As a travel 
agency escort, Mr Fujimori's role in the group was peripheral, though he became 
significant through his special relationship and support of one of the students. 
3.3.4.1.1.3 Japan Travel Bureau (JTB) 
The owner of Kyushu Gakuin High School had good relations with the local 
JTB representative, Mr Suzuki (pseudonym), and insisted that JTB take full 
responsibility for travel arrangements and student coordination. As a mediator of 
educational travel programs, JTB is widely believed to be the most reliable tour 
operator owing to its roots as a semi-govemment organization in the past. It is no 
longer supported by government funding, but its reputation as a reliable and 
trustworthy operator makes it the travel operator with the largest market share in 
educational programs (Appendix A.I.). 
Because of JTB's official role as a mediator between the schools, Ms Mori is 
not allowed to contact the host school directly, and has to work with Mr Suzuki in 
order to liaise with Cowdray College. According to Mr Fujimori, relations between 
the two are strained because Ms Mori's instructions for program changes are never 
received or implemented by the host school. For example, she had asked for less ESL 
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slots and for more integration periods with the buddies, but none of her instructions 
were carried out. 
Ms Mori is frustrated by the slow and inefficient JTB reporting line. In the main 
study, the homestay family details arrived only four days before students were to 
leave for Australia. Further annoyance for Ms Mori lay in the fact that although she 
was preparing her students for their trip to Australia from September 2006, Cowdray 
College had only received confirmation of their intention to visit just after the 
Christmas break in late January 2007. 
Part of the problem lies with the mechanics of the JTB reporting line. 
Cowdray College administrators report to the Sydney JTB office, who then report to 
the Japanese regional branch centre, before relaying information to Mr Suzuki at the 
provincial capital JTB branch (i.e., a single message needs to travel through three 
intermediaries before arriving at its destination.) 
3.3.4.1.2 Host Institution 
3.3.4.1.2.1 Ms Ross 
Ms Ross (pseudonym) is a qualified teacher of PE and Drama, and has been a 
regular supply teacher involved with the Japanese Program for the past seven years. 
She was one of the two teachers who coordinated the pilot study program. Her role 
has been to teach at least one of the ESL sessions, coordinate other teachers, and 
accompany the group to their different venues. 
3.3.4.1.2.2 Mrs Farmer 
Mrs Farmer (pseudonym) has worked at Cowdray College for some years, 
and had been assigned the roles of 'Liaison Manager' and 'Homestay Coordinator' 
for the present Kyushu Gakuin SA program. As it was her first experience of 
coordinating an international program, she had been asked to accompany the group 
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to familiarize herself with the procedures, mediate problems, and check the program 
for quality control. 
Mrs Farmer was given the Japanese school children's details in late January, 
and had to find thirteen homestay placements with suitable buddies from February 
within a month of the program starting. As Liaison Manager of the program, and also 
as a homestay family, she was heavily invested in the program. 
3.3.4.1.2.3 Mr Cressing 
Because Cowdray College has further plans for extending international links 
and opportunities for students, the school restructured its Exchange and International 
programs into two separate divisions. Mr Cressing (pseudonym) is the newly 
appointed head of International Programs. Although Kyushu Gakuin High School's 
study trip is not an exchange program, and falls under Mr Cressing's division of 
international programs, Mr French (pseudonym, see below) has kept charge of it for 
personal reasons. Mr Cressing was involved in the program however, and was often 
on site to support and help. 
3.3.4.1.2.4 Mr French 
Mr French is head of the senior school, and chief coordinator of the Kyushu 
Gakuin program. He decided to retain leadership of this particular program because 
he finds the experience a positive one. Friendships created between the two schools 
meant that he visited the school in Japan with his wife during one of his holidays. 
3.3.4.1.3 Host Family Profiles 
As shown in Table 3.2. below, the Japanese high school group were aged 
either seventeen or sixteen, and were partnered with Australian buddies aged 
between twelve and seventeen. Only one student had a buddy of the same age. Two 
students had buddies of the opposite sex. One buddy came from a single parent 
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family, which remains outside social norms and acceptability in Japan, but details 
given to the home school did not reveal this. 
Only two host families volunteered: the other eleven families and buddies 
were personally requested to host the Japanese students. It was a first time 
experience to host overseas students for three families. Other families had hosted 
students between two and six times on previous occasions. Five of the families in the 
main study had hosted Japanese students in the pilot study. 
Table 3.2 Buddy and Host Family Profiles 
Japanese Buddy Buddy Homestay Reason for Hosting Interest in 
Student (Pseudonym) commitments experience Japan 
(pseudonym) 
Kenji(M) Nancy Fifth time Requested by the Yes. Have 
17 yrs (F) (Three Japanese school been before 
14yrs students, one 
South African 
Year 9 student,2006) 
Hirofumi John First time Volunteered Yes 
(F) (M) 
17 yrs 13 yrs 
Year 8 
Yumi Joy Part-time job at Sixth time a) Requested by the "Not 
(F) (F) KFC. (Japanese students school particularly" 
17 yrs 15 yrs in 2003,2004, b) good chance to 
First boyfriend 2005，2006， leam something about 
Year 10 Indian and French Japan 
students) 
Asako Stacy Second time Requested by the Yes 
(F) (F) (South African school 
17 yrs 15 yrs student, 2006) 
Year 10 
Miki Sandra Second time a) Requested by the Yes. Would 
(F) (F) (South African school like to go 
17 yrs 14 yrs student, 2006) b) enjoy the exchange one day. 
c) of educational value 
Year 9 to the children 
Sachiko Brittany Preparing for Fifth time a) Requested by the Yes. 
(F) (F) exams (Japanese students school Brittany did 
17yrs 17 yrs in 2000, b) Brittany did an a 3-month 
2004,2005,2006) exchange to Japan. home stay 
c)to support the school in Japan in 
before Brittany 2006 
Year 12 graduates 
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Aya Chloe Second time Requested by the Yes 
(F) (F) (South African school 
17yrs U y r s student, 2006) 
Year 9 
Hiroko Sabrina First time a) Requested by the "No. Do not 
(F) (F) school intend to 
17 yrs 12 yrs b) personal interest go" 
Year 7 
Naomi Olivia Part-time job “ many times" Requested by the A little. 
(F) (F) school 
17 yrs 15 yrs 
Year 9 
Akiko Meg First time Volunteered Yes. 
(F) (F) 
17 yrs 12 yrs 
Year? 
Chiaki David Fifth time a) As Home stay Have never 
(F) (M) (Japanese students coordinator with few been but 
16 yrs 15 yrs in 2002,2003, families, she was would like 
2005，2006) happy to take a student to go. 
b) Australia is "Japan is 
geographically high on our 
distanced and list." 
homestay "brings the 
Year 10 world home to us." 
Kyoko Amy Third time a) requested by school Yes 
(F) (F) (Japanese student, b) enjoyed a previous 
17 yrs 14 yrs 2002, experience 
South African 
Year 9 2006) 
All quotes taken from the Homestay Family Questionnaire (Appendix C.7.) 
3.3.4.2 Data Collection 
In this study, a range of instrumentation was used to gather multiple 
perspectives from different sources. Different, but complementary, data sources were 
required as "no single source of information can be trusted to provide a 
comprehensive perspective...By using a combination of observations, interviewing, 
and document analysis, the fieldworker is able...to cross-check findings." (Patton 
1990, p. 244) For this reason, questionnaires, journals, researcher observation and 
field notes, interviews, and digital recordings were collected from homestay families 
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and buddies, Australian school staff, Japanese school staff, the JTB representative, as 
well as from the sojourners. 
3.3.4.2.1 Questionnaires 
Questions were devised drawing on Byram's (1997) model of Intercultural 
Communicative Competence; in particular, on the four savoirs chosen to assess 
language and (inter)cultural learning in this study. This was also applied to parent 
interviews to assess intercultural awareness in the students' family backgrounds. 
Questions were also devised to stimulate reflection and intercultural awareness 
between home and host cultures. 
All questionnaires were written first in English, and then translated into 
Japanese by the researcher. The questionnaires were then worked through together 
with a young, female, native Japanese speaker, and adjustments made. These were 
then rechecked by a different female native speaker for accuracy and nuance. In all, 
eleven self-administered questionnaires were used in the study for students, parents, 
teachers and the homestay family (Appendix C). Question types covered (a) open-
ended questions (b) three-level likert-style items requiring True/False/Don't-know 
responses (c) likert-scale items requiring respondents to circle a number detailing 
the degree to which they perceive or value an event/ frequency of an action. 
Three questionnaires were adapted for this study. The Language Contact 
Profile (LCP) developed by Freed, Dewey, Segalowitz, and Halter (2004) 
contributed to background demographic information, perceived language proficiency 
and use of English in different language domains. In this study, the LCP was 
modified to suit the timeframe and relevance to Japanese high school students for 
both pre-and post-SA Language Contact Profiles. 
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Jackson's (2004) SES Surveys 1 and 2 for short-term SA students were 
modified for the micro-sojoum timeframe to gain sojourners' perceptions of life in 
Australia. 
Table 3.3. below reveals the themes presented in the questionnaires at the pre-
sojoum stage of the study, and the question types used to investigate these. 
Table 3.3 Pre-Sojourn Questionnaires 
Questionnaire Description Content 
Pre-Study Abroad Language Provides demographic information of: 19 items consisting of: 
Contact Profile • travel and study abroad experience; 13 open questions 
• family interest and engagement with 2 closed questions 
(Appendix C. 1.) languages and international contact; 3 grid style questions for self-
• language learning background; rating using numbers 
current range of English usage 1 forced choice question 
• fiitxire goals involving English ^ 
Pre-Study Abroad Investigates pre-sojoum: 23 open-ended questions 
Questionnaire - Students • Attitudes {savoir etre) 
• Australia and Australians {savoirs) 
(Appendix C.2.) • Long-term and sojourn goals 
• Awareness of cultural identity Student's 
relationship with English 
Pre-Study Abroad Describes the family's: 18 open-ended questions 
Questionnaire - Parents • international and intercultural experience and 
attitudes(javo/> etre, savoirs) 
(Appendix C.3.) • values attached to English language learning 
• parental expectations of the micro-SA 
• aspirations/ expectations for their child 
• student's personality description. ^ 
Pre-Study Abroad Ascertains: school's motivations for an 8-day 13 open-ended questions 
Questionnaire - Teachers school's values for the sojourn 
(Appendix C.4.) ^ 
Table 3.4. below reveals the items used to investigate students perceptions of 
their homestay family, buddy, language use, intercultural awareness and cultural 
identity as they negotiated the sojourn, and their immediate impressions upon 
returning to their home culture. 
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Table 3.4. Sojourn and Immediately Post-Sojourn Questionnaires 
Instrument Description Content 
Survey 1 Ascertains: 20 open-ended questions 
• first impressions of the student's 
(Appendix C.5.) immersion into Australian life 
• first impressions of Australians at 
school and Australian hosts 
• gages interest in, and attitudes of 
cultural difference, acceptance and 
empathy(s(arvoz> etre) 
• ability to relate their observations to 
their own cultural background. 
Survey 2 Ascertains: 18 open-ended questions 
• shifts in attitude towards the host 2 likert style questions 
(Appendix C.6.) culture 
• enhanced willingness to engage 
• enhanced motivation towards using 
language 
• Self awareness 
Homestay Family To ascertain host family's: 15 open-ended questions 
Questionnaire • background information 3 numerical scales (1-5) 
• interest in the student and student's 1 tabulated form for host 
(Appendix C.7.) culture family details 
• impression of student's engagement 
and interest 
Table 3.5 below shows the items used to investigate students perceptions of the 
sojourn after a four-month period. These instruments aimed at revealing the impact 
of the SA program in terms of Byram's savoirs, through personal growth and 
maturity, and through changes in the way that students imagined their future goals. 
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Table 3.5 Four Month Post-Sojourn Questionnaires 
Questionnaire Description Content 
Post-SA Language Ascertains: 4 open-ended questions 
Contact Profile • student's language learning goals 1 multiple choice question 
• student's attitude towards language learning 2 grids requiring numerical 
(Appendix C.8.) • willingness to communicate in different coding to indicate 
contexts frequency of activity 
• shifts in motivation towards language 1 matrix of 13 statements 
learning. requiring students to mark 
Contains duplicate questions to the first True/False/Don't know to 
Language Contact Profile to assess changes in investigate attitude, WTC, 
extent and range of English language usage and motivation 
Post-SA Questionnaire Follows up questions addressing Byram's 19 open-ended questions 
for Students saviors, and explores students': 1 likert style question 
• reflection of their SA experiences requiring 2 graded 
(Appendix C.9.) • future plans responses 
• self-perception as a Japanese person 
• intercultural perspective 
• imagined role in future goals 
Post-SA Questionnaire Explores mother's perception of their child's: 8 open-ended questions 
for Parents • personal growth/change 
• altered level of interest in English and cultural 
(Appendix C.IO) difference • attitude towards personal goals 
and parental attitudes towards shifts in the 
above. 
Post-SA Questionnaire Investigates teacher: 11 open-ended questions 
for Teachers • impressions and perceptions of the SA group 
as a whole, and about certain individuals in 
(AppendixC.il.) particular. 
• ideas on some government policy dictating 
English language education and perspective • attitudes towards the role of cultural exchange 
3.3.4.2.2 Interviews 
Interviewing as a means of data collection is one way to "gain insight into the 
experiences, concerns, interests, beliefs, values, knowledge and way of seeing, 
thinking and acting of the other" (Shostack, 2006, p. 10). This study focused closely 
on what sojourners said in the host culture and relied on informal and semi-structured 
interviews to gather qualitative data. 
Informal qualitative interviews were frequently carried out on-site to gain the 
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sojourner's self-perceived impressions and attitudes, and were aimed at students who 
were more able to provide extended answers through speech than writing. Interviews 
were audiotaped where possible using an MP3 player. Interview topics were derived 
from previously collected data, and questions referred to themes that needed 
clarification or expansion, or to comments and actions as they occurred 
spontaneously in the field. An effective technique developed in this study was a "3-
staged interview." This reduced the effect of reticence in reaction to open-ended 
questioning. Interviews were 'staged' by first asking the participant for a numerical 
rating of impressions/events/phenomena. Secondly, informants were asked open-
ended questions for their interpretations of that score，followed by closed questions 
for confirmation of the researcher's understanding. This interview technique proved 
to be economical and avoided informant uncertainty about how to respond to 
questions while in the field. 
Semi-structured interviews (Appendix D) were carried out with stakeholders 
and students in the group interview session (Appendix D.l.) and personal interviews 
Appendices D.2.-D.5.) at the home school. Semi-structured interviews are defined as 
those "in which the researcher uses a written list of questions as a guide, while still 
having the freedom to digress and probe for more information" (Mackey & Gass, 
2005, p. 173). Patton identifies the group interview approach as a useful tool "at the 
end of a program, or even months after program completion, to gather perceptions 
about outcomes and impacts，，(Patton, 2002, p. 388). In the post-sojoum interviews, 
questions were arranged thematically drawing on points raised in the data and from 
comments made by teachers. 
3.3.4.2.3 Journals 
Since journals have been found useful, not only for gathering useful 
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introspective data, but also as a seminal tool to stimulate deeper levels of reflection 
and intercultural awareness in students (Norton, 2000; Berwick & Whalley, 2000; 
Jackson, 2005), journals were employed in the main study. Mackey and Gass (2005) 
suggest that diaries can "yield insights into the language learning process that may be 
inaccessible from the researcher's perspective alone" (p. 178). 
The Nisshi Diary (Appendix E) was a set of five structured questions to be 
filled in for each day of the sojourn. The guiding questions were open-ended and 
referred to the progression of events occurring in the sojourn. It was prepared for the 
main study to supplement the data collection of student insights and understandings 
of day to day events because the pilot study revealed an apparent lack of experience 
with diary writing. Mackey and Gass (2005) observe that "even in studies in which 
researchers provide a structure for the diarists to follow.. .researchers are still able to 
access the phenomena under investigation from a viewpoint other than their own" (p. 
178). 
The Japanese diary was a series of blank pages provided for each day of the 
sojourn in the Gakushu shiryo Booklet (see 3.2.2.1.2.). Directions in the booklet 
asked participants to write an account of their experiences "to leave a record of their 
memories" {Gakushu shiryo). The intended audience was the student and course 
teacher but the Japanese diary accounts were also made available to the researcher by 
the home school to supplement data collected from other sources. 
3.3.4.2.4 Observations and Field Notes 
Researcher observations were guided and recorded from an "etic" (outsider) 
perspective, as far as was consciously possible. Spradley (1980) defines the 
particular position occupied by the researcher in this study as a "passive participant" 
in which the researcher “is present at the scene of action but does not participate (or 
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interact) with other people to any great extent...(but uses an) 'observation post' from 
which to observe and record what is going on" ( p. 59). Interactions with students, 
buddies, teachers and staff made the "etic" perspective a challenging position to 
maintain. 
The researcher made written field notes of observations, conversations, 
participant action and behavior, reactions to the field setting and other participants, 
buddy commentary, action and behavior, and student location and positioning within 
the group. These were recorded in researcher notebooks. Perspectives from different 
sources (e.g. host mothers, teachers, students, and administrators) triangulated results 
to ensure a wider frame of reference. 
3.3.4.3 Triangulation of Data 
Triangulation of methods refers to the use of 'multiple investigators, multiple 
sources of data, or multiple methods to confirm the emerging findings，，(Merriam, 
1988，p. 204). This study recorded perspectives from a variety of sources - parents, 
teachers, homestay families, buddies, Japanese teachers and the Australian school 
staff - and mixed methods to enhance the internal validity of this study. 
3.3.4.4 Time Frame and Data Collection 
Data collection began in March 2007 and was completed in August 2007. 
Details of the data collection time frames are presented in Table 3.6. below. 
Pre-sojourn: Feb 26 — March 6, 2007 
The research design allocated a 10-day pre-departure period for questionnaires to be 
completed pre-sojoum. The four pre-study abroad questionnaires were sent ahead by 
e-mail on February 26th, and the Japanese teacher agreed to distribute these to 
students, teachers, and parents, to be collected and returned to the researcher on Day 
1 of the sojourn. 
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Table 3.6 Time Frame and Data Collection 
Timeframe Instrument Location 
Of distribution 
Pre-Study Abroad Language Contact Japan 
Pre-sojoum Profile (sent ahead by e-mail) 
(February 26 - Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Students 
March 6，2007) Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Teachers 
Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Parents 
Sojourn Survey 1 Australia 
(March 6-14， Japanese Diary (distributed by the Japanese 
2007) Nisshi Diary teacher on-site) 
Immediately Post- Homestay Family Questionnaire Australia 
sojourn (distributed by hand 
(March 14 -20 , immediately following the 
2007) return of the Japanese 
students in an SAE) 
Survey 2 Students completed Survey 1 
in Japan. Returned by post. 
Four-months post- Post-Study Abroad Language Contact Profile Japan 
sojourn Post-Study Abroad Questionnaire 一 Students (distributed at the school by 
(July 31- August 1， Post Study Abroad Questionnaire - Teachers teachers at the home school). 
2007) Post Study Abroad Questionnaire - Parents Scripts returned by post. 
Sojourn: March 6-14, 2007 
The long holiday weekend falling in the middle of the program provided an 
opportunity for students to interact exclusively with their Australian hosts. Students 
were asked to complete Survey 1 on the night of public holiday Monday 12^ March, 
before returning to school the following day. The Nisshi journal was distributed on 
Day 2 to be completed by students each night, bar March 12^ (to avoid overlap with 
Survey 1). Immediately post-sojourn: March 14-20, 2007 
The post study period follows the eight-day micro-sojourn, and refers to time 
spent on the plane returning to Japan, until the end of the first week home. Students 
were asked to fill out Survey 2 immediately following the end of the sojourn. These 
were collected in the first week after returning to Japan. Homestay families were 
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provided with an SAE, and asked to mail the Homestay Family Questionnaire back 
to the researcher as soon as possible following the return of their Japanese guests. 
Four months post- sojourn: July 31/August 1, 2007 
Four months post-sojoum was the time period considered adequate for 
participants to have reflected upon their time abroad, and incorporated any 
differences they considered of value into their personal behavior. 
The researcher visited the school on July 31 and August 1，2007 to conduct a 
group interview session and individual interviews following the end of the home 
school summer term. Five selected participants, including the four students chosen as 
special informants were individually interviewed. Four questionnaires were then 
distributed to students, parents and teachers, which were collected and returned to the 
researcher by post. 
3.3.4.5 Data Processing and Analysis 
Interviews, journals and questionnaires were completed in Japanese by the 
students. Data was first translated into English by the researcher in consultation with 
a young, female native Japanese speaker, who also checked and transcribed 
audiotapes. Translation of the Japanese to English necessarily took into account the 
use of emoticons employed by Japanese adolescents. These were used liberally by 
female sojourners, and it became clear that a method of translation was needed that 
included the insertion of emoticons into the transcripts. The decision as to how the 
English sentences were translated was made collaboratively between the female 
Japanese translator and myself, based on tone of the language and meaning. In cases 
where the emoticons did not fit into the text, I have written them in parenthesis. 
This study adopted Byram's model of intercultural communicative 
competence (1997) as the framework to analyze language and intercultural learning 
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of sojourners (see chapter 2). Each translated transcript was uploaded into a 
qualitative software program, MAXqda and subject to content analysis. Codes 
correlating to the four savoirs used in this study were assigned and student profiles 
drawn up. Coding revealed themes and patterns that could be compared and 
contrasted with other student profiles and which formed the basis for dividing the 
focal group students into two groups. Because this study relies on narrative accounts 
for students to tell their stories, quotes were highlighted and excerpts of text chosen 
to illustrate salient points of the sojourners' stories. 
3.3.4.6 Participants 
In the main study, thirteen Japanese high school students attended the micro-
SA program. There were eleven female students and two male students, aged 
between sixteen and seventeen years old. After five years of formal English language 
education at school, the students described their skills as "poor." Twelve of the 
students could be described as late beginners, and had low oral proficiency skills, and 
the remaining student was a high intermediate language speaker. They had chosen to 
attend the International Course at senior high school because it emphasized English 
language learning, and most students expressed a desire to make English part of their 
future. 
Seven of the students had been abroad before, mostly on short holidays, and 
two had attended English language learning programs abroad with homestay 
residence. One student had been to Australia three years previously on a week long 
sojourn, and the remaining student spoke good English, and had participated in a one 
month homestay to New Zealand when she was 12 years old, and on a nine month 
school exchange to Canada the previous year. 
3.3.4.6.1 Selection Criteria for the Four Case Participants 
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Research presented in chapter two has shown that following individual stories 
of L2 sojourners during a study abroad program can provide insights into the 
processes of language and (mter)cultural learning. Byram, s (1997) savoirs served as 
the analytic framework to gain insights into the language and (inter)cultural 
development of the group. In the analysis, four participants emerged who provided 
more detailed accounts of their learning: they showed different trajectories both in 
Australia and four months post-sojoum. These were the stories of Hiroko, Kenji, 
Yumi and Chiaki (pseudonyms). 
Although these sojourners shared the same preparation for the micro-SA, 
their sojourn experiences differed dramatically owing to different levels of awareness, 
and intercultural connections made over the course of the sojourn. Hiroko and Kenji 
demonstrated a convergence towards Byram's (1997) definition of ICC, becoming 
more invested in their language and (inter)cultural learning at four months post-
sojoum while Yumi and Chiaki did not show the same degree of investment or 
insight into their (inter)cultural selves. 
3.3.4.6.2 Demographic and Language Background 
Student participants were native Japanese speakers, and members of the same 
course in the same Japanese high school. Each had completed five years of formal 
English tuition, and rated themselves as "poor" in their English language abilities. 
Yumi had experienced a one week homestay residence abroad in Australia 
which she attended for language learning purposes. Kenji had been abroad on a 
government sponsored exchange program to Shanghai. Yumi's father, a doctor, 
could speak English, and had lived abroad in America for one year. Kenji's mother 
worked in a travel agency and travels abroad two or three times a year as a group 
escort, but does not speak English. Hiroko and Chiaki had never been abroad before, 
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and came from families who traveled little. Exposure to English was limited to 
school where their teacher, Ms Mori, taught in English and conducted some 
homeroom time in English. Details of the participants' demographic and language 
background are set out in Table 3.7. below. 
Table 3.7 Profile of the Focal Case Participants (Pre-sojourn) 
Pseudonym Yumi Hiroko Kenji Chiaki 
Age 17 17 17 16 
S ^ F F M F 
No. of years of 5 5 5 5 
formal English 
Education 
Self-perception of Poor Poor Poor Poor 
English skills Writing -fair 
Previous One week to Australia No No No 
homestay in 2004 (location 
experience forgotten) 
outside Japan for 
the sake of 
learning English 
Travel To Australia in 2004 None Went to Shanghai as None 
experience, and part of a local 
intercultural Accompanied father to government exchange 
contact America for 5 days in initiative in 2005 
2005 over the March break. 
Had a 12-day 
homestay with 
another male 
scholarship recipient 一 
Parent's English Father speaks English None None None 
ability , 
Parents Father travels to Her parents have Kenji's mother None 
intercultural America once or twice spent time abroad, travels abroad once 
contact a year but do not speak a or twice a year as part 
foreign language. of her job at a travel 
They do not travel agency, but does not 
abroad much. speak another 
language. ^ 
English ambitions Wants to use English in Wants to study Wants to use English No plans to go on 
her working life as an English or for travel to gain life to university. She 
English teacher. Wants International experiences. Plans to wants to be able 
to study English Course at study Spanish, to speak "if 
literature and language University English and Chinese possible." (Pre 
at university. at University SALCP) ^ 
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Range and • Speaks 2-3 times a • Speaks 2-3 • Speaks 2-3 times a • Speaks 2-3 
frequency of week to teachers in times a year to year to teachers times a week 
situations in English outside teachers outside outside class in to teachers in 
which English class class English English 
is currently used outside class 
• Speaks 2-3 times a • Speaks 2-3 • Speaks 2-3 times a 
year to non times a year week with English • Speaks 2-3 
Japanese strangers with English speaking school times a week 
in English speaking students with English 
students speaking 
• Reads English • Speaks 2-3 times a school students 
newspapers 2-3 • Speaks 2-3 month in English 
times a year times a week in with classmates • Speaks 2-3 
English with times a month 
• Reads English classmates • Speaks 2-3 times a in English with 
books 2-3 times a year with non classmates 
year • Speaks 2-3 Japanese strangers in 
times a year English • Watches TV 
• Listens to songs in with non programs in 
English 2-3 times a Japanese • Speaks 2-3 times a English 2-3 
week strangers in year in English to times a month 
English. service personnel in 
• Watches English banks/ supermarkets, • Reads an 
TV 2-3 times a etc English 
Year newspaper 2-3 
• Watches TV times a year 
• Watches movies in programs 2-3 times a 
English 2-3 times a month in English • Listens to 
month songs in English 
• Listens to songs in 2-3 times a 
English everyday week 
• Watches movies in 
English 2-3 times a • Watches 
year movies in 
English 2-3 
I times a month 
3.3.5 Validity and Reliability 
External validity is concerned with whether a study measures what it is 
supposed to (Babbie，2004)，and whether the results are generalizable to different 
settings (Miller & Salkind, 2002). Case studies delve into the uniqueness of each 
particular case. The ultimate aim is to provide a set of conclusions about a particular 
phenomenon, and findings are aligned with sets of similar studies in order to draw 
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out common themes. External validity in this type of research design is subject to 
much debate concerning the perceived weakness that n = low, and that research 
findings might not be applicable to wider populations. Yin (1985) states that "critics 
can be silenced if the sample of illustrative case studies is well chosen and by 
providing consistency and analytical generalization" (p. 39). 
Merriam (1988) defines internal validity as the way in which research 
findings match reality. In the present study, research methods have involved 
“multiple sources of evidence, in a manner encouraging convergent lines of inquiry" 
(italics original. Yin, 1985, p. 37). Multiple methods were employed to "illuminate or 
nullify some extraneous influences" (Stake, 1995，p. 114) among the various players 
and so improve the internal validity of the study. Observation, recording and analysis 
of data are done by the researcher alone, allowing for a stronger consistency in world 
view through which the information is sifted and presented. 
Reliability is "the extent to which research findings can be replicated" 
(Merriam, 1988，p. 205). Again, reliability in case study research invites debate 
because of the uniqueness of human behavior with its different causal relationships 
among uncontrolled variables, making the likelihood of attaining the same results 
highly improbable. The consistency of results can be improved with the adoption of 
finer tuned instruments and a high degree of triangulation. 
3.3.6 Ethics 
Before the study commenced, approval was sought and granted from The 
Chinese University of Hong Kong's Survey and Behavioral Research Ethics 
Committee. At the start of the pilot study, the deputy Head Master of Kyushu Gakuin 
High School, Mr Yamada, was informed of the purposes, procedures and 
instrumentation of this study, and agreed to take part. A written consent form in both 
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company who first introduced me to the school for the pilot study, and the deputy 
head master signed on behalf of his students (Appendix F). Pseudonyms were used 
for the schools and all participants, and in all cases, to guarantee absolute anonymity. 
The data have been seen only by the researcher and the transcribers, and is used for 
the present study alone. 
3.3.7 Limitations 
There were several limitations with this study including: 
1. Failure to interview the Buddies in a group interview session, following the 
return of the Japanese students 
Informal interviews with buddies often proved to be very informative, and the 
researcher had established a good rapport with the buddies despite the short time 
frame. Since they were the Japanese student's primary contact in most cases, and 
since the information they offered was in many cases quite different from the 
information offered on their behalf by their parents in the Host Family Questionnaire, 
or interviews, the researcher felt that an opportunity for gaining a contemporary's 
perspective had been missed by failing to conduct a group interview session with the 
buddies following the Japanese students' departure. 
2. Failure to follow through on the pilot study to its full completion 
The failure to follow up the four-month post-study abroad stage in Japan for the 2005 
pilot study at the Japanese high school meant that instruments and the realities of 
dealing with the group interview were untested. Had the pilot study been seen 
through to its conclusion, problems in two main areas might have been avoided: 
a. Time allocated for follow-up sessions 
In the main study, the brief time slots offered by the school would have been 
renegotiated as they were insufficient for undertaking an adequate group 
interview session. 
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b. Group interview session 
This was the first formal meeting with the students after four months, and the 
time necessary to reestablish trust and rapport with the respondents was not 
available. Individuals were reluctant to express their views during the group 
interview. Although this was partially countered by holding individual 
interview sessions afterwards, the group interview might have been more 
fruitful had the researcher realized the challenges involved. Piloting this 
phase would have helped. To overcome this problem, questions that were 
answered inadequately were added to the final student questionnaire. 
3. Lack of acquaintanceship with the Japanese group before the study trip 
The researcher sought a pre-sojoum visit to the Japanese school in order to: meet the 
teacher and students to establish trust and rapport; gain a deeper understanding of the 
orientation process given by Japanese teachers; and witness student preparation for 
the Australian trip. The visit was not approved by the deputy headmaster however, 
owing to the busy schedules of teachers at the end of the academic year in February 
and the inability to aid the researcher adequately. 
4. Student Reticence 
For most of the students, frank conversation with a Caucasian foreigner represented 
an unknown entity, as the opportunity to get to know and speak with foreigners in 
their home city is limited. Although the Australian setting provided a natural 
backdrop to establish new relationships, the researcher was still a stranger cast in the 
role as seeking their personal thoughts and inner feelings. In most of the interviews, 
candid opinions emerged, and I was able to gather additional information from their 
Japanese teacher. However, in some cases, the lack of relationship and rapport may 
have acted as a barrier. In addition, the need for unobtrusive observation competed 
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with my need for frank discussion with the participants during the very short time 
frame. To overcome the lack of familiarity, I asked the Japanese teacher to interview 
the students and convey the conversation directly following the inquiry. The 
Japanese teacher was able to audiotape these conversations. 
5. Poor quality of audiotaped conversations by collaborators 
The quality of sound on the audiotapes was consistently poor when the Japanese 
teacher recorded conversations with the students. Student-to-student audiotapes were 
also of such poor quality that the researcher/Japanese transcriber could not determine 
who the participants were or exactly what was said. It emerged that recording of 
informal conversations required researcher input, which might have diminished the 
frank and open discussion between students. The researcher wished to be informal 
about stressing the need for "listening in" to conversations and did not pursue the 
problem above cautioning the collaborators to hold the MP4 player closer to the 
speakers. In retrospect, to ensure better sound quality the researcher might have 
picked some students to brief on the need for good recordings. 
6. Long term study 
An 18-month follow up period might have yielded more definitive data on the impact 
of a short-term study tour. With graduation from high school following so close after 
the study trip, students were making important choices about their futures four 
months after their return. These choices concerning university and majors would 
impact on the rest of their lives. Students would have made definitive post high 
school choices by September 2008 and it would have been ideal to follow the group 
until that time. However, this was out of the scope of this small-scaled study. 
3.3.8 Summary 
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Part One of this chapter began with a detailed description of the different 
components of the micro-SA at the home and host institutions in Australia and Japan. 
It outlined the background of the program, and included elements of pre-sojoum 
preparation, sojourn elements and post-sojoum follow-up. Part Two discussed the 
research methods used in this study; the lessons learned from the pilot study were 
noted, and insights gained contributed towards the implementation of the main study. 
An explanation of the main study was then given including a description of the 
instrumentation, data collection and processing and mode of data analysis employed. 
The criteria for selecting four main participants was provided, followed by a 
discussion of validity and reliability, ethical issues and a section on the limitations of 
this study. 
The following chapters present the selected cases of Yumi, Kenji，Hiroko, 
and Chiaki. Their "stories" of language and (inter)cultural learning follow the same 
chronological line as the micro-sojourn, and show how they negotiated the 
Australian host culture and their return to Japan. 
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CHAPTER 4 STUDENT STORIES: HIROKO AND KENJI 
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter describes the journeys of two of the four focal case participants 
in chronological sequence as they traveled through the micro-term study abroad (SA). 
It traces each student from their pre-sojourn Japanese environment to their Australian 
sojourn, and finishes four months later back at their high school in Japan. The stories 
rely, as far as possible, on oral and written narratives (e.g. student diaries, 
questionnaires, interviews, and researcher observation and field notes) and include 
impressions and opinions of other players and stakeholders involved in the SA 
program as recorded through interviews, questionnaires and field notes. 
The students were divided into two pairs based on the rationale explained in 
chapter three. Chapter four follows the stories of Hiroko and Kenji, whose sojourn 
experiences were not smooth, but who eventually emerged having demonstrated 
some of the core intercultural skills specified in Byram，s Model of Intercultural 
Communicative Competence (1997), and having made personal, linguistic, and 
(inter)cultural understandings. Four months post sojourn, some of their gains were 
sustained and both sojourners revealed a deeper desire to develop their language and 
intercultural learning than the other two students. 
Hiroko,s journey is described, followed by Kenji's story. The chapter ends 
with a summary of their experiences. 
4.2 Hiroko's Journey 
4.2.1 Profile & Family Background 
Hiroko (pseudonym) was a popular and vivacious member of her class. Her 
voice is high and punctuated by lots of exclamatory noises conveying her interest and 
engagement with her conversation partners. As such, she is highly expressive and her 
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thoughts and emotions were easy to follow. She described herself as someone who 
talks a lot, and who is described by others as cheerful (Pre-SA Language Contact 
Profile). 
As an only child, Hiroko was subject to a lot of attention by her parents. 
According to Ms Mori (pseudonym), her teacher, Hiroko's mother is demanding of 
her educationally, and Hiroko responds by developing stomachaches. Ms Mori said 
that while this was not logical, it did produce the desired effect of antagonizing her 
mother. Hiroko was often absent from school owing to stomachaches and was once 
away from school for a week. At that time, her friends, Yumi, and two others were 
instrumental in her return. 
This was Hiroko's first overseas trip. Her parents have no international travel 
experience and she is the only member of her family to speak some English (Pre-SA 
Language Contact Profile). 
4.2.2 Background in English 
After five years of learning English, Hiroko described her English language 
skills as 'poor,' and rated her speaking, listening and writing skills in Japanese as 
"average" (Pre-SA Language Contact Profile). She reported no opportunities to talk 
in English outside school, and any exposure was during class time. Hiroko thought 
that the ability to speak English was "cool," and envied speakers of English. In 
response to whether she thought herself capable of becoming a speaker of English, 
she replied that she didn't think she was, and that it would require a lot of effort and 
study (Pre-SA Language Contact Profile). 
Hiroko，s motivation towards English language learning was aimed at gaining 
a university place. She saw herself studying English or International Studies at 
university, but paradoxically saw her English skills as playing a very peripheral role 
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Hiroko’ s central fears about the study abroad were revealed in her diary, and 
concerned her ability to communicate with her homestay family. 
I am really nervous about my first trip abroad. I don't know whether I'll be 
able to speak so I'm full of worries. I'm concerned about whether I'll be able 
to communicate well with my host family. I'm wishing now that I'd studied a 
lot harder, but whatever I say now is too late so anyway, so I'll just say that 
I'll learn lots of words and expressions. 
Her nervousness also involved leaving Japan and all that was familiar behind for a 
life with strangers with whom she and her family had had little exposure. 
4.3.2 Sojourn Aims 
Hiroko, s aims demonstrate that she understood the trip as a valuable learning 
opportunity. 
When we arrive, first of all, I intend to speak out to my family. And if 
possible, I want to initiate conversation. And I want to get to know the host 
family quickly. I think I'll make lots of mistakes, but I want the memory of 
these becoming fewer if possible. What I want out of this trip is to value 
communicating with others, and to initiate conversation positively. I want to 
spend time in Australia leaving no regrets behind. If this trip can be a plus 
for me, that would be great. I might be nervous and make mistakes, but I 
won't be scared of failure and I'll always speak out looking ahead, so that I 
can think that this was a good study trip. (Japanese Diary) 
Her intentions of initiating conversation and speaking out to her family were brave in 
the light of her myriad fears, and may have put her under pressure once she 
encountered the reality of talking with her hosts. Her main aim was to "speak out 
actively" with her family from the very beginning. Hiroko acknowledged her fear of 
making mistakes and of failure, but hoped that her mistakes would become fewer 
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over the sojourn. Her enthusiasm seemed to balance the difficulties she predicted for 
the sojourn. 
4.4 Sojourn 
4.4.1 Sabrina & the Host Family 
Hiroko’s buddy was 12-year old Sabrina (pseudonym) who was an only child. 
Her homestay mother, Kate (pseudonym), and her husband, Clive (pseudonym), both 
had strong Yorkshire accents, and had come from Britain eighteen years previously. 
This was the first time that the family had accepted a guest for homestay, and they 
were one of only two families who had volunteered for the group of thirteen students. 
They said they were keen to have a homestay student for their daughter. As an only 
child, Sabrina was looking forward to the company of her Japanese guest. 
4.4.2 First Impressions 
Hiroko seemed less perturbed than the other Japanese students about meeting 
her host family and went off happily to encounter her new home in the Australian 
countryside. Her delight at what she found was evident. "It is incredibly beautiful 
and I'm honestly surprised. My house is right in the middle of the country. There are 
lots of cows, sheep and horses” (Japanese Diary). 
The school had delivered details of the homestay family prior to the group's 
departure from Japan so she had been given time to process information about the 
family. She wrote positively in her diary about her family, especially her host 
mother, but was perturbed by her buddy's age from the very beginning. 
I met my homestay family. My homestay mother is a bright and cheerful 
person. My buddy is younger than me and as she is 12，and there is 5 years 
difference between us，we don't have much in common to talk about. I can 
get along but Fm a bit worried. And apart from that, everything's in English 
so I have absolutely no idea what anyone is saying and feel worried. 
However, the mother looks like a really nice person and that's good. 
(Japanese Diary) 
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At age twelve, Sabrina was not much shorter than Hiroko, and appeared mature for 
her age. Kate reported the difference later in terms of different stages, saying that 
Hiroko was interested in shopping and fashion, and Sabrina hadn't quite got there yet. 
The girls had been matched because of their shared interest in music and the flute, 
but Hiroko's attitude from the start dictated that she viewed the age difference as a 
difficult problem, even for the short duration of the trip. 
Hiroko observed in her diary that Sabrina did not appear to be interested in 
Japan, and had not shown much interest in her preparatory talk or gifts. It appeared 
that her homestay parents were not positively orientated to Japan either. Asked 
whether they had ever been there, Kate's written response, "No. Do not intend to go" 
(Homestay Questionnaire), left little doubt about the family's level of interest in 
Hiroko's prepared speech about her country. Hiroko, s diary entry revealed that she 
was not aware of her host parents' lack of interest. 
Communication was reportedly not easy on the first night of the sojourn, not 
just with her buddy, and much communication was done using Hiroko's e-dictionary. 
Kate described Hiroko's English as "bad", and bought herself an e-dictionary on the 
second day, explaining how she was unable to get through the language barrier. She 
said that she was not able to simplify her language, and could not make herself 
understood (Homestay Interview). 
The girls played their flutes together that first night at home. Kate told me 
that Hiroko and Sabrina were playing the flute together in the front room, after which 
Hiroko stayed in that room until someone wondered where she had gone. Kate had 
found her still waiting in the room (Homestay Interview). Ironically, the intensive 
shepherding needed to look after Hiroko, and her apparent lack of initiative led Kate 
to comment that Hiroko's maturity levels corresponded to an Australian age of about 
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fifteen. She found that Hiroko required directing even within the house, and hadn't 
expected her guest to need quite so much attention. 
4.4.3 Interaction with her Buddy 
Sabrina had volunteered to be a buddy, as opposed to being requested by the 
school. She appeared to be excited and well motivated in her new role. Always on 
time to pick her up at recess or lunch break she seemed delighted to introduce Hiroko 
to her friends. This was noted in Hiroko，s Nisshi diary. "Fve been introduced to 
different people and they call out "Hiroko!" when they see me (around the school)." 
On the first day, following assembly for the whole school, Hiroko was taken by 
Sabrina in one arm, and a line of her friends in the other, and they all walked back to 
the school for lunch in a long line. Hiroko turned around and looked at me，smiling 
in surprise at this. Sabrina appeared to enjoy being Hiroko's buddy. 
Sabrina welcomed her into her music lessons and choir practices, which 
Hiroko enjoyed. It appeared that Hiroko's initial misgivings were groundless, and 
that the buddies had enough in common to make the duration of the short trip 
enjoyable and meaningful. Hiroko wrote that they were always together, and that 
there were times when this was fun, and other times when it was not {Nisshi diary). 
Hiroko made constant references to the strained communication and 
difficulties with her hosts. “I can't have a smooth conversation and just speaking 
about one single thing takes time." With her buddy, she wrote, "We spend every day 
together. We speak in the living room. She says the same thing again and again and 
if I use my dictionary, I sort of understand" {Nisshi diary). Hiroko's constant 
struggles with language made it hard to assert herself within the family. 
Despite this, she and the family were able to talk about the food, population 
levels in Japan and Australia, and wildlife. She mentioned that at other times she 
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didn't know what to talk about. This might have been because Sabrina was not 
interested in Japan, which discounted Hiroko's only topic of authority. 
4.4.4 School Recess Time 
Lunch breaks were opportunities for students to be with their buddy and go 
outside the Japanese classroom to meet with others and get to know the school. 
Hiroko was given a large lunch each day and she enjoyed trying out the new food she 
was given. While other students packed up their sandwiches to take them out when 
their buddies appeared, Hiroko would sit and eat everything slowly and thoroughly 
while her buddy stood silently by, waiting to take her out. Although she kept her 
buddy waiting in silence, her interest in Australian style food was apparent, and she 
noted every meal throughout the trip. 
This openness to difference was reflected in other areas. Hiroko had very 
good interpersonal skills. Her communicative style was overt and she was 
particularly good in cross-cultural sharing sessions, when she would make eye 
contact with those around her and pleasantly try to engage. 
4.4.5 Stomachaches 
On day three, Hiroko came to school wan and pale, and put her head in her 
arms. Ms Mori left her alone after a brief inquiry, and the other students did not 
acknowledge her apparent discomfort. Ms Mori revealed that she had a stomachache, 
and told me that the frequency of Hiroko，s stomachaches explained her classmates' 
lack of interest. Her aura of illness and non-participation remained until that 
morning's trip to a wildlife park was over, and by the time the group arrived at the 
next venue, the special school, Hiroko seemed to have recovered. She took part in the 
cultural exchange activities enthusiastically and helped the Australian children make 
origami frogs. 
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The next morning however, Hiroko again appeared fragile and pale 
complaining of a stomachache. 
4.4.6 Rejecting her Buddy 
Sabrina's enthusiasm to accompany Hiroko was not always met with the 
same receptivity. While Hiroko was able to exert her bubbly personality freely within 
her Japanese group, she occasionally appeared unfriendly and uncooperative towards 
her buddy, who had become the object of her disappointment and irritation. Sabrina 
did not seem to notice, though occasionally my field notes noted that she seemed to 
be at a loss. She would stand silently by while Hiroko took her time to eat her meals 
slowly and with her back towards her. 
Sabrina comes in and hangs around Hiroko. D'you wanna go?" she asks but 
Hiroko remains sitting, eating a yogurt, and says slowly, “I want to eat.” 
Sabrina doesn't look as though she knows what to do...Hiroko stays sitting 
and says to Sabrina again "I want to eat" and Sabrina says quietly, "Its OK". 
(Researcher field notes) 
By day four, Hiroko was brewing a quiet resentment against her buddy whom 
she thought was too young for her, and with whom she felt she had little in common. 
She seemed negative towards developing a friendship with her. The football session 
demonstrates Hiroko's increasing withdrawal from her buddy, and Sabrina's 
enduring enthusiasm. 
Hiroko is in uniform, whereas others are in sports kit. She forgot to bring her 
sports stuff in today. Sabrina is jumping up and down excitedly, smiling, and 
waiting to receive the ball. Hiroko cannot bounce the ball and stands 
watching others and fails a lot. She watches others again and stops looking at 
Sabrina. Now she faces away. She communicates with the Japanese student 
next to her. The PE coach comes up and organizes her. Sabrina approaches 
and then retreats. Hiroko tries again and fails to bounce the ball. Buddy 
jumps up and down, smiles waiting. Hiroko looks around. Looks at her 
watch. Makes no eye contact with Sabrina. (Researcher field notes) 
Hiroko's frustration with the activity and hostility towards her buddy led her 
to suddenly leave the sports area. It may be that the alien values of the host culture 
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(e.g., open-mindedness towards age) conspired to make her feel very far away from 
home, and unsure of herself, and that the prospect of the long weekend ahead with 
her host family had brought her fears to the fore. 
4.4.7 Outpourings 
Hiroko withdrew from the football session, leaving her partner puzzled and 
remaining in line for her return, and sat on a sofa beside the sports area weeping 
openly. Ms Mori later explained why. Hiroko had said that her friend, Ayako 
(pseudonym), was being mean to her, and was no longer talking to her, and that she 
did not like her buddy, and was not happy in the homestay. She said that she wanted 
to change her family. Ms Mori was not sympathetic, confiding in me saying, “Hiroko 
is selfish and likes everything to be perfect" (Researcher field notes). Problems 
within the Japanese group were not referred to again, and it may have reflected the 
emotional turmoil of the moment rather than being an enduring theme of her stay. 
The rest of the day continued in the same mood for Hiroko. During the 
afternoon cooking program, Hiroko exuded imhappiness and dissatisfaction, 
eventually leaving Sabrina to make cookies without a partner, and sat away from the 
action with her head down in her hands and her back to her buddy. The incident at 
the sports lesson was referred to only in passing in Hiroko's Japanese diary, and she 
omitted her non-participation in the cooking lesson. 
Although it's my day in the homestay, I get the feeling that I've become quite 
used to it. But, I'm worried about whether I can get on with my student. We have 
nothing in common to talk about, so it isn't fun. Even when I try to talk with her 
there isn't much if a reaction, and frankly I don't know what to do. 
Her sparse diary entry made no mention of the incident and did not include any 
perceptions of the complicated in-group dynamics she had expressed with so much 
passion. By Day four, at a point when her friends were displaying successful buddy 
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relations in the football activity, and looking forward to the long weekend with their 
homestay families, Hiroko, by contrast, was deeply dissatisfied. 
Throughout, she rigidly fixed on to her buddy's age as an obstacle in the way 
of her enjoyment, and could not shift her frame of reference to consider the situation 
from another angle. Her final comment of not knowing what to do seemed to be 
something that Ms Mori was prepared to let her think about herself. 
4.4.8 Different Styles of Mentoring 
Ms Mori did not appear to take any of Hiroko，s complaints seriously enough 
to alert the Australian Liaison Manager, who was with the group all day. Her 
approach contrasted with her genuine alarm and sensitive handling over Yumi's 
homestay problems which had resulted in mobilization of the school's International 
Exchange team, and a call to the homestay mother. Ms Mori had decided that there 
were no grounds for intervention in Hiroko, s case. 
The homestay family suspected Hiroko of being unhappy but was not sure of 
the reason. Kate wrote “(n)ot knowing what the problem was in the first few days 
(was difficult). We thought we were doing something wrong" (Homestay 
Questionnaire). However, since they were not informed of problems by the school, 
and because communication problems were so acute, they didn't pursue this. They 
did not detect any signs of discord in Hiroko，s attitude towards Sabrina. Kate said 
firmly during the homestay interview that Sabrina was very good with Hiroko and 
that there were no problems, despite the age difference and the way that influenced 
personal interests. She said that she was very proud of her daughter who was a 
wonderful buddy, and that the two girls got along really well. 
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4.4.9 Growing Calm 
Over the long holiday weekend, her family took Hiroko away for an 
overnight trip. Her diary shows that she was made the center of attention. 
Today is my first holiday spent with my host family. It took 2 hours by car... 
Then, we had lunch and then took a boat. Then we passed by boat along the 
dividing river between X-state and the next door state. It was really fun. And 
along the street we shopped, ate an ice cream and drank some juice. Then my 
host father and mother bought me a koala soft toy. Then we got on a horse and 
carriage and that was really, really fun. The host mother and father bought me 
lots of things and paid for all of my meals so I felt bad when I thought about it 
later, but I really appreciate them taking me all this way. 
The family seemed keen to make her feel at home and chose to eat at a Japanese 
restaurant that night, and went to the supermarket to buy Japanese food for Hiroko to 
cook at home the next day. The family's enjoyment of the Japanese food 
acknowledged and positively endorsed her cultural identity, and may have 
contributed towards Hiroko，s recovery. Throughout the weekend, Hiroko noted her 
good impressions of the city and the delicious food, even suggesting that she'd like 
to stay longer. 
Today I went shopping in X city. It was the first time I saw the sea. It was 
really beautiful. Next we went to eat lunch. It was pancakes. A restaurant 
with lots of different pancakes. I had cheese, egg and bacon, it was absolutely 
delicious. I truly felt we were in Australia. Such beautiful streets，I was 
surprised. To the point where I thought I'd like to live here. 
(Japanese Diary) 
She no longer mentioned her buddy, or the problems surrounding Sabrina's age, and 
by her final day at school, Hiroko appeared to have emerged from her malaise, and 
was actively keen to share her experiences with the rest of her classmates during the 
morning ESL session. While other students needed cajoling to share their 
experiences, Hiroko alone volunteered to tell her classmates about her experiences 
over the weekend. 
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4.4.10 A Good Ending 
Uncomplicated time together over the weekend appeared to have resolved 
Hiroko's complaints about Sabrina. Her homestay family's generosity had touched 
her and she said she had to be careful about saying that she liked something in case 
they bought it for her (Researcher field notes). Hiroko, s demeanor had completely 
changed over the weekend. It seemed that she had decided to make the very best of 
her last few hours. "When I thought that today's my last day, I got choked up, and I 
was able to make a lot of use of my time. I have felt the kindness of Australian 
people, and it has been a very good experience." She expressed the kindness of 
Australians in her Nisshi diary, as a recurring theme, and how people had spoken to 
her openly and with interest. 
When it was time to go, Hiroko made fond goodbyes to everyone. She 
hugged her homestay family, and Sabrina wept. She also hugged all of the staff 
involved on the program including me, before waving goodbye with a sunny smile. 
Just before climbing into the bus she said it would be good to stay a little longer, but 
that she was ready to go back to Japan (Researcher field notes). 
4.5 Immediately Post-Sojourn 
Although it had taken Hiroko time to adjust to her new surroundings, she had 
overcome her insecurities regarding in-group relations，and found a way to deal with 
the negative feelings towards her buddy. Reflection on her experience had jolted her 
into a firmer understanding of her hosts intentions towards her, and, in the light of 
her initial behavior towards Sabrina, their kindness towards her emerged as salient. 
Hiroko summed up her stay immediately post-sqjoum by saying, "This was my first 
overseas trip abroad and I was very nervous. It was everything that I wasn't used to. 
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but the actual 10-day trip to Australia was really fun. Australians are very kind. But it 
was hard because I just couldn't say anything in English" (Survey 2). 
Although communication had been difficult, she noted that she felt that she 
had become more able to initiate conversation, and now enjoyed speaking to others 
(in English). She felt that her listening had improved and that she was more able to 
speak than when she first arrived. This had made her more motivated. “I want to be 
able to speak so I'll study. I realize how hard this will be，but I'll do it my own way" 
(Survey 2). Kate commented that "Hiroko became a little more confident as she was 
very modest about her abilities” (Homestay Questionnaire). An interview 
immediately following the return of the Japanese students revealed that the Japanese 
custom of modesty and self-deprecation had exasperated her forthright hosts, and 
made her seem immature in their eyes. They said, however, that Hiroko,s command 
of English had improved "immensely" and that by the end of the week she was 
hardly using her e-dictionary (Homestay Questionnaire). 
Hiroko's limited repertoire of topics to talk about meant that she frequently 
fell back on talking about Japan. During the interview, Kate had said, "she spoke 
about Japan a lot and I thought, OK, I'll listen, but I'm not interested," but Hiroko 
was certainly unaware of their lack of interest. Kate continued to say that they would 
probably host another international student, but that this time had been more 
challenging than they had anticipated. They felt tired by the amount of explanation 
and care necessary to look after Hiroko. For example, she stayed up very late at night, 
even though the family went to bed early and got up early. The homestay mother had 
felt bad about her remaining alone in a quiet house and had tried to stay up to keep 
her company, but said that her working schedule had defeated her in the end. Despite 
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these difficulties, Kate was confident that Hiroko had enjoyed her stay with them. 
She had done her best for the sake of her daughter (Homestay Interview), 
4.6 Four Months Post-Sojourn 
Hiroko's journey had matured and developed after four months. Her teacher 
said that she was one of the students who had emerged as demonstrating change as a 
result of the tour (Post-SA Questionnaire for Teachers). Ms Mori told me that Hiroko 
was much more motivated to leam English, initiated conversation more in class, and 
was less absent owing to stomachaches than she had been before the sojourn. 
Hiroko had reflected on her behavior with Sabrina, and was able to 
acknowledge and appreciate the effort that her buddy had made with her in hindsight. 
She revealed in the group interview session (Appendix D.l.) that she had regretted 
her behavior during the tour, and was now more aware of her role in communication, 
not just in English, but also in Japanese. She also revealed that she had become more 
aware of others' perspectives (Post-SA Language Contact Profile). Hiroko's regret 
had not led her to write to her host family, and there had been no exchange at all. She 
said that she really wanted to be in contact with them but had been too busy to send 
the letter that she had already prepared for them in English. She still intended to send 
it though. 
Her long term goal was now to become fluent in English. To this end, she 
would soon send her application to a university in Osaka where she intended to enter 
the English department. Her professional goals were not determined, but she was 
clear that she wanted to use English in her work (Interview, Appendix D.2.). She felt 
closer to becoming a capable English speaker following the trip, because her English 
had improved, and she had developed self-confidence as a result (Post-SA Language 
Contact Profile). She continued to acknowledge that she found English hard, but was 
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making more effort following her return by actively trying to learn new vocabulary 
that her teacher presented in class each day, and was making an effort to use the new 
vocabulary in conversation (Interview). 
The main way in which she had benefited from the micro-study abroad was 
her adoption of the Australian way of speaking out actively to others. She said that 
she had found this to be such a positive attribute while she had been in Australia that 
she wanted to make it part of her own behavior. She said that she was actively aware 
of changing her behavior towards this end (Interview, Appendix D.2.). 
Further to this, Hiroko said that she had developed the range of situations in 
which she encountered and used English. Four months post-sojourn she was trying to 
speak with her teacher and non-Japanese staff and students using English outside 
class, and felt more inclined to speak with non-Japanese strangers using English. 
(This assertion is untested since opportunities to speak with foreigners are so rare in 
her city.) She was also making an effort to watch films and TV in English, and had 
listened to songs with English lyrics two or three times since returning (Post-SA 
Language Contact Profile). 
Hiroko also mentioned a heightened awareness of her Japanese identity as a 
result of attending the tour. When I probed her for details in her interview, she was 
not able to elaborate, telling me that it was part of her Japanese culture. Further 
explanations were not forthcoming. Since it was her first time abroad, and her first 
immersion into a visibly different host environment where the Australians around her 
were mainly Caucasian, she may have become aware of her ethnicity, but was not 
able to articulate her impressions. Comparing and contrasting the host culture values 
with her own as a result of dissatisfaction with her buddy may have made her more 
aware of her own cultural values and identity. 
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During the group interview session (Appendix D. 1.), Hiroko revealed that she 
had reflected on her behavior following the SA, and had made an honest assessment 
of her attitude towards her buddy whom, she realized in retrospect, had tried very 
hard to help her communicate. The outcome was an understanding of her role in the 
communicative process. She said she would value her chances to communicate more 
from now on. 
From viewing English as a means to a university place, Hiroko was now 
actively engaged in finding a path towards developing her knowledge of English. For 
her, the micro-term study abroad had confirmed the trajectory that she had already 
chosen, but was now following with purpose and verve. 
4.7 Kenji，s Journey 
4.7.1 Profile & Family Background 
Kenji (pseudonym) was one of two male students in the group of thirteen 
Japanese high school students. Ms Mori, his teacher, said that he was not well 
integrated with his classmates in Japan, and hardly interacted with them at all. She 
informed me that Kenji and the other male classmate on the trip, Hiroflimi 
(pseudonym) did not speak, and had felt it necessary to address this issue before they 
left for Australia, because she had not wanted any "trouble" during the trip. The boys 
had told her that they did not dislike each other but had nothing in common, and 
simply did not suit each other. Neither boy integrated with any of the girls in their 
group either. Mr. Fujimori (pseudonym), the accompanying male Japan Travel 
Bureau (JTB) representative, told me that Hirofumi came from a privileged 
background as his father is a well-known opera singer, but Kenji comes from a 
troubled broken family, which struggles financially. He suggested that the social 
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distance between their situations, and Kenji，s lack of self-esteem were the most 
likely reasons for their poor relationship. 
Kenji appeared to lack the confidence and interpersonal skills needed to start 
and maintain a conversation in English, and I did not witness a single exchange in 
Japanese between him and his classmates throughout the course of the trip. One on 
one, he was pleasant to talk with, and conversation revealed him to be very 
considerate, likable, and quite serious. His efforts to communicate with new people 
were fragile, and he quickly withdrew when communication fizzled out. 
Ms Mori described him as quiet and lacking in self esteem. Kenji described 
himself as "shy" (Pre-SA Questionnaire). His lack of relationship with his Japanese 
classmates was significant because aside from Ms Mori, he had no one to turn to for 
support or comfort during the sojourn, emphasizing his isolation in the newly 
encountered Australian environment. 
Kenji,s parents are divorced. Despite climbing divorce rates in Japan, openly 
acknowledged family breakdown remains relatively uncommon. Because of this, 
divorce carries with it a strong social stigma, and children of divorced parents are 
thought to be "different" as well as economically disadvantaged. Kenji,s father, a 
school teacher, married one of his high school students and now has two small 
children. Kenji, who had been living with his father's new family, was upset by his 
parent's divorce and the social scandal it caused. He had become uncooperative with 
his young stepmother, which is why he was sent to live with his mother and older 
sister. Ms Mori says that Kenji's father cares about him and paid the 30,000 yen for 
his trip to Australia. 
His mother works at a travel agency, returning home late each night at about 
ten o'clock, so his sister, a university student, is the person who prepares his meals 
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and interacts with him at home. It can be surmised that family life is quiet and that 
Kenji is often alone in the house with little opportunity to talk. 
Two years before the present study, Kenji had traveled overseas for the first 
time to Shanghai for twelve days on a Shanghai government sponsored exchange; he 
and another boy from his area had stayed with a local family for two nights. He had 
felt positive about the trip and returned home with a firmer sense of his cultural 
identity. He had decided to leam Chinese at school as a result of the trip. 
4.7.2 Background in English 
After five years of learning English, Kenji described his listening, speaking 
and reading skills as 'poor,' and marked his writing skills as 'average.' Interestingly, 
he rated his Japanese reading and writing skills as 'poor' acknowledging a lack of 
confidence in his LI (first language) communication skills. The Pre-SA Language 
Contact Profile revealed that Kenji listened to music with English lyrics everyday, 
and occasionally watched TV and movies in English. Otherwise, his interactions in 
English were confined to school. Although Kenji was in the International Course at 
school, Ms Mori suggested that he was not invested in learning English. She said that 
his homework was always late and that he had to be pushed to do anything at all. 
Surprisingly, however, Kenji's questionnaire entries showed that he had a 
good attitude towards English. His pre-sojoum questionnaires, which he'd opted to 
write in English, the only student who did so, revealed that he liked English (Pre-SA 
Questionnaire), considered it "very important" to his future, and wanted to study 
Spanish, English and Chinese at university for which he needed to pass an English 
exam. Kenji said that his reasons for learning English were for travel and life 
experiences (Pre-SA Language Contact Profile). He welcomed this trip to Australia 
as an opportunity to test his English skills (Pre-SA Language Contact Profile). 
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4.8 Pre-Sojourn 
4.8.1 Concerns 
Asked about his fears or concerns regarding his homestay, he wrote (in 
English) "none." It is hard to interpret this because Kenji may not have been used to 
acknowledging or expressing his inner thoughts, and his response may have been 
further shaped by his low proficiency level in English. When I tried to confirm his 
response in Japanese, he quickly affirmed that he was not worried, and that things 
would go well "somehow." 
4.8.2 Sojourn Aims 
Kenji's revealed in his Japanese diary that he had set the following aims for 
the study: 
I've decided to be active and positive on this study trip. In order to do this 
I've thoroughly prepared and once I arrive, I want to go around without 
getting flustered. I want to be able to say what I mean at my homestay and 
will make the effort to understand what people say to me. At the school visit, 
during exchange with the Australian students, my English is poor so I will 
talk trying my best not to stress them. This Australian study trip is chance for 
me to do something I've never done before. I want to be able to use it in the 
future, and be able to enjoy it with no regrets. (Japanese Diary) 
Above all, Kenji aimed to be active in all areas of the micro-sojoum, and convey his 
meaning to his hosts. His linguistic goals were modest compared to most other 
sojourners who aimed for an overall improvement in English. He also indicated an 
awareness of his personal learning style through his wish for time to get used to his 
new surroundings and not do things hurriedly, which would make him flustered. This 
suggested that Kenji was realistic about what he might attain over the eight-day trip, 
and was aware of his personal need for time to adjust to the changes in his new 
environment. His fears of irritating others with his low proficiency English level 
reveal his sensitivity to others, and his hopes that he might make a positive 
impression. 
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4.9 Sojourn 
4.9.1 Nancy & the Host Family 
Kenji's buddy was 14-year old Nancy (pseudonym). Nancy is direct and 
sharp-witted with railway tracks on her teeth and a short bobbed haircut，giving the 
impression of efficiency and capability. Having older siblings, she is at ease talking 
with adults and friends, and appears mature for her age. Her sister, 17-year old Olivia 
(pseudonym) was in Year 12 at the same school, and her 19-year old homestay 
brother，Jeremy (pseudonym) was apprenticed to a mechanic and returned home for 
weekends. Kenji，s homestay mother, Terry (pseudonym) was abrupt and had a firm 
voice, like Nancy's. In my field notes, I described her as "brisk in manner, salt-of-
the-earth type." She often helped out at school, volunteering in whatever way she 
could. She worked as a music librarian at the school, but was also a nurse and said in 
her homestay interview that nursing had made her very accepting of people. Nancy's 
father was a pilot. His work pattern was three weeks on, and three weeks off. He was 
not at home during Kenji,s visit. 
Nancy told me that her mother had agreed to the homestay as the school had 
been short of families that year, and that her friend was also hosting a Japanese 
student. Terry had been one of the mothers who had helped the Liaison Manager, 
Mrs Farmer, (pseudonym) contact other parents in order to gather homestay families 
at short notice. She wrote in her homestay questionnaire that she had agreed to 
become a homestay family "to enable the exchange to occur" and felt the need to 
reciprocate as her three children had each been on at least one exchange. The family 
had hosted many students from abroad. Kenji was their fourth Japanese student from 
Kyushu Gakuin High School. 
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4.9.2 Sudden Apprehension 
After touching down in Australia, Kenji was the first to emerge into the 
arrivals hall ahead of his group. He approached me, standing with the local JTB 
representative, and introduced himself in English, saying that it was his first time in 
Australia, that he was happy to be there and keen to speak English. He seemed 
determined to use English, and appeared self-possessed and confident. 
Between the airport and his arrival at the Australian school where the 
Japanese students were to meet their homestay families and buddies, his classmates 
were taken on a coach tour of the city and then to a Chinese lunch. By the time he 
arrived at the school, his demeanor had changed. He continued to speak English，but 
appeared restless and overwhelmed by the lack of familiarity with his surroundings. 
After arriving at the school and sitting down in the chapel, we had one hour 
to spare before the homestay families came to collect the students. They had 
an orientation by the head of the secondary school after which Kenji began to 
walk around, sighing heavily and looking restless. When I asked his teacher 
about his odd behavior, walking in and out of the room, going to the toilet a 
few times, and behaving in a very unsettled manner, she went to see if he was 
alright. She returned saying that he was impatient to get outside into the fresh 
air and get going. Really tries to speak English. The Australian teacher, Ms 
Ross (pseudonym) says how weird she thinks his behavior is. I don't share 
the opinion. It doesn't hint of dissatisfaction or frustration at the hour long 
wait, but might be something to do with having traveled so long via 
Singapore today. I have to concede that it is bordering on bizarre, and in the 
end I call to him and speak with him in English. He tells me that he wants to 
drink milk as he has a sore throat and needs an energy boost as he is very 
tired. I notice he doesn't talk to the others. After this, he goes back outside 
the chapel. (Researcher field notes) 
It is also highly probable that Kenji was nervous about meeting his homestay family, 
and had worked himself into a state. He did not appear to be in the mood to take in 
his environment. Kenji barely recorded his first impressions in his diary and 
questionnaires, and his entries centered on his own actions during the crucial first 
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meeting time with his family. He made no references to the family, his buddy, or the 
place in which he was staying. 
The family lived about forty minutes away from the school. They lived far 
out in the country, which had been affected badly by the Australian drought. 
Their place was the third house along a long, dried up and very dusty dirt 
track, situated alongside a deep, rocky gulley, on a hill. All around were 
fields of red earth with scorched cow dung sitting on top of the land. The 
drought has left no grazing for the animals and the effect of the bare earth 
where green pasture should have been was startling, and disturbing. The 
house was separated by some minutes walk along a dirt track from the next 
house, and was not near to any person or place that Kenji might have found 
familiar. The house itself was in red brick suburban style, and there were 
pretty flowers around the outside, but a peek inside showed it looked quite 
messy, and was crowded with family possessions and clutter. I wondered how 
different this was to Kenji's own life. (Researcher field notes) 
The drought had impacted every aspect of the family's lives. It was not so apparent 
in the vicinity of the school, and for Kenji, it must have been wholly different from 
the lush green of his Japanese prefecture. It was apparent that there were no shops，or 
places to walk to for some miles. It made a quiet and isolating backdrop to his 
Australian experience. 
4.9.3 Feeling 111 
The next morning, Kenji's sore throat, which had begun the day before, 
seemed to have become a general enervating tiredness. In my field notes, I recorded 
the agitation he expressed concerning what he obviously considered a regrettably 
poor start at his homestay. 
I asked Kenji whether he had had the milk he was craving for yesterday, but 
he answered in Japanese that he felt so tired yesterday that he had not spoken 
with any of his family but gone straight to sleep. He felt bad about this as he 
had not asked them the questions he had prepared, or given them the presents 
that he had for them. He said he felt more tired than he had ever felt before, 
and sat alone after I'd spoken with him. 
In his diary, he expressed further regret that he did not speak much with his 
buddy, Nancy, as the bus journey to school was very noisy. Kenji's 
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determined start to the SA had appeared promising, but the negative 
perception of the bad start he'd made with his homestay family seemed to 
have upset him. The enthusiasm and confidence required to approach others 
and engage that he had demonstrated at the airport on his first day in 
Australia had disappeared. 
Later that first morning, Kenji developed a fever during the first recess and 
was isolated from the group. 
Kenji succumbed after recess at 11 a.m. His buddy, Nancy, had come to 
collect him at recess and he had gone with her, but after meeting up he 
decided to go off by himself and by the end of recess had reported himself as 
ill. Both (ill students) were taken to hospital before lunch and then taken to 
the Chapel to rest on the floor... By the end of the day, they were without a 
fever though still dizzy. Ms Mori says that it was unusual for Kenji because 
he is always well and had never missed a day of school. At lunchtime, Mrs 
Farmer (pseudonym) gave them an ice lolly each for their sore throats, and I 
wondered whether they were a little perturbed by this as Japanese people tend 
to keep warm and avoid all cold foods when ill. It would have been a first. 
(Researcher field notes) 
Owing to a lack of manpower at school, I was asked to take Kenji and Nancy home. 
It took about 40 minutes to Nancy's house through bush roads and she told 
me about her family and the drought. She said that along her road alone, there 
were 5 properties for sale. She noted the thin livestock we passed and 
remarked that farmers were now feeding their horses on cabbage leaves 
obtained by the green grocer because there was no grazing left. She said that 
cows were not reaching their full height because they were deprived of water 
and usual pastures. The calves were not developing in the usual timeframes. 
She mentioned that the winery near her home was no longer able to produce 
the quality of grapes needed to produce wine, and was going out of business. 
It's bad, she said, but we all have to get on with it. She was impatient with the 
detour that we met and her manner was forthright, honest and sharp. She told 
me her father was a pilot and she'd been to Beijing with her family. Her 
mother was a nurse. She has an older sister who is still at school and an older 
brother who works as a mechanic. He will be back over the long holiday 
weekend. 
Nancy's mother greeted Kenji at the door, and assured us in an abrupt but 
polite way that he would be alright, and asked us in. Ms Mori didn't accept, 
but called into Kenji in Japanese asking him if he was OK. 
(Researcher field notes) 
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Kenji,s diary mentions his experiences in his diary. "I became ill and went to an 
Australian hospital and then slept. In one sense, I got to have an important 
experience, but I was slightly regretful that this had happened." Kenji noted that his 
illness had offered him a unique cultural experience on the one hand, but was 
concerned that his illness was a nuisance for others. 
4.9.4 Return to School following his Illness 
The following day, Kenji stayed at home and watched movies. He was 
alarmed that Nancy had been kept at home to keep him company and commented 
"that made me feel anxious" (Japanese Diary). Terry mentioned the following day 
that he had been prescribed twice the dose of medicine he'd needed, making him 
dizzy, overly drowsy, and uncommunicative, and she had taken him off the medicine 
whereupon he seemed to improve. He did not mention this in his diary. 
When Kenji returned to school on the fourth day of the program, he seemed 
entirely different. He was no longer speaking in English and appeared very 
vulnerable. In my field notes，I observed, "Kenji is sitting quietly alone in the 
classroom. No one asks how he is, or welcomes him back into the group. He is near 
Fujimori San and occasionally speaks some words to him. Mr Fujimori is fatherly 
towards him. Kenji looks vulnerable and fragile.，，It was clear that he had not 
established rapport with Nancy during his time at home. 
4.9.5 Inability to Connect with his Buddy 
At lunchtime, Nancy came into the classroom and asked Kenji how he was. 
She moved away towards some other buddies and Japanese students. I recorded his 
attempt to join Nancy, who did not acknowledge his efforts to join the conversation. 
Kenji goes up to Nancy who is speaking with someone. He looks very 
vulnerable and is standing around her wanting to speak, but doesn't seem to 
know how to break into the conversation, or what to say. Takes a chair and 
pulls it up next to her. His body language conveys his discomfort and shyness， 
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and his inability to get around this situation. Finally he retreats. Eats (his 
lunch) alone. 
At the cookery lesson later that afternoon, Kenji stood meekly by while 
Nancy assertively handled the cooking implements and briskly tidied up afterwards. 
"Nancy takes both the sanitizer and the cloth and gets along with the task. Kenji 
quietly watches on. He looks miserable and hopeless" (Researcher field notes). He 
did not have the linguistic or social skills, or the personality to assert himself in the 
relationship. 
None of this was mentioned in his diary however. In his Japanese diary, he 
described the same session as, “I made biscuits with my buddy, and it was really 
fun...A day when lots of things happened and I did some exchange." Kenji was not 
unaware of his social ineptness. His facial expression clearly conveyed his misery, 
but neither did he seem capable of expressing his difficulties in his diary. It may be 
that he wished to project a more capable image, knowing that his teacher, Ms Mori, 
would be reading his diary after the trip. 
Nancy did not appear to be actively negative towards him. As a capable girl 
living in the Australian countryside, she had seen others "get on with it" through the 
drought, and may have been at a loss to know how to deal with a boy three years 
older than herself who appeared immature for his age, and so vulnerable. As such, 
she did not attempt to reach out to Kenji in a way that indicated genuine interest so 
much as look after someone she was responsible for. While Nancy's receptivity was 
lacking, Kenji did not actively seek out opportunities to interact with his hosts. For 
example, over the long weekend, Kenji revealed in his diary how the family had 
taken him for a trip to the river. The journey had taken three hours by car, and he'd 
slept all the way there. He had not seen the car journey as an opportunity to connect 
with his buddy, or look at the native Australian scenery. It may be that he felt his low 
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English proficiency levels were inadequate for conversation, and interfered with his 
participation in events. 
Ironically, as Kenji was not integrated with his Japanese classmates at school, 
he may have been less concerned by social solitude in his homestay than others who 
were more socially integrated. It was apparent however that he needed social support 
and company over the trip, and as a marginal, could not find solace in his Japanese 
peers. Instead, Kenji turned to the Japanese-speaking adult company of his teacher, 
Ms Mori, Mr Fujimori, and myself, rather than be alone. 
4.9.6 Kenji，s Need for Company Satisfied 
Kenji found his need for company satisfied by talking with Mr Fujimori, an 
experienced man with an older family, who noticed Kenji，s isolation and received 
him warmly. He told me that Kenji was looking for a father figure. My notes reveal 
Kenji's increasing isolation from the group and his further gravitation away from his 
peers and towards his teacher and Mr Fujimori. 
No longer speaking in English. Looks imploringly and desperately at Nancy 
who is sharp and to the point but not warm - doesn't invite his opinion or any 
of his input infact. Kenji has started to hang around Fujimori san and went to 
have coffee with Sensei (Ms Mori) and Fujimori san during recess. I was 
surprised to find him (in the staff room). He talks with me a lot too. He seems 
to find us a relief from being with the rest，and finds no joy in his buddy. He 
has no relationship with anyone else in the group. Most noticeable is the total 
lack of communication or acknowledgement between the two boys. Not a 
shared glance, a nod of recognition ...absolutely nothing. 
(Researcher field notes) 
By the end of the trip, Kenji was actively seeking out Mr Fujimori's company, even 
leaving the company of his peers and the chance to be with Nancy during recess and 
lunch breaks to follow his teacher, Ms Mori, and Mr Fujimori into the staff room. 
Kenji's entering the staff room during recess with Mr Fujimori was against 
school rules, and not welcomed by the Australian staff. When he had continued to 
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follow Mr Fujimori despite being cautioned by the Australian teacher, Ms Ross 
(pseudonym), and Liaison Manager, Mrs Farmer, they observed that he had 
flagrantly ignored the rules. Ms Mori, Mr Fujimori and I regarded Kenji as 
vulnerable and fragile, and his entrance into the staff room a sign of his acute need 
for receptive company which he could not get from the group, or his buddy. The 
Australians however both mentioned in informal conversation that they found 
Kenji's continued entry into the staff room to be "arrogant" or "rude," and they 
described him as "surly," not recognizing his lack of social skills. 
4.9.7 Starting to Feel Part of the Family 
The chance for the family to be together over the long weekend signaled a 
change in Kenji as he began to feel like one of the family. In his Japanese diary, he 
wrote "what was different from yesterday is that I got used to the family and was 
treated like one of them which I was happy about. Even though there isn't much 
conversation，we can share the same time and that is good." 
Outwardly, nothing had changed, but he now felt more at ease with his family. 
After returning home, Terry picked lots of com and she and Kenji shucked com 
together all afternoon. There wasn't much communication, but the day had passed 
smoothly with increasingly less anxiety, and he had spent much of his time helping 
the family. Kenji notes, "it was a holiday-like-holiday to the last，and it was good" 
Kenji established rapport with Terry, a mother figure, rather than with his 
peers, Nancy and Olivia, reflecting the same pattern of relationships established at 
school. Terry was very undemanding of Kenji in the house. She explained her 
attitude by telling me that her three children were "gifted," and that there were 
socialization problems associated with gifted children. She revealed that all of her 
children had experienced problems in this regard and even said that she, herself, had 
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not had any friends at school (Homestay Interview). As a result, Terry was not 
socially demanding, and was pleased to see that "he was not behind a door" during 
their trip away, even if he wasn't always with the family. 
On the weekend, the family had taken Kenji away to the river, and her 
account of the weekend revealed her undemanding acceptance of him. 
He was constantly looking and thinking. And when we went to the motel 
...we were in a motel, and he was wandering up and down the road, just 
looking and thinking by himself. He just wanted his own space and ...he 
wasn't behind a door. And when you spoke to him you could see - 1 went to 
Japan before with my husband. We went on a tour with a tour guide who told 
us, my English is OK but you have to give me time and when we said 
something to him he'd take time before he'd reply, and then give you an 
answer - Kenji is like that, and takes time before saying no or yes. 
(Homestay Interview) 
In this atmosphere, Kenji noted that as far as his feelings towards the homestay were 
concerned, things were getting better. He wrote that he continued to find some things 
difficult, such as getting things washed in the washing machine, and using the 
shower so quickly because of the drought, but otherwise, he wrote, "I've become 
quite used to it.，’ 
4.9.8 Program Participation 
Although Kenji，s aims for the study abroad had specified that he wanted to be 
active, he seemed aware of his position in the group as a marginal and would 
participate if a partner was organized, but otherwise sat out. The Bush Dancing 
activity signified a potentially rich communicative context，promoting opportunities 
for connection with his group and other buddies. Unfortunately, Nancy was one of 
four buddies who did not attend the Bush Dancing session, and although the other 
Japanese students whose buddy did not attend were also without a partner, Kenji，s 
non-participation may have been due to lack of confidence that others would want to 
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dance with him. When I asked why he wasn't dancing, he answered gently that he 
was a little tired that day. 
My notes record what happened during the Bush Dancing session. 
Kenji is completely lost. He sits out and then Ms Mori, who is filming with 
her video camera, gives him the job to do. He walks around filming the 
shrieking group but looks sad. Retreats to Mr Fujimori's side. There is a 
friendly, blond- haired Australian boy there talking animatedly with Fujimori 
san. Kenji tries to join in and asks whether he has ever been to Japan, or 
learned any Japanese, but dissolves away when the boy says "no," and 
continues to talk and joke in his easy style with Fujimori san. He hangs 
around on the outskirts. He eventually retreats and goes and sits outside by 
himself in the warm sunshine. 
It was clear that these times were challenging to Kenji. He appeared keen to talk with 
the Australian students but did not have the social skills to start or maintain a 
conversation. Like other students on the micro-term SA, it also seemed that he did 
not know what to talk about if the Australians were not prepared to talk about Japan. 
4.9.9 Departure from the Australian School 
The morning of the departure, Terry brought Kenji and Nancy to school early 
because Nancy had a music lesson scheduled before school began. Nancy said 
goodbye to Kenji quickly and without much emotion and left for her music lesson. 
He politely said thank you and waved goodbye to her, bowing as well. Kenji then 
stood near Terry who was waiting nearby until other Japanese students began getting 
into the waiting bus. They did not speak but seemed very easy in each other's 
company. He said thank you and shook hands with his smiling homestay mother, and 
then got on the bus. Some other students were already there, their forms hidden from 
the outside behind the smoked glass. Just before the bus left for the airport, about ten 
minutes later, Nancy reemerged and was there with her mother to wave the bus away. 
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4.10 Immediately Post-Sojourn 
Immediately following the sojourn, Kenji noted that his English listening 
ability had improved and that he had become used to the Australian accent. He said 
that he had achieved his goal of "speaking." He noted no changes in his attitude 
towards English or to the way he would approach learning English, and neither had 
his impressions of Australia changed during the trip. He was glad to have had the 
chance to see how ordinary Australians lived their lives (Survey 2). 
He also reported the unsettling effects of reentry culture shock, taking two or 
three days to settle back into his home, reporting, "While I was in Australia, I was 
outside a lot and the air was light and felt good. Coming back, my house felt 
somehow strange" (Survey 2). He elaborated on this in his interview four months 
post-sojoum saying that he had felt as though he was living in someone else's house 
for a few days, and that it had not been a pleasant feeling until he had become used to 
it again. 
On a scale of 1 to 5 (where 5 = fitting in very successfully, and 1 = not fitting 
in at all) Kenji's assessment of how he fit into his homestay was 3/5. He perceived 
that his host family would have rated his “fitting in with the family" as lower, at 2/5 
(Survey 2). Terry assessed him as 4/5 - fitting in with the family well (Homestay 
Questionnaire), and wrote a note saying that she'd have rated him 5/5 if he hadn't 
been sick over his stay. She was very positive about him saying firmly, "he's been 
the best I've had so far" referring to three other Japanese students who had stayed 
with the family (Researcher field notes). She said that despite difficulties in 
communication, the relationship had worked on a functional level and that she saw 
that he was happy to contribute and work alongside her while she did housework. 
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Terry said in her homestay interview that Kenji had made a big effort to be with the 
family and help out "like a son." 
...he was fine and you know, you told him, he had to be at the door, and he 
was carrying out the garbage and it was like he was like a son, he'd want to 
carry our bags. He'd help unload the car and help load up the car, and he 
joined in more, and the language barrier was less because we used more body 
language, I suppose. (Homestay Interview) 
Terry said that "there were no huge conversations, but he'd join in what we were 
doing" but admitted that the language barrier had been difficult. Yet, despite this, "it 
worked.” Terry said that he used his translator less towards the end of the stay and 
"was less hesitant to use his knowledge of English" as time went by (Homestay 
Questionnaire), so she thought that his English had probably improved "because he 
wanted to be with us all the time and because he tried so hard. I don't know, but if he 
was with us for longer, his English would improve because he was with us the most, 
and because he tried. It wasn't "that's it, I don't understand it". I'd try another way of 
asking him something and he tried (to answer)" (Homestay Interview). 
As an experienced mother, Terry saw that Kenji needed time to get used to 
his new environment. Her approach coincided with the personal learning style he had 
specified in his predeparture aims which indicated that he needed time to get used to 
his new environment (4.8.2.). ("I want to go around without being flustered" 
[Japanese Diary]). Terry appeared to understand his needs and accepted whatever 
communication he offered. 
Of the buddy relationship with Nancy, Terry said “they got along very well" 
and felt that Kenji had been "the best match we have had with a Japanese student" 
(Homestay Questionnaire). In an informal interview towards the end of the program 
however, Nancy revealed that she had found Kenji's inability to communicate well in 
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English very hard going, to the extent where she would think twice about whether 
she would like to be a buddy again. 
4.11 Four Months Post-Sojourn 
Although Kenji's immediate post-sojoum perceptions of his homestay 
experience gave little impression of ‘success,，data collected four months post-
sojoum revealed that he had reflected a great deal on his trip, and come to some 
important decisions. During the group interview session (Appendix D.l.)，Kenji said 
that he had come to understand more about communication as a result of being away. 
He noted in particular that he had learned more about how to communicate in 
general; not just about learning how to speak in English. He had told his teacher 
upon return from Australia that he had come to understand his need for better social 
skills and would try to work harder to improve. Ms Mori said that she had not yet 
seen any improved communication between him and his classmates, but did note that 
his attitude towards English had improved and that he was now trying harder in 
English lessons. 
Kenji spoke about this in his individual interview saying his "feeling towards 
English had changed" and that he now "want(ed) to do something using English." In 
order to improve his oral language he had bought a language CD, and used it 
together with a TOEIC CD provided by his school for oral practice. He said that his 
aim was to improve his pronunciation. He was also using English in previously 
untried domains. For example, he had tried using an English browser for the Internet 
a few times since his return, and watched movies and TV programs in English a few 
times a month. He had also attempted to read newspapers/books/magazines in 
English, and continued to listen to songs with English lyrics everyday (Post-SA 
Language Contact Profile). 
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Kenji's interview (Appendix D.3.) revealed that his change in attitude did not 
include the feeling that he had become a more capable speaker, though in his Post-
SA Questionnaire, he indicated his distance towards becoming a capable English 
speaker as 2/10 (1 = a non-English speaker, 10 = a capable English speaker), whereas 
he had seen his distance from that goal as 1/10 before the study trip. He said that he 
felt more confident at the end of his stay because his listening skills had improved. 
As a result of his attitude change, Kenji had applied to a prestigious university 
nearby that is well known for having many foreign students and faculty, and offers 
study abroad. His longer term goals were not fixed, but he reiterated his interest in 
travel as he had done before the study trip. 
Looking back on his relationship with his Australian buddy, Kenji seemed to 
accept full responsibility for not establishing good rapport with Nancy. He said that 
although gender should not have been an issue, he hadn't known what to talk to a girl 
about, and that they "didn't have that much in common." He also said that 
"compared to girls in Japan, Nancy was so grown up. You don't meet that type of 
person in Japan" (Interview, Appendix D.3.). 
During the group interview session, Kenji said that he considered the 
homestay family, not the buddy, as the most important part of the study trip. Kenji's 
Japanese life - a quiet home, habitual isolation from his classmates, and the social 
stigma of children from divorced families - might have made his homestay family, if 
not perfect, a relatively easy place to be. Terry's undemanding presence in the home 
allowed Kenji to belong to the family by participating in family events without the 
need for language. Terry had said in her homestay interview that "Kenji was lucky to 
have had us" as a homestay family. Despite his low language levels and poor 
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interpersonal skills, Kenji mentioned that he felt able to communicate more openly in 
Australia than in Japan (Four-month Post-SA Questionnaire). 
Awareness of new possibilities was only just dawning when the micro-
sojoum ended in Australia, and reflection on his experiences four months later 
showed that he had developed new understandings of what was required of him as a 
communicator and as a language learner, leaving little doubt that the micro-sojourn 
had been a positive learning experience. 
4.12 Summary 
This chapter presented the chronological journeys of Hiroko and Kenji. Both 
stories reveal that adjustment to the host culture took time and was occasionally 
turbulent, but also show that it was these times of difficulty that provided the richest 
opportunities for intercultural discoveries. Reflection on their difficulties led them to 
understandings that contributed towards their personal, linguistic and (inter)cultural 
learning. 
Both students were able to establish relationships with their families in the 
end. Hiroko worked through the initial throes of culture shock to settle down with her 
host family, and Kenji was able to maneuver around his buddy to establish a 
comfortable relationship with his host mother, whose quiet acceptance and 
undemanding style gave him access to the host culture. 
The following chapter traces the experiences of Yumi and Chiaki, whose 
trajectories at four months following their return home did not reveal the same level 
of commitment to language and (inter)cultural awareness. 
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CHAPTER 5 STUDENT STORIES: CHIAKI AND YUMI 
5.1 Introduction 
Chapter five describes the journeys of Chiaki and Yumi as they traveled 
through the micro-study abroad program. Their stories follow the same chronology 
and format as that of Hiroko and Kenji in the previous chapter, starting from their 
pre-sojoum Japanese environment, to Australia, and finishing four months later back 
at their Japanese high school. Data were collected using mixed methods and multiple 
sources (e.g., interviews, questionnaires, researcher observation and field notes, and 
diaries). 
Chiaki and Yumi's experiences of the study abroad (SA) were very different 
from each other, especially in terms of relationships with their host families and the 
access this gave them to the host culture. Chiaki's warm relationship with her buddy 
and host mother gave her many opportunities to interact with her hosts, while Yumi 
sensed a lack of interest and reciprocity from the beginning. Individual differences 
emerged to influence sojourner outcomes so that by four months post-SA, neither 
student had become much more invested in English language learning than they had 
been before the SA experience. 
A description of their stories follows. Chiaki's journey is introduced first, 
followed by Yumi's story. A summary will conclude the chapter. 
5.2 Chiaki，s Journey 
5.2.1 Profile & Family Background 
At sixteen, Chiaki (pseudonym) was the youngest Japanese participant in the 
program. She is tall, good looking, with long hair which tends to cover much of her 
face，and which she appeared to hide behind at times during the trip. It was unclear 
whether this was due to shyness or an intention not to engage. Her voice is strong 
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and relatively deep, and her spoken delivery is often curt，with little expression, 
giving an impression of confident indifference. Her outward expression did not 
reflect her inner experiences however. Her diary, read after the sojourn, proved to be 
a complete revelation cataloguing the joyfiil discoveries she had made on her trip. 
Chiaki described herself as "shy with strangers" (Pre-SA Questionnaire), and 
her mother called her "light-hearted, friendly, stylish and funny, once you get to 
know her” (Pre-SA Questionnaire - Parents). It emerged that Chiaki needed time to 
become relaxed and forthcoming in her new surroundings, and to establish rapport 
with those around her. 
Her mother was positive about the school trip and seemed to value the 
opportunities for speaking English saying “I definitely want my daughter to become 
international" and learn foreign cultures and ways of doing things. She noted that "if 
my daughter ever said she wanted to study languages abroad，I would let her go" 
(Pre-SA Questionnaire - Parents). The present study was Chiaki's first overseas trip. 
5.2.2 Background in English 
After five years of learning English, Chiaki described her English skills as 
"poor." The Pre-SA Language Contact Profile revealed that Chiaki's exposure to 
English was extremely limited. She listened to songs with English lyrics a few times 
a week, and watched movies or television in English two or three times a month. Her 
English language use was otherwise confined to lessons or opportunities to speak 
with non-Japanese people at school. 
Although she admired it as an unattainably difficult goal, Chiaki said that her 
shyness would stop her from ever becoming an English speaker (Pre-SA Language 
Contact Profile). She had a good attitude towards the language stating on several 
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occasions that she found Japanese speakers of English "cool," and found native 
speakers of English "friendly." 
Chiaki's motivation to learn English was extrinsic and directed towards 
graduating from high school, though she expressed an interest in foreign countries. 
She saw herself using English in the future for communicating with locals on 
overseas holidays when she would use English "if possible." Chiaki had no plans to 
continue her education, and wanted a job with animals after she graduated from high 
school (Pre-SA Language Contact Profile). Ms Mori (pseudonym), her teacher, said 




Chiaki did not elaborate upon her fears for the sojourn, but acknowledged her 
concern about meeting the homestay family in the Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire. 
Just prior to meeting the families, I asked her whether she was nervous, and she said 
"no" firmly, though acquiesced when other students around her began to voice their 
nervousness (Researcher Field notes). Her lack of familiarity with me at the 
beginning of the study was the likely explanation for her response. 
5.3.2 Sojourn Aims 
Chiaki outlined her goals in her Japanese diary: 
Because this is my first time to go abroad, I want to talk with a lot of people 
in English and learn real living English. I'll revise the English lessons I've 
done so far so that I'll be able to speak in English and tell the family who has 
accepted me into their home about Japan. It will be really hard because the 
customs and ways of communicating are different in foreign cultures, but I 
want to make some good memories for when I return home. It's a chance for 
others to learn about Japan and the frog song we learn in Primary school, so I 
want to learn the speeches we have prepared and the lines of the songs. I 
think the most important thing will be to come away thinking it was really 
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fiin, have no regrets and thoroughly enjoy it so that the study we've done on 
Australia is of use to us in the future. 
Chiaki's excitement was evident. She seemed determined to use authentic informal 
English and showed awareness of the different cultural codes of communicating that 
she would have to negotiate to explain the aspects of Japan that she had chosen to 
introduce to her host family. She also found it important to enjoy the trip so that she 
could return to Japan knowing that she had made the best of her opportunities. 
5.4 Sojourn 
5.4.1 David & the Host Family 
Chiaki's buddy was 15-year old David (pseudonym), whose twin, Kevin 
(pseudonym) was at the same school. Their university aged sister was not living at 
home. Their mother, Mrs Fanner (pseudonym) worked at the school as the Kyushu 
Gakuin High School (pseudonym) program Homestay Coordinator and Liaison 
Manager. It was Mrs Farmer's first experience in this role, and she had been 
instructed to follow the group around this year to familiarize herself with the 
program. Mrs Farmer had been responsible for finding the homestay families and 
because there were so few volunteers, had decided to become a homestay family 
herself. One of her twin sons, David, was very motivated by international exchange, 
and had been abroad before, and the other twin, Kevin, was not As an organizer of 
the program, and as a seasoned veteran of hosting overseas students for her three 
children, Mrs Farmer was highly motivated to see that it went well, and understood 
her role as a host mother. 
She described Japan as a country "high on their list" of places to visit, and 
seemed positive about the Japanese students. "We think that homestay is a wonderful 
way of bringing the world home to us. The Kyushu Gakuin students are always very 
nice and it is always fun to show them our little bit of the world" (Homestay 
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Questionnaire). David's interest in Japan was part of a general interest in overseas 
culture and travel that was actively encouraged by the school. He was shortly to go 
on a trip to South America with his school. 
5.4.2 First Impressions 
My notes on Chiaki, s host family describe them as very smiley and 
welcoming. Her own impressions of her first evening with her family were recorded 
in her diary as follows: 
Today, when I went to my homestay's house, I was a little AWKward, but the 
teacher and David, who I like, spoke with me QUITE-A-LOT. It was fun. I used 
my dictionary while I talked, (smile). When they asked me what time I usually go 
to sleep and I answered 2 o'clock, they were like, super surprised. I got really 
tired cos my host mother was saying you're gonna meet this person and your 
gonna meet that person, (smile). But the house is beautiful and there is a pool 
attached. I definitely won't swim, (smile). 
When I handed out my Japanese gifts, they were really pleased and placed them 
straightaway on the display shelf. (Dimno whether they really liked them). 
Her commentary illustrates that she was the focus of attention on that first night 
with her host family, and that the family did much of the talking to make her feel 
at home. Despite the moments of awkwardness, the tone of Chiaki's narrative is 
calm and relaxed. She indicated her appreciation of the surroundings and her host 
mother's delight with her gift from Japan, and the value she gave it by placing it 
on the shelf for display. This was in contrast to some of the other host families 
who were less appreciative of their Japanese gifts and appeared outwardly 
uninterested in their student's prepared talk about their country. Chiaki seemed to 
be in a good position and positive about what was to come. 
5.4.3 "Enviable" 
As the students gathered at homeroom time and related stories of their 
homestays the next morning, Chiaki's positive homestay situation emerged as being 
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far from the norm. She found herself the envy of some other students as she noted in 
her diary: 
When I got to school, everyone said, “I wanna go home soon" but I wasn't as 
far down the road as that. I was OK. Everyone said the host families shut 
themselves away in their rooms, leaving them with nothing to do. Like that, 
and no one spoke to them, and so on. (smiley face) 
So when I told them about my situation they were really envious. David (the 
one you like Sensei) is nice but the other twin...(sweating face). 
Being required to monitor the program, Mrs Farmer was often in the classroom. Her 
continual presence may have worked positively to familiarize Chiaki with her 
homestay mother, and establish rapport early in their relationship. 
David returned promptly at recess breaks for her. Having a tall, good-looking 
female Japanese student may have conceivably added to the social capital of a 15-
year old school boy, and he was always interested in taking her around the school, 
and introducing her to his friends. Chiaki also took up the opportunity to be with 
another buddy, Chloe (pseudonym), during school hours "Today I got on well with 
Ayako's (pseudonym) buddy, and went around school with her all day" (Japanese 
diary). Ayako's buddy was an enthusiastic and highly motivated 14-year old student 
who gave her a chance to be in female company. Chiaki seemed open to her 
environment and willing to participate. 
5.4.4 A Full Homestay Program 
Mrs Farmer provided teenage entertainment for her sons and Chiaki after 
school. Chiaki's second night in Australia was spent at a rock concert with her buddy. 
She noted the over whelming noise of the band in her diary, which in effect allowed 
the buddies to be together while establishing their relationship without any pressure 
to communicate. 
Mrs Farmer's interest in the other Japanese students led her to invite them to 
join Chiaki and herself go shopping after school, or join the family for a barbeque 
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over the long weekend. On the third day, Mrs Farmer invited one of the other 
Japanese students home to spend time with Chiaki after hearing she'd been homesick. 
This gave Chiaki relief from difficult communication and allowed her to host 
Sachiko (pseudonym), whose buddy was a Year 12 student, and very busy with 
school work. In her diary, Chiaki recorded how her improving English skills allowed 
her to translate for her friend. 
After school, Sachiko came over to my place. We had such a fun time talking 
that my host mother looked relieved. She asked Sachiko over and over, "How 
are you feeling?，，(smile). Sachiko seemed to have a great time which was 
good and said "I wish I could do my homestay here too." Wow, it's only been 
3 days but I feel that I've got quite used to speaking in English. Today, I 
translated for Sachiko so much that the host family called me a “walking 
dictionary." 
Chiaki's translation skills were useful and valued in a setting where conversation was 
directed so much towards the newcomers. It is clear that Mrs Farmer's attention 
made Chiaki, s homestay seem warm and caring, and constant opportunities to use 
the language heightened Chiaki's confidence towards using English. 
Chiaki appeared to be in a richly satisfying environment where she was not 
overstretched by exclusively native speaker (NS) linguistic challenges, and in which 
David's input was central. Socialization with a range of people seemed always 
available and included a variety of native and non-native speakers (NNS) of English. 
5.4.5 Easy Communication with her Buddy 
David seemed to be genuinely interested in Japan and in Chiaki. She wrote in 
her Nisshi diary, "he asks me lots of things everyday about myself or Japan," and his 
interest in Japan provided affordances for interaction. Chiaki took advantage of his 
interest to teach him some Japanese words, which boosted her own social capital. 
She wrote in a later entry that communication between them was not a problem. 
"Even though I say individual words，he understands what I mean. My buddy always 
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understands even when other people don't. I 'm getting used to my homestay and I'm 
happy about that...(smile).，，Through her buddy，Chiaki seemed able to manage 
communication in English enough to maintain emotional stability. 
Communication was not so easy with her homestay mother and father. “I 
can't understand my host mother and father because they speak too fast. I can't speak 
English (with them) and there is nothing I can do about it” (Survey 2). Mrs Farmer 
reported that "Chiaki used her translator quite a bit early in the stay, until she felt 
comfortable to really have a go at her English. I think it took about two days before 
Chiaki was really at home" (Homestay Questionnaire). The family was able to 
communicate however, and Chiaki records being asked about pets, music and study 
abroad. She mentioned being asked a lot of questions about herself and Japan each 
day, and felt bad because she did not know the answers {Nisshi diary). Mrs Fanner 
disclosed that Chiaki did not actively ask many questions about Australia but seemed 
to be happy to follow what the family was doing on a day to day basis. Interestingly, 
Mrs Farmer did not see this as acculturating to Australia so much as joining in family 
life. 
Chiaki's passive lack of initiative to ask questions about her new environment 
was compensated for by David's enthusiastic buddying. He tenaciously drew her into 
activities or communication at school or at home. 
5.4.6 Lack of Agency 
Although diary entries registered Chiaki's positive delight and interest in her 
surroundings at the homestay, there were times at school when her participatory 
effort and interest seemed frustratingly minimal, despite the interactive efforts of 
others either around or towards her. She often seemed expressionless and passive, 
hiding behind the long flank of hair that covered one side of her face. She was the 
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only student who never removed her jacket even when it was very hot. In my field 
notes, I described her half-hearted participation in the Aboriginal dance activity: 
In the afternoon, there was an Aboriginal music lesson and Aboriginal 
dancing. Chiaki leaned back on the desks and seemed reluctant to take part. 
When the teacher suggested that the group do a dance, she was always the 
last to move into place, hanging back behind the circle and looking down and 
away. Chiaki goes through the motions but does not appear to enjoy this, and 
on two occasions sits on the floor before she is killed by the hunter. In the end, 
everyone takes photos except Chiaki who is sitting on the floor with Mariko 
(pseudonym). At the end of the day, David, her buddy comes in and waits for 
her. She hangs back with her friends, fingers in her mouth, leaning back 
listening to their conversation. 
On another occasion, during the Australian Football session, Chiaki made no effort 
to get to know the new sport. That night, she wrote in her Japanese diary, “I HATE 
sport" and was not open to trying it out as a new experience, or as an opportunity to 
engage with her buddy. To the outside observer, her buddy's willingness was often 
poorly matched as my field notes record: 
When standing in a long line facing her buddy to throw the ball, Chiaki looks 
without expression at David who throws her the ball. She does not reach for it, 
and when it drops, she lets someone else go and pick it up and walks back 
very slowly to the line with her eyes down and her hair over her face. She 
throws the ball and immediately crosses her arms. She has no expression, and 
does not attempt to communicate with her buddy. Chiaki kicks the ball to 
David who tips back to catch it. He throws it back to her and she lets it drop 
without attempting to catch the ball from him. It bounces wildly away. She 
walks away from the ball and stands with two other Kyushu Gakuin High 
School girls not looking at David. David moves towards Kenji (pseudonym). 
She eventually walks languidly to the toilet. David seems alright with this 
loss of a partner, and practices with other people. 
David's unworried reaction to her lack of effort in many situations made him an easy 
companion. 
Management of the Japanese school as an intact group may have had 
implications for Chiaki's apparent lack of agency at school. The prevailing cultural 
norms of the Japanese high school group transported neatly to the Australian 
classroom, represented a continuum of Japanese school behaviors and habits that also 
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appeared to apply at the Australian school. Although buddies were often present in 
class, they were always in the minority, and with few exceptions, were not in a 
position to exert their group influence on class culture or model Australian values to 
alter group dynamics. 
5.4.7 New Perspectives on Gender Relations 
Chiaki's friendly relationship with David gave her insights into new ways of 
relating to the opposite sex. The hierarchical pattern of gender relations in Japan with 
strict gender role domains did not apply within the Australian context, as she noted 
with a friend during the cooking session，and interpreted as kind and appealing. 
My buddy had a test so I made the cookies with another boy and BOY was he 
kind...Sachiko and I felt, uh Ohhh! They're so cute and kind. Something like 
that, (smile) "I'll tidy up" they said, and whatever they do, Australian boys 
are kind like that. Japanese guys could leam a thing or two. (Japanese Diary) 
The apparently easy relationship between males and females in Australia contrasted 
with the two males in the sojourner group whose lack of communication between the 
female group as well as between themselves meant, in effect, that gender relations 
did not exist within the Japanese group. 
5.4.8 Deepening Buddy Friendship 
A full weekend program organized by her homestay mother with other 
Japanese students and their buddies provided many opportunities for teenage activity 
and exchange. Within this milieu, Chiaki's observations of the people, places and 
new tastes encountered were positive and enthusiastic. Events recorded in her diary 
shows that she embraced the chance to talk with her buddy. As a result, their 
friendship seemed to become genuine and meaningful. Towards the end of the 
holiday weekend, her diary entry notes that David started asking her not to go back 
to Japan. "David told me that I definitely had to come back to visit, and when I said 
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‘Yes’ he asked when? And when I said I dunno, he said you have to come back, you 
must!!! Oh boy. (smile).” 
As a friend, David showed his appreciation for Chiaki's cooking by being the 
one to eat the most. He also played with the old fashioned toys she brought from 
Japan as a gift for him. 
David keeps saying "you don't have to go back to Japan, you know." (smile). 
He said that when I go back to Japan he'd cry and his mother heard and burst 
out laughing, (smile). Then David and I made dinner together. We made 
ramen and chow fan (fried rice), but David was the only one who ate the 
ramen and the others found it hard going. David had another helping. Dessert 
was strawberries dipped in chocolate, and then he started to say funny things 
and we all laughed. Everyday, David plays with the Japanese spinning tops 
and pierce balls that I gave him from Japan. Even though I have my own 
room, he keeps coming in and I have no time for myself, (smile). 
(Japanese Diary) 
The friendship provided her with socio-emotional support, validated her 
presence in the home, and made her feel secure. With so much attention, Chiaki 
became aware of the need to outwardly show her enthusiasm. On day four of her 
sojourn, she noted in her Japanese diary, "(T)omorrow's aim is: even if I'm tired, to 
look as though I'm enjoying myself and smile. Not my real face. Must smile." As an 
observer, I did not become aware of any changes made by her decision, but it 
appeared that she had developed insight into the need to show her appreciation and 
participation. 
Occasionally David's attention overwhelmed her and in conversation with her 
friends, I overheard Chiaki complain that David was getting on her nerves as he 
would just walk into her room even when she wanted to be alone, and that it was just 
as well that she was leaving soon (Researcher field notes). 
5.4.9 Departure from the Australian School 
As departure time approached, the build up to the buddies parting placed 
unfamiliar pressure to show her emotions — a new way of behaving for Chiaki. 
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David's uninhibited style of friendship appeared to make demands of her, and she 
reacted with predictions of how she would reciprocate his feelings for her. 
David was saying "I'll miss you" and "I'll cry tomorrow" (smiley face). After 
that, we had the Sayonara party. I ate so much pizza. It was yummy. When I 
sang the song, I thought I would cry. After that, I tried my best to smile. It 
was a popular thing to do because we were all doing it. The party got fun. I 
took lots of pictures with people, after that I went home and took photos with 
Kevin, and spoke with him. At last, I've got used to him. He's nice when you 
speak with him but quite hard to approach. At night, David gave me a letter 
and told me to open it on the plane, but I'm wondering whether to read it now. 
(smile). I don't want to go back to Japan. I'll definitely cry tomorrow. 
(Japanese Diary) 
The next day did not bring the emotional farewells that were promised. Instead, she 
focused on her relief that she had finally spoken with David's less communicative 
twin, Kevin, whom Chiaki had found intimidating and uncommunicative at first. She 
parted with her new friends, David and his brother Kevin, Chloe (buddy)，Brandon 
(pseudonym), and other buddies in her usual manner. Her diary records the last 
moments together. 
Today is the last day. Actually, I don't feel that this is the last day, and so I 
can't cry. (smile). But I didn't want to go back to Japan. Before I got on the 
bus, I made my last farewells to David, Chloe and Brandon. When I got out 
of the car, Kevin said bye bye to me twice. Really, I'm so glad that I spoke 
with him so much before I left. 
I recorded the same events. "She said goodbye to her buddy and Chloe. Surrounded 
by people - both Kyushu Gakuin High School students and buddies. No emotion at 
all." 
Chiaki's homestay mother and David stayed to wave the bus away. 
5.5 Immediately Post-Sojourn 
The last entry in Chiaki's diary records her rush of enthusiasm as she related 
her discovery of Australia to her family. She even stated a preference for living in 
Australia, though quickly found a reason for staying in Japan as attending the concert 
of her favorite Japanese pop band. She wrote: 
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When I got back to Japan, I spent all my time talking about Australia and my 
homestay family. I'll definitely go back. It was just so much fun. From the 
first day 'til the last, everything was ftm. It was also good for my English, and 
I learned a lot - 1 think, (smile). And Japan is boring. I'm thinking of moving 
to Australia, (smile) There are so many great looking people there. I've fallen 
in love with Western music (again). But Fm still falling in love with 
"Johnies" I'm going to the concert 8 times, just in April and May. Looking 
forward to it. Anyway this trip to Australia was too much fun. I truly 
appreciate my host family. I'll write a letter. Bye. 
The host family seemed to have offered an ideal environment for Chiaki to improve 
her English skills through many opportunities to communicate. Her strategy for 
success had been to stay in the living room and public areas of the house where the 
family gathered, but even when she was in her room, David had come in and spoken 
with her there. David's interest in Japan and in learning Japanese words had been a 
factor that helped their relationship. She acknowledged that her long and varied 
conversations with David provided the link through which she was able to improve 
her English skills, and seemed thrilled that she had become able to follow everyday 
conversation. She said that English conversation with the family had made them 
close, and was the hinge around which the success of the host-sojoumer relationship 
lay. Mrs Farmer noted that Chiaki's English skills improved as she became more 
relaxed and tried to speak instead of relying on her translator. She said that Chiaki 
grew in confidence as time passed, and that "she didn't hide behind her hair" towards 
the end of the sojourn (Homestay Questionnaire). 
Chiaki emerged with positive attitudes towards the language, people, and an 
increasing awareness of different possibilities in gender relationships. Three different 
entries at the end of the sojourn comment to the effect that "relations between girls 
and boys are waaay good" {Nisshi diary), and again afterwards, was her positive 
assessment of Australian males and gender relations. "I had no idea that Australian 
guys were that kind and good looking. Really AWEsome" (Survey 2). She 
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mentioned that this was the point that she would choose to tell her friends about at 
home, along with details of her homestay. 
Chiaki's homestay mother saw the stay as very successful and marked it as 
5/5. She also rated Chiaki's fitting in with the family as 5/5. Chiaki marked the 
homestay from her own perspective as 4/5, and because Kevin, David's 
uncommunicative twin, had not been involved with her much, had rated it as 3/5 
from the homestay family's perspective. It can be conjectured that a lack of 
confidence led to this harsh judgment of herself. 
5.6 Four Months Post-Sojourn 
Significant events had passed between Chiaki's successful homecoming and 
our meeting four months post-sojoum. Chiaki told me that upon her return, that she 
had expressed a serious interest in going to an Australian University following 
graduation from Kyushu Gakuin High School. She had asked her teacher about it, 
and Ms Mori had told her that it was not possible to go to an Australian University 
from a Japanese High School, and that she would have to graduate from an 
Australian High School first. Ms Mori had told her that Australian Universities were 
harder to gain access to than American Universities (Interview, Appendix D.4.). As a 
result, Chiaki had given up her dream. She said that she had checked the Internet, but 
not exhaustively, and had accepted what her trusted teacher had told her. Instead, she 
had applied to a prestigious university in Japan with a large international student 
body, with an aim to improving her English and studying international management. 
Easily deflected from her Australian university dreams, Chiaki had not 
searched for another way to put her plans into action. Neither had she confided her 
desires to study in Australia to her friendly host family, or used them as a source of 
information gathering. Significantly, her mother, who had expressed a desire for her 
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daughter to become 'international' (Pre-SA Questionnaire for Parents), and who had 
expressed her willingness to help Chiaki study abroad if she ever wanted to study 
languages, did not attempt to clarify Ms Mori's information either. She was aware of 
her daughter's dreams to return to Australia, but said that Chiaki had decided instead 
to improve her English while in Japan. She reiterated her desire that her daughter 
become an English language speaker, and "definitely" wanted her to be active abroad. 
If that was not possible, she would like her to do a job involving foreigners in Japan 
(Post-SA Questionnaire for Parents). 
Chiaki's decision to enter a Japanese university represented a comfortable 
choice. It meant that she would be able to follow Japanese fashions and her favorite 
group of Tokyo-based J-pop singers that seemed so important to her. Her chosen 
university would seem to fall in with her plans to speak English but remain in Japan. 
Classes would be offered in English for the most part, and half of her classmates 
from the International Course were trying for the same university, meaning that it 
would also be a socially comfortable compromise. It also fit in well with the way she 
saw her future. Chiaki expressed a desire to work as airport ground staff, hotel staff 
or as an organizer of weddings while remaining in Japan. She thought however, that 
she would like to have one opportunity to live abroad in the future. 
Following the trip, her desire to become an English speaker had been fired, 
and she had felt herself move further towards that goal. She now felt a little more 
confident in her English listening skills which had improved over the tour, and felt 
better able to respond to questions as a result. Her attitudes towards learning English 
had also improved (Post-SA Questionnaire for Students) and following her return to 
Japan, she'd wanted to study English a lot more. She said that this was less to do 
with university entrance exams than an intrinsic desire to communicate in English. 
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She had begun to watch movies with subtitles to build on her listening skills. 
Although she was more enthusiastic about learning English than before the micro-
study abroad, Chiaki admitted that her enthusiasm had waned since her return. Ms 
Mori confirmed this. 
The possibility of going to an Australian University had altered Chiaki，s 
plans, and galvanized her into building on the successes of the study abroad. Pre-
sojoum, Chiaki's goal was to leave school, and find a job with animals. Four months 
later, Chiaki had applied to the International Management faculty of a university with 
a large body of International students and courses conducted in English. Her 
trajectory following return from the micro-term study abroad showed many twists 
and turns. Had she displayed the motivation to achieve her goals，Chiaki's path might 
have included tertiary education in Australia. Instead, authority figures had led her to 
another choice, whereby she was able to take advantage of the overseas opportunities 
available, but under the prevailing sociocultural forces that had discouraged her from 
taking the giant leap into the "Other." 
Chiaki's lack of focus makes it unlikely that she will ever escape those forces 
to take that giant leap herself. 
5.7 Yumi 's Journey 
5.7.1 Profile & Family Background 
Yumi (pseudonym) is a pretty, very sociable 17-year old. She is very aware 
of her looks, and always appeared with flawless makeup and hair. She would often 
catch herself in the mirror or window reflections and correct stray hair or touch up 
her makeup. Within her Japanese speaking milieu Yumi appeared to function 
successfully as an expressive and well-liked member among the eleven female 
students. Ms Mori, her teacher, described her as a popular and hard working student. 
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Yumi comes from a privileged and close family. Her father is a doctor, 
signifying high social and economic status in Japan, and her mother is a housewife. 
Ms Mori, Yumi's teacher, said that she was very supported at home, and was 
particularly close to her father. She has one older sister studying English at university. 
The family values English, and Yumi's father spoke quite good English having lived 
in America for one year just before Yumi was bom. The family had been abroad on 
holiday three times. 
Three years before the present study, Yumi took part in a one week homestay 
with an Australian family to leam some English. She was fourteen years old at the 
time and did not remember whether she had been to Sydney or Melbourne, but said 
she had good memories of the trip. She wrote that she had "got used to，，life there 
and had been able to settle down and try out her English (Language Contact Profile). 
5.7.2 Background in English 
After five years of formal English language learning at school, Yumi rated 
her English proficiency as “poor” in all four language skills. Despite this, she 
attempted to use English in her native city where there was very little exposure to 
English speakers. She made an effort to talk with the native English teachers at 
school, read books in English, and listened to English songs two or three times a 
week. Yumi appeared to have a good attitude towards English. She described 
Japanese speakers of good English as "enviable" and wished that she too could attain 
her dream of becoming an English speaker, saying that she would read many books 
to make this happen (Pre-SA Language Contact Profile). 
Yumi's motivation to leam English was linked to her professional goal of 
becoming an English teacher and she was determined to master the language enough 
to be able to teach. She said she would apply for English language and literature 
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courses at university, and was keen to use English in her future job. The university 
application process would start within a few weeks of her return to Japan in April 
and May, and her goals were set before the sojourn to Australia. 
5.8 Pre-Sojourn 
5.8.1 Concerns 
Most of Yumi's pre-sojoum fears centered around her ability to communicate 
with native Australians in her homestay and whether she would be able to keep up 
with the speed of communication. Her diary entry revealed this as her primary fear. 
The other day I saw a video of the homestay and all of my anticipation has 
turned to fear. The speed of their speech is faster than I expected. I'm really 
worried about whether I can follow them. And Fm worried about whether I 
can make myself understood in English... I also want to take lots of photos 
and souvenirs with me as they may lead to good conversation. I'd like to give 
them with my explanation. 
(Japanese Diary) 
Her preparations for the trip included Japanese gifts that were intended as ice 
breakers and topics of conversation. Yumi picked CDs of current Japanese J-pops, 
and magazines showing the latest fashions in Japan, intended for her teenage buddy, 
as well as photographs of her neighborhood and family. Ms Mori informed me that 
upon receiving the homestay family details four days before the trip, Yumi had asked 
which Year 12 student had stayed with the same family one year previously, and then 
tracked this individual down to find out more about her hosts. Yumi's effort to fact-
find before she left did much to allay her fears. 
5.8.2 Sojourn Aims 
Yumi's aims were set out in her diary. 
My main goal for this trip is to speak out positively to as many people as 
possible. I want to improve my English using all the opportunities by talking 
to my homestay family, buddy and the primary school children etc, I'm often 
shy. I want to try to change my character over the coming ten days. 
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If this trip is a success，I'm sure I'll have lots of confidence. I don't want to 
waste this great opportunity, I want to prepare properly and make this study 
abroad a great success. No, not want to...I will!！ 
Ms Mori had reviewed Yumi's predeparture aims, and wrote encouraging remarks at 
the side of the page, praising her enthusiasm, and determination to do well. She 
confided in me that she thought Yumi's goals seemed unrealistic for such a short trip, 
but did not intervene or council her. Yumi's main aim was to actively speak out and 
initiate conversations with a range of native Australians. To do this, she realized that 
she would have to overcome her shyness. A condition of her being able to speak out 
actively was to change her very character. Yumi's hopes and expectations were high 
for her Australian trip. 
5.9 Sojourn 
5.9.1 Joy & the Host Family 
Yumi's buddy was 15-year old, Joy (pseudonym), a friendly, outgoing and 
gregarious teenager, who had many things going on in her life during Yumi's visit. 
She had just started to go out with a boy from her school. She also had a part-time 
job two nights a week at Kentucky Fried Chicken until 11:30 p.m. on top of her 
normal school program, and was in the netball team. Joy's twelve year old sister, 
Scarlett (pseudonym) often took care of Yumi whenever Joy's schedule interfered 
with her buddy duties. Scarlett was very small for her age, which Yumi hinted at that 
she didn't like, and was not very communicative (Survey 1). 
Joy's family participated in the program because the family was personally 
asked to provide a homestay. Debra (pseudonym), Joy's mother，a social worker, 
said that she was happy to help their community school out. Yumi was the family's 
sixth homestay student, and the fourth from the same Japanese school. Debra said 
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that they took part in many homestays because they enjoy finding out about how 
other people live, and are interested in different cultures (Homestay Interview). 
5.9.2 First Impressions 
Although there was no language policy for the tour, Yumi was one of a 
handful of students who spoke English to me after the group arrived at the airport, 
and seemed to be happy and confident about being in Australia. Her positive attitude 
appeared extremely promising pre-sojoum, but the plane journey had exhausted her, 
and the meeting of the homestay family saw her suddenly assailed by negativity. Her 
uncertainties surfaced as she searched for her hosts among the families arriving at the 
school. “I thought the first woman who came towards me was sort of handicapped. I 
thought it was my host mother, and that I'd have to help her (with my bags), but it 
turned out to be someone else and I was relieved" (Japanese diary). When her 
homestay family appeared she noted that the mother was quite pretty, but that the 
family of two girls and their mother was quiet, and did not ask her things. In her 
diary entry on the first day, she wrote, “I feel uneasy...I wish they'd talk to me.” She 
also noted with concern that they had absolutely no interest in Japan whatsoever. 
Although Yumi was told she would be with a nuclear family, Debra 
confirmed in the Homestay Interview that she was a single mother. Being close to 
her father, Yumi was keen to meet her homestay father and asked "where is the 
father?" in her diary that night. She was not prepared for the possibility that her hosts 
were a single parent family, as this is still not outwardly acknowledged in Japanese 
society. In addition to this, there were also different ways of living to get used to. 
The family lived in an ‘up and coming' port-side suburb, considered rough 
and underprivileged until recently. It was a one hour bus ride away from school and 
Yumi was to ride the school bus with Joy and Scarlett. In my field notes I wrote: 
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"The family's small bungalow was situated along a street with overgrown gardens 
and old sofas put out on lawns and porches. From the outside, the house looked like 
it needed some paint." In my notes, I added: 
Inside the house was crammed to bursting with furniture, possessions, projects, 
stacks of wallpaper, in the manner of a woman who had all kinds of business 
projects going. The dresser in the hallway was stacked with antique chintz plates, 
and pieces of fabric laid on top and coming out of drawers... (Debra) settled me 
on a brown plastic sofa that had an old blanket over the back of it. A dog howled 
in the back of the house and Debra called to it to be quiet while we sat down. The 
metal fireplace in front of the sofa was not fixed into the wall, as though it was a 
piece of furniture waiting to be sold. The house felt damp, chaotic, and not all 
that clean. I wondered whether the prospect of spending eight nights in this home 
was daunting for a girl who came from a neat and economically secure family 
background. (Homestay Visit) 
This kind of home would have represented a different experience for Yumi. 
5.9.3 Feeling Rejected by her Hosts 
From the beginning, Yumi sensed her hosts' lack of interest in her. She railed 
against the family in her diary on her first night when her carefully chosen presents 
were not received with the enthusiasm she'd anticipated. "Joy has absolutely no 
interest in Japan! That's the impression I get, and so I just don't know what to do. 
Ignores the photos. Ignores the magazines, what the hell should I do?...even though 
they (the family) accept overseas students each year, how come they are so 
uncommunicative?" (Japanese diary). Yumi's efforts to engage with the family were 
confounded by an apparent lack of interest in Japan, or in her, as a person. She felt 
suddenly flung to the margins of social desirability — a position that Yumi was not 
used to. Unable to impose her views and identity through language, and feeling 
disempowered, Yumi withdrew into herself. 
Joy's younger sister, twelve year old Scarlett was often assigned the role of 
buddy while Joy continued to attend her normal weekly schedule of netball practice, 
part-time job at Kentucky Fried Chicken, as well as pursue her newly begun 
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relationship with her first boyfriend at school. While sibling help worked well with 
other members of the group, Yumi said she found Scarlett very young, 
uncommunicative, and with such a broad Australian accent that her English was 
impossible to understand. There was little that they shared in common to talk about 
and Yumi dismissed her as "just a kid，，(Nisshi diary). 
Yumi's interactions with Joy were noted extensively in her diary. She 
enjoyed Joy's company and found her to be quite fun, though opportunities for 
shared time appeared limited, and Scarlett would often come to the classroom to take 
Yumi around the school at lunch and break times. Joy showed interest in Yumi, but 
was not as conscientious as some of the other buddies, and would come to the 
classroom to pick Yumi up half way through the lunch break instead of at the 
beginning. 
5.9.4 An Ethnocentric Lens 
Yumi continued to dwell on disappointments as she found she had to prepare 
her own breakfast and lunch noting that her classmates had "gorgeous lunch boxes" 
prepared for them by their homestay mothers. While it is acceptable for school age 
family members to prepare their own school lunch in Australia, preparation of one's 
own food while staying with a family in Japan would signify a grave lack of courtesy. 
"Why do I have to prepare my own food?" she wrote indignantly in her diary. 
Yumi's understanding of staying with a homestay family did not include being 
treated as one of the family, with the same privileges and responsibilities as the other 
children in the house. Rather she viewed herself as a guest. It seemed that Yumi 
expected her homestay mother, Debra, to make her breakfast and lunch, as a 
Japanese mother would have done. 
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Yumi continued to express irritation that the host father did not appear to be 
at home and was never mentioned. She struggled with conceptualizations of "family" 
that were outside the norm of Japanese society, and could not read the signs that he 
did not live there. The realities she was confronting were outside of her usual frame 
of reference, and very different from her expectations. 
Finding her world confusing and unsettling, Yumi was not able to make the 
most of opportunities for communication. For example, she revealed in her Japanese 
diary that "A black kid spoke to me. I have no idea what (s)he was saying" during 
the hour-long bus ride to school，but that she was unable to react, noting that “the bus 
is dull" She may have found making contact in the bus difficult as she noted that it 
was very noisy. Ironically, it was on the bus，when she had the chance to reach out 
and communicate with others that she felt most far away from home (Survey 1). She 
was no longer in the mood for discovery, or open to opportunities for communication 
offered by a captive group of students on a long bus drive. Unable to tolerate 
ambiguity in the host culture, and unable to relate to what she found in her new 
surroundings, Yumi focused on her linguistic limitations and sank into negative 
passivity. 
5.9.5 The Role of the Japanese Group 
Yumi found comfort in her group of Japanese friends. While at school and in 
their company, she appeared to enjoy herself, taking part in activities with 
enthusiasm, and speaking out actively in the exchange activities with primary aged 
children. Her genuine ease with children at the special needs school and among 
primary school students supports her feeling expressed both to her friends in 
conversation and in her questionnaire that she found high school students quite 
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intimidating and "adult" (Researcher field notes). Unfortunately she did not show the 
same openness and willingness to engage with Scarlett. 
She took encouragement from those in the group that were doing well with 
their families as a sign that she, too, could overcome her difficulties. "Chiaki and 
Akiko (pseudonym) seem to be having a really good time. And Ayako (pseudonym). 
When I hear others having a good time, I feel the tension subside. I have to make 
more effort from now on. I'll be fine." She reminded herself that she understood her 
role in correcting her situation. “I have to enjoy this time. I can't be passive. I know 
what I have to do" (Japanese Diary). 
She did not openly discuss her problems with her friends however, and it was 
only at the end of the third day that she spoke of her problems to Ms Mori, the 
Japanese teacher, and expressed a desire to change family. Ms Mori tried to comfort 
her and encouraged her to try her best to actively change the situation by initiating 
conversation with the homestay mother and becoming part of the family with her 
help (Researcher field notes). 
5.9.6 Host Family Perspectives 
From the beginning, Debra noted that she "found it difficult to read and 
connect with our student." The family had given Yumi her own room and Debra said 
that Yumi would disappear into it directly after returning home from school for about 
an hour and a half, closing the door behind her. She said that she didn't go to get her 
out of the room as she knew that Yumi was tired and thought she was asleep. The 
long periods in her room made her inaccessible to the family and limited 
opportunities to connect with them. 
If I was cooking she'd come out and ask if she could do something. But I 
don't know if she was just introspective, and I don't know about her family 
life, what she's like at home. See here we quite gregarious and out and maybe 
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that was confronting for her and that is why she'd isolate herself. (Homestay 
Interview) 
Debra described Yumi as "introspective" and her family members as "gregarious" 
and "out" (out-going) which was not the way that Yumi had described the family in 
her diary. She complained about how quiet the family was and how they didn't 
engage her in conversation. Debra spoke about this in her interview saying, "Yumi 
didn't share herself with us. She didn't disclose things. I don't think she knew that it 
was important. I could have asked her a hundred questions, but I would have liked 
her to tell me rather than to pry,，(Homestay Interview). As a result, Debra said they 
didn't get a sense of who she was or what her life was like back in Japan. Surrounded 
by the unfamiliar, in a world where she could not predict her hosts' behavior, Yumi 
had become less communicative, and withdrew to her room. 
5.9.7 Breakdown and Mediation 
On the fourth day, Yumi could no longer hold back her tears. The prospect of 
spending the three-day long weekend ahead with her hosts was unbearable to her. 
She was also put out that she had not met the father yet and wanted to know where 
he was. She spoke with her teacher, Ms Mori, who listened to her concerns. 
Afterwards, Ms Mori spoke to Mrs Farmer, the Liaison Manager, who then advised 
her superior to call the host mother and let her know that Yumi was 'homesick' and 
required some extra attention. 
Ms Mori's role as mediator was crucial, and it seems unlikely that Yumi 
would have approached anyone for help had not a trusted confidante such as Ms 
Mori been available, despite the repeated offers to help made by the Australian staff. 
As a result of Ms Mori's mediation, the Liaison Manager, alerted her senior, Mr 
Cressing, the head of the International Exchange division at the school, who 
contacted the homestay mother, telling her that Yumi was homesick. 
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The Liaison Manager confided in me that Mr Crossing did not bring up the 
subject of Joy's boyfriend or her part-time job in the telephone call, as these were 
normal aspects of teenage life in Australia. She said that homestay entailed exposure 
to real life in Australia, and that it was not reasonable to ask the family to stop 
everything for the sake of their student. They also felt that asking about the father 
was encroaching on the family's privacy and did not ask the homestay mother about 
him. Instead, Mrs Farmer placated Yumi herself by explaining that the father was 
away on shift work，as were some other host-fathers. 
As a result of Mr Cressing's telephone call, the homestay mother gave her 
more attention at home that Friday evening and took her shopping and to the seaside, 
which Yumi said was fim. She was told to call her family and speak with her father, 
who afterwards spoke with the homestay mother assuring her that Yumi was fine. 
Debra said herself that she had been very dubious about this comment. Yumi said she 
felt very bad that she had given her homestay mother something to worry about, 
which made her cry even more (Japanese Diary). 
5.9.8 Identifying with her Group 
As the weekend wore on, however, Yumi's frustrated attempts to connect 
with her host family renewed her malaise. She spent some of the long weekend on a 
farm with their relatives. Her problems centered not only on isolation issues to do 
with language, but also with the distance she felt with her host family, the broad 
accent of the Australian relatives on the farm, the taste of the food, and the alien 
environment. She could find no relief from the discomfort in the world around her. In 
her diary she wrote: 
That evening we went to stay with one of Joy's aunts. The aunt had such a 
broad accent I hadn't any idea of what she was saying. Everyone was really 
shouting and having a great time. I smiled through it. I thought that I had no 
ability to pick up what anyone was saying. Ahhhhhhh. We went for a little 
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walk in the hills and saw some kangaroos. It was awful. I was fed meat. I 
can't describe the taste... Freezing. Thought I was going to die. 
Although her weekend away had been trying, and she remained in isolation from the 
family, her need to conform with the general mood of her Japanese classmates while 
so emotionally needy led her to pretend that all had gone well when she met with her 
friends the following day at school. 
Yumi joined her friends in the classroom chatting excitedly and contributing 
towards the generally exuberant mood of the group as they were reunited after the 
long weekend. She appeared to have been restored, and assured her teacher that 
everything had gone well. Ms Mori was satisfied. When I approached the group of 
girls that Yumi was talking with and asked them about their experiences they 
competed to say how good it had been. When I asked them for a number out of ten 
that described her experiences, Yumi shouted "ten" excitedly along with the two 
other students with whom she was talking. 
Her story seemed substantiated later that morning when Yumi and Joy danced 
together at the bush dancing session. I noted "Yumi and Joy are playing around 
together and enjoying the dancing. They are whooping and laughing. They look like 
really good friends" (Researcher field notes). Outwardly it seemed that on her last 
day at the Australian school, and with her buddy to herself in the kind of activity they 
both enjoyed, that Yumi was finally able to connect with her buddy in the way she 
had imagined for herself pre-sojoum. It may also have been a sign of relief and 
excitement about going home. 
Her diary entry, and Debra，s testimony confirmed however, that her 
difficulties had continued to the end, and that the bush dancing session had been a 
brief taste of the camaraderie she might have enjoyed with Joy. 
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5.9.9 Departure from the Australian School 
The Japanese group's departure occurred early in the morning before school. 
The parting between Yumi and her buddy appeared sincere and genuine. Joy cried 
and turned red-faced as the bus pulled away, walking determinedly towards the 
school while wiping the tears from her cheeks. Despite her difficult sojourn, Yumi 
appeared to have made some connection with Joy. 
5.10 Immediately Post-Sojourn 
Yumi's post-sojoum reactions revealed that her aims had not been realized, 
and that she was now no longer confident of achieving her future goal of becoming 
an English teacher. Although she had tried to speak out actively, she wrote that she 
had been beaten by her nerves (Survey 2). She recognized that it would have helped 
if she'd been more positive about her situation, and taken the initiative more. 
Immediately post-sojoum, she saw no improvements in her English, but surprisingly 
wrote that her ambition had been fired to work harder at it. In Survey 2，she rated the 
success of the homestay from her own point of view, and her family's point of view 
as 4/5 (5 = most successful stay). The family rated it as 3/5 (Homestay 
Questionnaire). Yumi's desire to view the stay as a reasonable success was not 
matched by her host family, who were less convinced that it had gone well. 
Yumi's host family revealed in the homestay interview that they had found 
relations with her strained from the beginning, but were not quite sure how to reach 
out to her. As veterans of six homestay placements, Debra felt that they should have 
been getting better at being good hosts, but admitted that this time had been different 
for them. She said that Yumi "didn't respond to the situation" and that as a homestay 
mother, she had not known what to do or say to help her settle down. In her interview 
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she explained, “(W)e struggled with not knowing what to say or do to try to make the 
experience meaningful. It was unsettling to feel the distance that couldn't be filled." 
Debra was glad that the school had contacted her to say that Yumi was 
homesick, but felt that she might have benefited from having the number of the 
program coordinator so that she could have called the school and discussed problems 
as she noticed them happening. In the interview following the Japanese students' 
return, she recounted her frustration: 
I just didn't know what to do. If I'd been told, you should have about 2 hours 
of conversation with your homestay student each day, I'd have done it. I 
would have appreciated the guidelines...others wouldn't I suppose. But if we 
were told that they were here to improve their English, then I'd have done it 
and... I suppose my job was just to make her happy, content, and give her a 
good time while she was here. But I needed some guidelines and wanted to 
know what they really needed while they were here. 
It emerged that she had not had an orientation for this program. Although she did not 
feel the need for one, she did say that she had needed to know what the aims of the 
program were so that she could have better met Yumi's needs. 
5.11 Four Months Post-Sojourn 
Although Yumi convinced her teacher that her problems had been resolved 
towards the end of the trip, data collected from different sources told a different story. 
Yumi's difficulties had continued to the end, and she had simply put on a brave face. 
She gave her "enjoyment" score out of 10 as a '1' or '2' in the beginning, and a ‘7, at 
the end. This high mark at sojourn-end most likely indicated her determination to 
succeed in the same way that her classmates had. When asked whether she had tried 
to fall in with her peers' positive view of the sojourn, she reluctantly agreed by 
saying "a little" (Interview, Appendix D.5.). 
Some of her problems appeared to have been due to her inability to connect 
with her host family. "We just couldn't get close" (Post-SA Questionnaire for 
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Students). Her perceived low level of language ability, and her observation of the 
family's lack of input led her to believe that she had been given limited opportunities. 
When she did speak, Scarlett's accent was so broad that she didn't understand her， 
and Joy was too involved with other things to spend time with her. Throughout her 
difficult time, Yumi did not consider how her own behavior had limited her 
opportunities to interact with the family (e.g., by going into her room each day after 
school for an hour and a half). 
Despite the way things went, Yumi valued the experience and said that it had 
made her want to improve her English more than ever. Even though she did not feel 
that her English had improved at all, she said that she was trying harder to study 
English now, and the reason was not simply to pass the university entrance 
examinations that would take place within a few months. She saw her 
communication problems with the family as a result of the fact that she had been 
taught "proper" (formal) English at school, and not naturally spoken English. In 
order to sharpen her listening skills and exposure to informal English, she had 
decided to watch movies in English with no subtitles as often as possible, and said 
that her father was helping her. She said that recently, exam preparation requirements 
had curtailed this, but that she was still more motivated than before the study abroad 
program. Her written responses confirmed that her attitude was positive, and she 
wrote "I'll be using English even when I've become a grandmother" (Post-SA 
Questionnaire). Four months post-sojoum, her exposure to English in a variety of 
new sociolinguistic domains had also increased. She was making more effort to 
watch movies and TV programs in English, read English newspapers, and listen to 
English songs following her trip to Australia. 
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On a scale of 1-10 (where 1 = a non-English speaker, and 10 = a capable 
English speaker) Yumi's perceived distance towards becoming a person who could 
speak English was marked as '7/10', as opposed to ‘5/10，before the study trip (Post-
SA Questionnaire). This was contradictory to her repeated claims that she had lost 
confidence in her English skills. 
Her interview confirmed the value she attributed to the experience, and the 
potential she perceived it held. 
Yumi: There are people who went on the trip who are worse at English than 
me, and they got on well with their families. You don't know what is 
going to happen, but rather than not going, I think you should go. 
Researcher: Why? 
Yumi: You might be able to find your new self. 
Significantly, she also urged others to try. “The experience is important even if it is 
only for one day, or for two days" (Post SA Questionnaire for students). 
The group interview session (Appendix, D.l.) revealed that, for Yumi, 
intragroup support had been more important than either the homestay or the buddy. 
She said that she had felt very relieved to know that another Japanese student was 
also finding communication very hard with her family. The fact that her situation had 
been promptly mediated by Ms Mori and the Australian school had also made things 
better for her in her homestay. 
Yumi was not in contact with her host family, and they had not e-mailed her, 
but she said that she might contact the family in the future when her English was 
better. Debra had not felt that their problem had been one of proficiency, but more to 
do with Yumi's lack of preparation for this short, but intensely different and 
challenging experience. She said in the interview “I don't think that the foundation 
was laid down properly... we had to build on our first meeting, and we didn't build 
on it. It was a slam dunk approach. What preparation goes into these Japanese kids?" 
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She mentioned that another exchange program at the school had children e-mailing 
each other from three months before the exchange began which gave both sides some 
idea of who the families were, and what to expect when they arrived. She had needed 
a foundation to build upon her relationship with Yumi before she arrived, and felt 
that Yumi would have benefited from being better prepared for her trip. Although 
Debra placed responsibility for the difficulties experienced over the sojourn in the 
home institution's domain, she did not recognize the need for more preparation of the 
host families or buddies by the host institution. 
5.12 Summary 
The journeys of Chiaki and Yumi demonstrate the layers of complexity 
involved in sojourner outcomes. Chiaki's story reveals the potential that the buddy 
system offers, but shows that even ideal opportunities during the sojourn do not 
guarantee a high degree of investment in English language learning or change in 
attitude once sojourners return to their home culture. Yumi's story involves problems 
associated with adjustment and lack of awareness. Both student outcomes can be 
traced to the lack of preparation that Debra referred to in her assessment of Yumi's 
behavior. Four months later, both sojourners were marginally more motivated to 
develop their English language skills than they had been before the SA，but Yumi 
had lost confidence that she would ever achieve her goal of becoming an English 
teacher, and Chiaki displayed ambivalence towards learning English. 
Together, the four focal participants reviewed in chapters four and five 
provide insight into the myriad processes involved in micro-SA, revealing it as a 
profoundly challenging experience for some, and potentially hugely rewarding. Their 
outcomes demonstrate the overwhelming parts played by individual differences (e.g., 
personality, motivation, self-efficacy and agency) and external factors (e.g., host 
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reciprocity, sojourn preparation, support from home and school, and program 
duration) in sustaining sojourners' learning and (inter)cultural understanding to four 
months following their return home. 
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CHAPTER 6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
6.1 Introduction 
This study focused on four Japanese high school students whose intercultural, 
linguistic and personal learning was traced from the pre-sojoum stage, through the 
sojourn in Australia, and finished in Japan four months later. Their 'stories' were 
presented in chapters four and five. Chapter six returns to the guiding questions 
introduced in chapter one，including the four competencies outlined in Byram's 
(1997) Model of Intercultural Communicative Competence (ICC). The data is 
analyzed in relation to Byram's savoirs, and then linked to other theoretical 
constructs that were presented in chapter two. The chapter concludes with a summary 
of findings. 
6.2 Guiding Question One 
The first question consists of four parts, corresponding to the four different savoirs 
selected in this study to reveal evidence of language and (inter)cultural learning in 
the four focal participants. These are savoir etre (attitude), savoirs (knowledges), 
savoir faire (interaction)，and savoir apprendre (discovery). 
6.2.1 ATTITUDES (savoir etre) - Is the student open and willing to take part in 
the target culture, and do they demonstrate curiosity, tolerance and 
flexibility? 
Although the students were not aware of the cultural values and beliefs they 
brought to their learning situation, Kenji, Hiroko, and Yumi found that stereotypes 
and culturally ingrained practices influenced the way they socially interacted with 
their hosts, and played a large part in their adjustment to Australian life. 
From the beginning, Kenji showed tolerance and a willingness to suspend 
cultural beliefs displaying savoir etre in his relationships with his host mother and 
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buddy. The social inexperience of both Kenji and his buddy presented times when he 
was rebutted and unable to join conversation, but he saw the problem as his own lack 
of social skills implying his acceptance of Nancy's difference and a retained 
openness towards her. She had not been what he was expecting of his female buddy, 
falling outside the conventions of Japanese notions of femininity, but although she 
represented ‘otherness，to Kenji, he appeared to accept her. 
In another example, Kenji "suspended beliefs” in his own cultural values by 
engaging in housework in order to participate in host family life and gain friendship 
with his host mother. Japanese gender roles dictate that Japanese males are not 
expected to do much housework, as it is considered a female domain, yet he was 
helpful in his homestay, willing to adapt for the sake of participation and family 
comfort. Acceptance of his new sociocultural environment enabled Kenji to adjust 
with relative ease into the host culture, and his host mother commented that he had 
behaved "like a son" (Homestay Interview). He displayed objective (e) of savoir etre, 
which describes an intercultural speaker's ability to "note and adopt the behavior 
specific to a social group in a way which they and the members of the group consider 
to be appropriate” (Byram, 1997，p. 58). Murphy-Lejeime (2003) recognizes that 
sojourners make opportunities to take part in shared activities which become 
stepping stones to more personal communication over the course of time. Although 
the timeframe of the micro-sojoum did not allow him to develop a close personal 
relationship, Kenji，s strategy gave him access and exposure to the family. 
By contrast, Hiroko rigidly adhered to ageist stereotypes of her buddy 
throughout the first half of her sojourn, concentrating on her fears and mistrust of the 
out-group. Drawing on Japanese cultural values that make distinct societal divisions 
between seniors (sempai) and juniors (kohai), as well as to the constructs of in-group 
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{uchi) and out-group {soto) (Gudykunst, Ting-Toomey, & Nishida, 1996), Hiroko 
was initially unable to make a bridge between her values and those of the target 
community. As a result, she was unable to appreciate the possibilities for friendship 
with someone who was five years younger than herself. After reflecting on her 
situation, Hiroko recognized her buddy's unappreciated attempts to help her, and 
showed empathy, a vital part of savoir etre that helps sojourners to better understand 
their hosts' behaviors, perceptions, and perspectives. As a result, she was the only 
sojourner who cited the ability to see situations from another's perspective as an 
outcome of the micro-tour. Following deep reflection, Hiroko demonstrated savoir 
etre in her joyful discovery and participation in Australian culture, often breaking 
away from the boundaries of the Japanese group to venture into new social situations. 
Yumi adhered to an ethnocentric lens，applying Japanese values to her 
environment throughout the sojourn. She expected to be treated as a guest by her host 
family, and was aghast to find that she had to make her own breakfast and lunch, 
even though her host sisters did this every day. She also rigidly pursued her fixation 
on the whereabouts of the host father, despite all the signs that he was no longer part 
of the family, displaying an inability to tolerate ambiguity. Her pre-sojoum 
expectations of Australian life were met by a different reality in terms of family 
relations and configuration, family roles and sociocultural behaviors towards 
"guests" such as herself. With little pre-sojoum preparation and limited direct 
cultural contact with 'outsiders,' Yumi's lack of knowledge about Australian culture 
and values hindered adjustment to her homestay environment. Ward (1996) revealed 
the need for accurate and reality-based expectations in managing culture shock, and 
predicted that sojourners whose expectations are not met are likely to experience 
confusion and adjustment problems. 
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Flexibility refers to the way that sojourners respond to the differences they 
meet in changing circumstances. In objective (d) of Byram's (1997) description of 
savoir etre, he notes that sojourner's need "to experience the different stages of 
adaptation to and interaction with another culture" (p. 58). This entails being able to 
accept the unexpected realities of life in the host culture, and react to ‘other’ by 
taking part or learning new ways without becoming distressed. For Yumi, 
confrontation with the new represented a disturbance of taken-for-granted truths, and 
she was not able to integrate the newness with her ethnic values. Pre-departure 
orientation had not prepared Yumi for the difference she would find, or help her cope 
with it. A lack of flexibility kept Yumi in her original pre-departure world. 
Aware of the 'cultural distance' between the host culture and her own 
(Fumham and Bochner, 1986), she and Hiroko succumbed to culture shock. Both 
plunged into the 'hostility stage' of culture shock (Ting-Toomey & Chung，2005). 
Under Anderson's (1994) classification of "culture shockers," Hiroko eventually 
emerged as the "adjuster;" someone who makes progress in pursuing her goals and 
who does a moderately effective job in learning how to mix with host nationals. 
Although she had compromised her values for the sake of the micro-sojourn, Hiroko 
revealed at the group interview session (Appendix F.2.) four months later that she 
had continued to find her buddy too young for her, but had learned how to "segment" 
her dissatisfaction, and not let it interfere for the remaining time of the trip. 
Yumi's behavior under Anderson's (1994) classification makes her a "time 
server", that is, someone who is doing "a minimally passable job with minimal host 
contact and who (is) emotionally and cognitively 'serving their time,' but eagerly 
looking forward to going home" (Ting-Toomey & Chung, 2005, p. 129). Her 
inability to tolerate ambiguity or show flexibility meant that she did not demonstrate 
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savoir etre. Hiroko and Yumi's experiences show that the disorientating process of 
adjustment can be profoundly disturbing and disruptive to sojourners, interfering 
with language and (inter)cultural learning processes even within the tight timeframes 
of a micro-SA program. The implications for pre-sojoum preparation of culture 
shock will be addressed in the following chapter. 
Through comments in her diary, Chiaki revealed a positive and general 
openness towards most aspects of the Australian environment. She demonstrated 
savoir etre through a readiness to experience adaptation, and engage with otherness 
through communication, accepting offers of company and friendship from other 
buddies, and made occasional contact with them by e-mail once back in Japan. She 
also demonstrated a willingness to communicate (WTC) in English with her buddy 
(Maclntyre, Clement, Domyei, & Noels，1998). Although Chiaki did not initiate 
these relationships, as most of her actions were mediated by her well-motivated 
buddy, she displayed curiosity in the unfamiliar, and pursued the advantages she was 
presented with in her homestay. While her diary entries spoke of openness and 
discovery in her homestay, her attitude at school was muted. In group activities, 
Chiaki would hang back, often appearing unwilling or indifferent about trying new 
experiences. Murphy-Lej eune (2003) describes sojourner curiosity as a "desire to 
leam new things" (p. 110), and a lack of curiosity as "indifference." Chiaki's 
reaction towards activities occasionally revealed indifference towards trying out new 
aspects of host culture presented in the program. 
Hiroko, on the other hand, showed curiosity and interest in new experiences. 
For example, she was willing to try out and experience new Australian food 
(Bhawuk & Brislin，1992) logging everything new that she ate during the sojourn in 
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her diary. Kenji, too, revealed an openness and curiosity in his environment, walking 
around the parched vicinity of his drought-stricken homestay house. 
Of the four students, Kenji and Hiroko displayed savoir etre in their openness 
towards Australia and Australians, having shown curiosity, empathy, flexibility and 
tolerance. Chiaki did not reveal a readiness to engage in new opportunities while at 
school, but events recorded in her diary revealed savoir etre at her homestay. Yumi 
retained an ethnocentric mindset, and was not able to tolerate ambiguity or show 
flexibility towards the host culture values or behaviors and did not demonstrate 
savoir etre. 
6.2.2 KNOWLEDGE (savoirs) - Does the student show an interest in Australia 
and Australians, and try to develop more knowledge by asking questions? 
-Pre-sojoum preparation touched fleetingly on the issue of relative knowledge. 
The Japanese students were given one fifty minute lesson to gather information about 
Japan and Australia, and groups produced booklets which they presented in class. 
The single period dedicated to this activity was enough time to include information 
on comparative populations, city names, basic geography and wildlife. Four out of 
the original thirteen students made additional efforts to find out more information 
prior to their trip using the Internet，and all students and parents expressed 
satisfaction that their preparation had been adequate. 
Over the course of the sojourn, only one of the focal group host families 
reported that their student had asked questions and tried to develop their knowledge 
about Australia (Homestay Questionnaire). Hiroko had asked Kathy, her homestay 
mother, about the drought and weather in Australia, Australian people, animals, and 
x-city. She had also been interested in the running of the house, asking about how to 
do her washing, and information about the house and school (Homestay Interview). 
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Byram (1997) stresses the importance of knowing the regional and social 
diversity of both host and home cultures, but it appeared that neither sojourners, nor 
program organizers were aware of the need to develop savoirs for the SA. Students 
in this study were not guided towards a heightened awareness of their own cultural 
identities and were not aware how this kind of knowledge had implications in 
intercultural interactions. This rendered any attempts to generate knowledge as 
superficial and lacking in direction. On the other hand, it may be that this knowledge 
was not considered important for the length of the sojourn as the students knew that 
they would return to Japan in eight short days and the focus may have been on 
themselves. This lack of awareness for the need to understand their Australian 
environment raises questions about the organization, aims, and rationale of overseas 
school programs, especially micro-term sojourns. 
In this study, the home students were unwittingly positioned as "cultural 
experts，” or ambassadors of a homogeneous national culture represented in cultural 
exchange activities by traditional arts and crafts (e.g., tea ceremony, origami and 
calligraphy). They were not knowledgeable about their own culture however, and 
some students noted that they were unable to answer host family inquiries about 
Japan. Unaware of their own cultural identities，the sojourners were less able to relate 
to the host culture. A lack of awareness of the need for savoirs has pedagogical 
implications for pre-sojoum preparation that will be discussed further in the next 
chapter. 
In the end，students did not demonstrate savoirs or intentionally develop their 
knowledge of Australia either pre-sojoum or while on-site. It appeared that they were 
not aware of the need to develop their knowledge of either 'self or ‘other，as a 
prerequisite for language and (inter)cultural learning. Alternatively, it may be 
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indicative of student and organizer beliefs about the educational potential of such 
short programs, or simply, it may have been a casualty of the very short time 
available. 
6.2.3 INTERPRETING & RELATING (savoir faire) - Is the student able to 
establish new social relations demonstrating relational ease，sociability 
and participation? Can they tolerate ambiguity and manage anxiety? 
The ability to participate socially and with ease is one of the skills enabling 
some sojourners to quickly establish an understanding of their new environment. 
Savoir faire describes social skills as central to establishing relationships in 
intercultural encounters. Social participation and relational ease are two elements of 
social integration: the former is related to sociability, social and linguistic confidence, 
which is also connected to personality. 
Extroversion has been linked to positive sojourn outcomes (Yashima, 1999) 
but personality considerations in SA extend beyond identifying extroversion in LI 
contexts, because the SA environment affects students in unpredictable ways 
(Huebner, 1995). For example, of the four focal participants, Yumi and Hiroko were 
the most socially capable and out-going students in their own language and cultural 
environment, and each had a wide network of friends. At the start of the sojourn, 
they looked poised to successfully negotiate their way into the host culture and 
establish relations with their hosts. Indeed, once Hiroko had worked through her 
initial stages of culture shock, she seemed to participate well within the family as 
well as at school. She demonstrated savoir faire with school staff, as well as with her 
homestay family, actively taking advantage of the affordances in her environment to 
socialize even outside the host family circle (van Lier，2000). Her host mother said, 
she'd communicate "everywhere and with everyone. She met many of our friends 
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and also communicated with strangers we met whilst out" (Homestay Questionnaire). 
One can speculate that had the sojourn been longer, Hiroko may have made 
substantial gains towards becoming a successful English speaker, as she was an 
active participator, establishing familiarity and ease around her and could 
communicate drawing on the knowledge that she had. 
By contrast, Yumi chose an avoidance strategy to cope with her homestay. In 
the emotional upheaval of the hostility stage of culture shock, she retreated into her 
room after school for one and a half hours each day, using physical avoidance 
strategies so that she would not have to talk with her family. The strain of 
communicating in English and her inability to understand the social and cultural 
codes meant that she was uncomfortable with her Australian hosts leading her 
homestay mother to describe her as "introspective, often wanting to be on her own" 
(Homestay Questionnaire). However participatory Yumi wished to be, the anxiety of 
culture shock made her close off from those around her. Jensen (1995) notes that ICC 
includes the ability to "behave appropriately in intercultural situations，，and stresses 
"the affective and cognitive capacity to establish and maintain intercultural 
relationships and the ability to stabilize ones self-identity while mediating between 
cultures" (p. 41). Unfortunately, Yumi was not able to control her anxiety and had 
not been prepared for culture shock in the pre-sojoum orientation at the home school, 
or given strategies that might help her to cope. Ultimately, she was not able to 
stabilize her identity in the host culture, which stopped her from participating in her 
host family and noticing affordances that might have helped her make contact with 
her hosts. 
Unsure of how to handle her situation, she did not tell anyone until her crisis 
forced her to speak with Ms Mori. It may be that she was not sure who might be able 
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to help. Friendship within her Japanese group did not include self-disclosure; perhaps 
she did not want to reveal that her homestay was not a success, or appear different to 
the rest of the Japanese high school group when she was so needy of their support. 
Ting-Toomey (1999) relates this kind of behavior with face-saving, observing that 
"(w)hile "face" is concerned with how we want others to view our public image, the 
underlying goals are her relationship, connection to, and identification with her 
group" (p. 196). It may be that while Yumi was engaged in face-saving, her friends 
may not have asked her about her problems for fear of embarrassing her. At times, 
she appeared to be comfortable with her buddy, Joy, but there were no such times 
with her homestay mother or sister. By the end of the sojourn, Yumi summed it up as 
"I just couldn't fit in" (Post-SA Questionnaire). She was not able to establish savoir 
fairer 
Chiaki and Kenji had poor interpersonal skills, but both consciously adopted 
the strategy of physically positioning themselves in public areas of the house in order 
to get close and engage with their host families. As a result, Kenji estimated that 
between 30 - 40% of his ordinary school day was spent in the company of his family 
(Survey 1). At his homestay, he helped the family cook everyday, and did household 
chores like everyone else. Fraser (2002) suggests that sojourners who actively place 
themselves in situations for interaction are more likely to participate in home culture 
activities and have more opportunities for language and intercultural learning. 
Kenji's painful efforts to join conversations at school were often shunned by 
his buddy, mostly through her own social inexperience. His host mother's references 
to her three childrens' social problems offer further explanation as to why Kenji was 
unable to establish rapport with his buddy, as both students' social skills were limited. 
Instead, Kenji was able to demonstrate relational ease with his host mother, who 
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understood his personal needs and did not press him for conversation. Interviews 
with both Terry and Kenji revealed that the company they shared was mutually 
satisfying. 
Through Terry, Kenji found acceptance and was given access to the host 
culture, validating his identity as a peripheral in the host culture, rather than as a 
marginal as he was in his Japanese high school. As a foreigner in Australia, Kenji 
was sensitive to his social position in the wider community and mentioned the 
unpleasantness of being “on the outside" (of society) (Post-SA Questionnaire). For 
this reason, it can be surmised that Terry's ready acceptance of him may have been 
welcome. In his homestay, Kenji was able to demonstrate savoir faire through 
participation and relational ease with his host mother. 
Although Chiaki，s social participation seemed to be led by her buddy, she 
was able to establish relations with everyone in the household by the end of the 
sojourn and had established herself as a participating member with a well-defined 
position as her buddy's friend. This relational competence gave her a sense of 
stability and confidence to reach out for more social experiences. As she and Hiroko 
gained social confidence，they began to reach out of their immediate circles to talk 
with a variety of different people gaining more intercultural skills in a variety of 
interactions. 
By the end of the sojourn, Hiroko and Chiaki demonstrated savoir faire with 
their homestay families and buddies, though Hiroko had had to negotiate culture 
shock and negativity to arrive at new understandings of her family. Kenji had not 
managed to establish a friendship with his buddy, but found savoir faire in his 
empathetic friendship with his host mother. Despite the fact that Kenji and Chiaki 
appeared to be introverted, both were able to create their own social worlds in which 
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they had access to a warm relationship with a host national that was not necessarily a 
feature of students who were more out-going. Yumi alone was unable to demonstrate 
sustained sociability and participation with her hosts. 
6.2.4 DISCOVERY (savoir apprendre) - Does the student notice new behaviors 
or Australian practices; can they empathize with and adapt to normal 
Australian behavior? 
Within the short timeframe of this study, all four participants made 
discoveries about interaction or underlying societal practices revealed through 
interactive processes, but only Chiaki and Hiroko attempted to apply their new found 
knowledge in the process of interaction, savoir apprendre. 
For example, all four participants identified "speaking out actively" as a 
positive Australian trait that they hoped to emulate. Hiroko tried hard during the 
sojourn to make this one of her own characteristics saying, “I became very active 
about speaking to people. I began to like speaking (in English)" (Survey 2). Ms Mori 
confirmed four months later that Hiroko had become much more active than before 
(Four-Month Post-SA Questionnaire - Teachers). Hiroko also noticed and tried out 
other new Australian behaviors. For example, she hugged me warmly when it was 
time for the students to go to the airport - not a usual farewell for a Japanese. 
Kenji's 'discovery' was the observation that Australians gave friendly open 
greetings. At the end of his stay, he said that he'd wished he had known this from the 
beginning, as he considered it a good thing (and wanted to adopt the behavior) 
(Survey 2，Nisshi diary). Pre-program language preparation would have benefited all 
of the sojourners, helping them become aware of common linguistic practices that 
could have been adopted for use over the micro-sojoum, and contributed towards 
adjustment and relationship-building with their hosts. Sociopragmatics training might 
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have alerted Kenji to friendly Australian greetings and made him more confident to 
experiment with English once on the sojourn. 
Although the drought did not stimulate comment from any of the participants, 
the need to conserve water by having short showers led Kenji, Yumi and Hiroko to 
consider how they might use water more carefully after they returned to Japan. 
Yumi and Kenji noted how the concept of time was different in Australia. 
Yumi mentioned that people were always so busy in Japan, and was irritated that 
Australians seemed to waste their time {Nisshi diary). She viewed it negatively 
through her ethnocentric lens. Kenji's observations about time were positive; he 
commented on Australian unhurriedness. Instead of criticizing the difference, Kenji 
commented that it made him feel unconstrained (Nisshi diary). Ward's (2004) notion 
of cultural “fit，’ may explain why Kenji felt at ease in his new environment. Aware of 
his need for time and space to absorb new stimuli, Australian values at the school 
and homestay may have suited his personal style and helped him to adjust. 
Chiaki awakened to new possibilities in gender relations. Savoir faire with 
her buddy had brought to her attention an easy platonic companionship that I did not 
witness between sexes in the Japanese group. Chiaki acted upon this during the trip 
to make friends with one of her buddy's friends, Brandon (pseudonym), who came to 
see her off at the bus when the Japanese group left the school. Savoir apprendre was 
demonstrated in her new-found ability to apply her knowledge of mixed gender 
friendships to David and Brandon, which continued after her return to Japan through 
sporadic e-mailing (Interview, Appendix D.4.). 
Chiaki also became aware of and made the effort to adapt to Australian 
sociocultural patterns of communication, which demanded that she express her 
feelings through non-verbal behavior. Although I was not aware of her attempts, she 
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demonstrated savoir apprendre through an ability to observe and participate in new 
understandings, trying to incorporate the new knowledge into her behavior. 
Experimentation with new behaviors is also linked to self-efficacy, agency, 
and the ability to perceive affordances. Participation with the host culture represented 
a continuing series of "mastery events" that might have bolstered the sojourners 
positive efficacy beliefs once successfully negotiated (Bandura, 1997, 2006). While 
Chiaki was given many opportunities to take part in intercultural interactions, 
gaining in confidence as she found that she was able to participate, Kenji's social 
skills and buddy receptivity hampered his efforts to participate socially. Inevitably, 
this led to anxiety that was occasionally noticeable at times during the sojourn, and 
affected his ability to detect affordances in his environment (van Lier, 2000). Like 
Yumi, efficacy beliefs, and perceived low linguistic levels affected his willingness to 
communicate (Maclntyre, Baker, Clement, & Donovan，2003). 
The type of ‘discovery，students made about Australia seemed to reflect their 
access to the host culture gained through native speaker (NS) interaction. Chiaki's 
good buddy relationship led to two significant observations about Australian life (e.g., 
gender relations and sociopragmatic discoveries) while Yumi and Kenji made 
relatively superficial observations of Australian practice and did not adopt them. 
Fewer interactions with their buddies gave the newcomers less modeling of host 
culture language use, making them less confident of adopting the behavior within the 
short time of the micro-sojourn. 
This has implications for sojourner access to NSs during micro-sojourns. In 
the present study, the buddy system gave sojourners opportunities to leam about host 
culture practices and communicative processes both during class time and at home. 
The quality of contact with buddies varied, as can be seen, but it appeared that 
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students whose buddies were well motivated had more opportunities for language 
and (inter)cultural learning. Ways in which buddy integration can be enhanced are 
considered in the following chapter. 
6.3 Guiding Question Two 
What are student perceptions relating to their personal, intercultural and 
linguistic development throughout the course of this study? 
6.3.1 Personal Development 
Personal development refers to the enrichment derived as a result of cultural 
exposure in the host community and the discovery of 'self.' Both Kenji and Hiroko 
had experienced 'culture bumps' during their sojourns which had caused them to 
reflect upon their personal beliefs and values. Kenji's communication problems with 
Nancy, and Hiroko's confrontation with her stereotyped beliefs had led both students 
to reflect upon their situations and conclude similarly that they needed to improve 
and develop their communication skills, not just in English, but also in Japanese. 
Kenji had also become aware of his lack of social skills and acknowledged that these 
needed improving. They had each come to these understandings through self 
awareness, and an honest assessment of how they needed to change to become more 
successful communicators. In each case, return to the home culture altered 
perspectives, values and priorities of what they had learned about themselves, and 
the urgency with which they needed to act on their revelations. 
Following the sojourn, Kenji had told Ms Mori that he would try to improve 
his social skills. At the time of our meeting four months post-sojourn, Ms Mori said 
that she had not noticed any change in his behavior, and that she had not followed 
him up. Return to the Japanese school environment that had played a complicit role 
in his social isolation did not seem to be a promising backdrop for social change. 
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Kenji's need for social skills required guidance and management, especially given 
his personal background which revealed that he was isolated both at home and school. 
Neither Kenji, nor Hiroko were being aided towards their aims of improving their 
understanding of communication, and developing their interpersonal skills. 
Yumi's interpretation of her sojourn experience was never revealed. It 
became clear at the group interview session four months post-sojourn that her 
unresolved difficulties remained unexpressed to her classmates and teacher, and that 
the lessons to be learned from her experiences were never made. Without the guided 
reflection of skilled debriefings and further analysis into her ‘story，，Yumi did not 
develop any intercultural insight into what had gone wrong over the sojourn, and had 
reinforced her ethnocentric attitude through her belief that the homestay family were 
at fault for her negative experience. She did not reveal her thoughts during her 
personal interview either, and began by telling me that things had gone well with her 
host family. It was only when I indicated that I knew how difficult the trip had been 
until the very last, that she confirmed my observations. 
Personal development had come through self awareness and personal 
reflection for Hiroko and Kenji, but not for Yumi. 
6.3.2 Intercultural Development 
Increased knowledge of 'other' (savoirs) in terms of a better understanding of 
Australia and Australian culture was acknowledged by Yumi, Kenji and Hiroko in 
their responses in the Post-SA Language Contact Profile. Only Chiaki was unsure 
about this, which was unexpected, because among the four participants, she had had 
the best access to the host culture through her buddy. Her response may indicate that 
she was not sure of what "Australian culture" referred to in the questionnaire, or it 
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may have been another of her many manifestations of ambivalence towards the 
sojourn as she saw it four months after returning home. 
Hiroko and Kenji observed a growing awareness of their Japanese identity as 
a result of a developing sense of 'self though when probed, could not articulate in 
what way their understandings of Japan had grown or how they had become aware of 
themselves as Japanese. Yumi and Chiaki said that they were not aware of their 
Japanese identities (Post-SA Language Contact Profile). In Yumi's case, culture 
shock had thrown her into such confusion that her thoughts may have been 
inaccessible to her. From time to time，she had been aware of herself as a foreigner 
while in Australia, as were Hiroko and Kenji. Each student saw the experience 
differently. Hiroko entered her new foreigner status with interest，Kenji expressed his 
dislike of being positioned on the outer margins of society, and Yumi related it to the 
general isolation of the experience. 
Kenji, too, came to think about his role in interpersonal relationships. Passive 
in his Japanese persona, he wanted to become more active and participatory after 
unsettling experiences with Nancy raised his consciousness about where and how he 
wanted to fit in socially. As a foreigner in the host culture and again as a social 
marginal, he had reflected on his desired position within society. Kenji demonstrated 
savoir etre, but was not able to reach the resources of the host culture because of his 
inability to connect with his assigned host contact. The strain of his continually 
difficult interactions with Nancy caused him to reflect on how he could integrate in 
the host culture and his growing self awareness led him to locate his problem in his 
social skills. 
By contrast, Chiaki seemed to have discovered a new sense of 'self through 
the intercultural encounters that she found so satisfying. A quiet and introverted 
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student, she discovered a new-found agency in her Australian interactions that helped 
her cross cultural borders. As an intercultural speaker, her identity had expanded to 
reveal a more active aspect of herself that contrasted with her usual passivity. 
Murphy-Lejeune (2003) describes how successful sojourners are active seekers of 
integration in the host culture, and this was becoming true for Chiaki in her attempts 
to reach out to others. Had Chiaki stayed for longer in the host culture, she may have 
developed this active part of her identity more thoroughly. 
6.3.3 Linguistic Development 
Although all four students emerged from the micro-term SA saying that 
communicating in English was harder than they had imagined, they were more 
positive about learning the language, and more willing to communicate in English 
than before the SA. Of the whole student group, 12 out of 13 students reported self-
perceived gains in oral/aural skills, which suggests scope for further enhancement 
with pre-sojoum training in language strategies. It also provides direction, as well as 
caution, against vague and unrealistic language goal setting. These points will be 
raised in the next chapter. 
Development of oral/aural skills appeared to be related to the quality of the 
buddy relationship. The sojourners who had well-motivated buddies, Chiaki and 
Hiroko, perceived that they had made gains in oral/aural language and had come to 
realize that they were capable of living and communicating in English. Both seemed 
exhilarated that their English had so noticeably improved. The students whose 
buddies gave them limited access to the host culture were less enthusiastic about 
their linguistic gains. Kenji reported four months post-sojoum that his listening skills 
had improved and that he felt more confident as a result. Of all the students on the 
sojourn, Yumi alone said that her English had not improved owing to her 
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nervousness. She had not been able to speak out actively over the sojourn, and had 
lost confidence in her English as a result. 
Yumi pointed out the gap between what she had been learning at school in 
Japan, and the language encountered on the SA. While English classes at school 
emphasized formal grammar, the SA presented informal, "living" English. She was 
perturbed that she could not follow it, and cited this as the root of her problems in the 
homestay. All four students were making an extra effort to improve their English, 
each using their own strategy. Yumi's perception of what language skills she needed 
during the SA has implications for sojourn preparation and will be addressed in the 
next chapter. 
Ultimately, all four students agreed that English played a part in their future 
plans: Yumi wished to become an English teacher and was applying to an English 
literature and language course at a prestigious university in Kyoto. Kenji and Chiaki 
were applying to a university with a large international faculty and student body in 
Japan for International Management (Chiaki), and Geography and Cultural Studies 
(Kenji). Hiroko was planning to apply to the foreign language university in Osaka to 
study English literature and language. Their university application choices reflected 
their attitudes towards developing their English language skills. 
6.4 Guiding Question Three 
What are the perceptions of stakeholders and contributors towards outcomes of 
the micro-study abroad? 
6.4.1 The Japanese Home Institution 
Four months post sojourn, Ms Mori had noted changes in her students. The 
first was that all of them were studying English harder, and secondly, most had 
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emerged with more active speech and behavioral patterns (e.g., initiating more 
conversations in English). 
Of the thirteen students who attended the Australian tour, four students 
expressed a desire to study abroad at a later date (30% of students, compared to 20% 
of pilot study students). Two students wanted to attend a study abroad once they 
became university students. The other two, Chiaki and Harumi (pseudonym), wanted 
to study abroad at tertiary level. Both students had enjoyed successful homestays. 
According to Chiaki, Ms Mori had told her that she would have to graduate 
from an Australian High school first, and that entry into an Australian university was 
difficult. Ms Mori's explanation was different. She wrote in her Four-Months Post-
SA Questionnaire that as a rule, she does not advise students whose proficiency 
levels are low to go abroad. Instead, she recommends that they study in Japan for 
another year. Students with reasonable TOEFL scores would be introduced to 
international education advisors who could give them solid advice about study 
abroad opportunities. 
In Harumi's case, her mother had intervened saying that she was not prepared 
to finance such an expensive venture unless her daughter's efforts to leam English 
were reflected in improved grades at school. Ms Mori explained that Harumi's 
grades had gradually fallen off before the Australian SA, which is why her mother 
had found it hard to believe that her daughter's enthusiasm would be sustained and 
meaningful. 
Both girls relinquished their dreams. In each case, authority figures did not 
support the youngsters' plans. They did this by discouraging language learning in the 
target culture prior to attempting Australian entrance exams, and more effectively, by 
dissipating the high energy motivation generated by the tour. Neither of the girls' 
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parents saw tertiary education in Australia as compelling enough to support their 
daughter's aspirations. Outwardly, it appeared that the school was very enthusiastic 
about the micro-term study abroad, but positive outcomes entailing further study 
abroad were not favorably encouraged on the grounds that the students' language 
levels were too low. They did not encourage them to join a foundation course in 
Australia, or consider any one of the many options available to lower proficiency 
language learners that might eventually lead to tertiary education abroad. Students 
were brought 'back to the fold' and told to improve their English while in Japan. 
This did not bode well for Chiaki's language development, or sustained motivation. 
Chiaki's commitment to language and intercultural learning did not give her 
the autonomy to act of her own free will. Aheam's (2001) definition of agency as 
"the socioculturally mediated capacity to act" (P. 112) underscores the impact of 
cultural values on action. As a high school student, Chiaki was obligated to her 
teacher, a person of respected status in Japanese society, and as a dependant she was 
reliant upon her parents. Although Chiaki's mother expressed a willingness to help 
her daughter become "international" and even study abroad if she wished to (Pre-SA 
Questionnaire-Parents), prevailing cultural forces obliged them both to conform to 
group norms and bow to the teacher's advice. 
Other instances of personal growth and emergent intercultural understandings 
were welcomed and praised by teachers, but were not managed. In the end, the lack 
of regular debriefing sessions following the sojourn represented lost opportunities for 
positive change. It appeared that the informal talks that took place at the home school 
following the SA were not designed to continue the students' insights into the 
personal, language and intercultural understandings development they had made. 
This grave oversight was most likely due to the program organizers' lack of 
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awareness of the need for regular debriefing sessions following return to the home 
culture. 
6.4.2 The Australian Host Institution 
The Australian school did not follow up their buddies or homestay families. 
6.5 Guiding Question Four 
Do the Japanese high schoolers become invested in English after a micro-term 
study abroad? 
Returning to chapter two's definition and understanding of the notion of 
investment, this question asks whether learners "anticipate (whether) they will 
acquire a wider range of symbolic and material resources, which will in turn enhance 
their conception of themselves and their desires for their future" (Norton & Toohey， 
2001). Four months post-sojoum, two of the focal case participants, Hiroko and 
Kenji revealed a higher level of investment in their English language learning than 
Yumi and Chiaki. 
6.5.1 Yumi 
Of the four focal participants, Yumi emerged as the student most reliant on 
her cultural background to relate to the host culture. As a Japanese high school 
student, Yumi had absorbed the values set out by the government under the discourse 
of kokusaika (internationalization). Under current language-in-education policies, 
this labels English language education in Japan as "Japanese with English Abilities" 
which according to Liddicoat (2007) serves to foster a "Japanization of Japanese 
students of English." As Kubota (2002) mentions, the Japanese concept of 
internationalization allows Japanese self-expression in the world rather than allowing 
mutually informing encounters between cultures. Under this policy, the aim for 
Japanese speakers of English undertaking cultural exchange activities is to explain 
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Japan to the world, rather than to absorb and understand difference. As such, Yumi 
had expected to go to Australia and explain Japanese culture to her hosts. The 
cultural activity guidance given by her school appeared to support this process in 
which Japanese culture was represented but did not imply engagement with 'other' 
or the opportunity to understand diversity. 
Yumi's host family's rejection of her preparatory talk about Japan meant that 
the conduit through which she had envisaged all communication would take place 
was cut off, and consequently, felt unable to relate to them. Yumi's inability to show 
scivoir etre, saviors, savoir faire, and savoir apprendre was a result of her 
expectation to explain Japan to her hosts, and less to show the openness and curiosity 
needed to discover the host culture. 
As a result, return to the home culture and the educational system that formed 
the basis of her understandings about "otherness" merely reabsorbed her. Without the 
help of guided debriefings, she remained unaware of different perspectives, and 
continued to draw on her Japanese cultural perspective to interpret her homestay 
world. Her view of Australia remained linked to stereotypes and preconceptions. 
Unable to access the host culture through her limited intercultural interactions, the 
"strangeness" of Australia remained. 
Yumi's focus on English remained firm, however, motivated by images of 
her "ideal self (Yashima, Zenuk-Nishide, & Shimizu, 2004) as she imagined herself 
speaking English even when she became a grandmother. Her university choices 
reflected her goal to become an English teacher, but it was clear that she was unsure 
how this aim would be achieved in the light of her difficult experience. Although she 
had decided to remain on the career path she had chosen before her study abroad, her 
confidence that she would ever achieve her goal was considerably shaken. 
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For these reasons, I believe that Yumi's degree of investment had not 
changed. 
6.5.2 Hiroko 
Hiroko's culture shock had given her the opportunity to examine her values 
and stereotypes. She made emergent discoveries of relativity, becoming aware of the 
interdependent relationship between 'self and ‘other’ as she compared and 
contrasted her values with those of the host culture. She was at the very beginning of 
her journey at a point where her way of viewing the world was not ‘decentred，，but 
‘dislodged.’ Her developing skills, savoir faire gained through speaking with a 
variety of different people, and empathetic attitude, savoir etre, had given her an idea 
of a different way of life and the new possibilities around her. 
Four months later, positive feelings about the remainder of her stay had 
crystallized into a plan for her future which featured a job in which she would be 
required to use English. The micro-SA had confirmed her interest and commitment 
to English, and she had decided to go to a university in Osaka to study English and 
English literature. For these reasons, I believe that Hiroko had become more invested 
in English as a result of attending the micro-term study abroad. 
6.5.3 Chiaki 
Upon return to Japan, Chiaki's rush of enthusiasm for Australian life led her 
to make plans to return for tertiary education, but was diverted by authority figures, 
who outlined the considerable obstacles that lay in the path to her goal. Ultimately, 
Chiaki had given up her ambitions. She did not explore alternative paths, or contact 
her host family in an effort to find more information and make her dream happen. 
Knocked back, Chiaki's enthusiasm for English learning, and the intrinsic motivation 
to become an English speaker generated by the study abroad had already begun to 
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fall off four months post-sojoum. Her attitude towards English seemed to have 
become ambivalent. 
An example of how she saw English as an instrument to attain her 
professional goal is seen in her student interview conducted four months post sojourn. 
Researcher: Does your future involve English? 
Chiaki: I'd like to be in a place where they have it. 
Researcher: You mean you want to move to an English speaking place? 
Chiaki: No, in Japan. 
Researcher: You want to use it in your job? 
Chiaki: I ought to use it. 
Researcher: Do you feel affected by your experience? From 1-5，where 5 
is the most. 
Chiaki: Minmmm...3 
Chiaki's guarded expression does not imply a desire to leam and practice English 
with a view to acquiring the resources that English could provide access to. 
Not all the gains she made were lost, however. Prior to her sojourn, Chiaki 
had said that she wanted to leave school and work with animals. Four months later 
she had become more ambitious, and had already applied for an International 
Management course at a good university, with opportunities to study abroad and 
foreign students to associate with. She was considering future career paths that might 
or might not involve English language use. Four months after the trip, her options 
ranged between becoming ground staff at the airport, hotel staff, or a wedding 
organizer. 
Disappointingly, Chiaki's trajectory no longer included tertiary education in 
Australia. Surprisingly, and despite all of the advantages she had been given on the 
micro-study abroad, Chiaki appeared to have become only marginally more invested 
in English after her successful micro-study abroad. 
6.5.4 Kenji 
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Kenji's inability to make social connections or relate to host peers was 
probably not an unexpected outcome of the micro-sojourn as he was not integrated 
with his Japanese class mates. Showing an attitude of openness and curiosity on the 
sojourn, savoir etre, he was able to strategize opportunities for a social relationship 
with his homestay mother with whom he was able to communicate while 
demonstrating relational ease, savoir faire. 
This relationship may have opened his eyes to different possible trajectories 
had he remained in Australia for longer. The new possibilities offered by a society 
that absorbed social difference, such as Kenji's divorced family background, and the 
relative comfort offered in his homestay life appeared to have been absorbing. After 
eight days away, Kenji was the only student who suffered reentry shock upon return. 
Sussman (1986) hypothesizes that students who adjust and integrate well abroad are 
more likely to experience reentry shock than individuals who don't. This appeared to 
be the case for Kenji. 
Four months post-sojoum, his self-perceived gains in listening had given him 
some confidence and Kenji revealed in his interview that he was intrinsically 
motivated towards improving his oral language skills. 
Researcher: Are you putting more effort into English compared to before 
the trip? 
Kenji: That's the feeling. Well, my feeling had changed. 
Researcher How? 
Kenji: I want to do something using English. Speaking. That's why I 
want to perfect my accent. 
Researcher: That's how the study trip has affected you? 
Kenji: Yes, that's it. 
He reiterated his desire to travel and see the world, for which he would need to speak 
with foreigners. English would allow him to access to the social resources he 
required to do this. 
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Four months post-sojoum, Kenji had chosen a path that would take him 
towards further opportunities for English language learning. He had applied to the 
same university as Chiaki to study Geography and Culture, where language courses 
would be offered and some of the lectures would be in English. Four months post-
sojoum, I suggest that Kenji，s degree of investment in English had risen. 
6.6 Summary of Findings 
Returning to the objectives of Byram's model of ICC (the inter-relating 
components of attitudes, knowledge, skills of discovery and interaction) there is 
evidence throughout these four stories of savoir etre, saviors, savoir faire and savoir 
apprendre. 
Kenji's easy attitude towards ‘otherness，，savoir etre signaled that he was 
able to adjust to his new environment and establish relational ease with host nationals, 
savoir faire. His openness made him aware of new possibilities of gender roles, as he 
found himself participating in housework in order to become integrated with his 
homestay family, savoir apprendre, and suspend his cultural values to accept his 
assertive female buddy. Readily adapting to fit in with his family, his discovery of 
'otherness' was also a discovery of "self as he compared and contrasted the two 
value systems. 
Although strained communication with his buddy may have offered limited 
opportunities for language and (inter)cultural learning, he had established a 
relationship with his homestay mother, savoir etre/ savoir faire, and was encouraged 
by his enhanced linguistic gains in Australia. The choices he made regarding 
university and course of study reflected his commitment to English language learning. 
Kenji，s journey towards emergent understandings of his (inter)cultural 
identity included personal, linguistic and intercultural understandings linked to 
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savoir etre, saviors, savoir faire, and savoir apprendre which he was consciously 
trying to develop four months post-sojoum. 
The difference between Kenji and Chiaki was their trajectory four months 
post sojourn. Similar to each other in personality type, Chiaki had the advantage of a 
well-motivated buddy, who had introduced her to new experiences and relationships 
at school，and provided opportunities that allowed her make discoveries of herself as 
a "social actor." Chiaki's story emphasizes the advantage of good native speaker 
contacts, but reveals that students who learn more on sojourns through good access 
to the culture, do not necessarily show sustained learning four months sojourn. Her 
supportive hosts had provided unrivaled access to Australian culture, and she had 
demonstrated savoir etre, savoir faire, and had become aware of, and was attempting 
to make some socioculturally appropriate expressions of non-verbal communication 
observed in Australian interaction part of her own behavior, savoir apprendre. 
Although she had shown huge potential for change, prevailing sociocultural 
forces in her home culture had intervened and "hit down the nail that sticks up." Her 
need for support and guidance by authority figures in the crucial post-sojoum stages 
might have led to different outcomes that would have developed the gains in 
language and (inter)cultural learning that she undoubtedly made over the sojourn. 
Her future plans at university involved English language learning, but the zeal and 
enthusiasm to become an English speaker was no longer evident four months after 
her trip. 
Like Chiaki, Hiroko, demonstrated savoir apprendre by adopting practices 
learned through familiarization of intercultural processes. She began to speak out 
actively to a variety of people, and experimented with her discoveries. Unlike Chiaki, 
however, her behavior had been sustained four-months post sojourn. 
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Hiroko's social skills had paved her way to a variety of social encounters 
leading to enrichment of her understanding of Australian life and values, but only 
once she had started to address her culture shock and aspects of her cultural identity. 
This made a good basis for her continued language and (inter)cultural learning 
following return to Japan. The university application process that awaited her 
attention following her return provided further impetus for reflection on her 
Australian experience, and she made choices that would build upon her intercultural 
learning. Hiroko was still in the initial stages of culture shock, but she had made 
great learning strides and become more participatory by the end. The micro-SA 
opened up new possibilities for further language and (inter)cultural learning. 
Both Hiroko and Yumi's stories reveal that the SA experience can be 
intensely uncomfortable and unsettling. Their experiences reveal the need for 
adequate pre- and post-sojoum preparation involving both the home and host schools 
to help students cope with culture shock and adjustment. Without this, sojourners are 
less likely to be able to perceive affordances and make contact with their hosts. 
Yumi's story, in particular, underlines the problem of "language enhancement 
paradox" for program organizers (Bodycott & Crew，2001) which describes a 
sojourner's inability to leam while attending immersion programs because of adverse 
affective reactions to their new environments. This is a particularly acute problem for 
program organizers of micro-term SA programs, in which exposure to the host 
culture is so limited. Of the four focal case participants, Yumi made the fewest gains, 
and did not show savoir etre, savoir apprendre or savoir faire. 
6.7 Summary 
Chapter six discusses the findings of this study. In particular, it reveals the 
processes involved in the development of intercultural communicative competence in 
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Japanese secondary school students during an eight-day sojourn in Australia, and 
provides insight into how this affected the language and (inter)cultuml learning of 
the four focal group participants. The features of ICC employed in this study, 
adapted from Byram (1997), namely savoir etre, saviors, savoir apprendre, and 
savoir faire, provided the conceptual framework by which the student stories were 
analyzed in parallel with other theoretical concepts relating to IDs. Analysis of the 
data revealed that two students became more invested in their language and 
(inter)cultural learning following the sojourn, and the data suggested several reasons 
for this. 
Analysis of the sojourners' stories aspects of the program design and 
implementation which could be improved to give learners a more enriching and 
meaningful stay in the host culture. Directions for enhanced pedagogical practices 
emanating from the findings in this chapter are discussed in chapter seven. 
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CHAPTER 7 CONCLUSION 
7.1 Introduction 
This chapter is divided into two parts. Section 7.2 makes pedagogical 
recommendations based on the findings discussed in the previous chapter, and 
presents suggestions for organizers and stakeholders to improve practice and 
implementation in micro-term study abroad (SA) programs. Section 7.3 concludes 
the chapter by outlining the limitations of this study and suggesting areas for further 
research. A summary is then provided. 
7.2 Pedagogical Implications 
In this study, pedagogical implications are based on Paolo Freire's (1970) 
notion of praxis, which he defines as "reflection and action upon the world in order 
to transform it" (p. 47). His goal for educational pedagogy is "critical consciousness" 
for the purposes of social education. In SA, this means empowering students with an 
international perspective - change in intercultural knowledge, attitudes and skills that 
ultimately contributes socially towards improved international relations and global 
understanding. Praxis and critical consciousness form the basis upon which SA 
pedagogy can bring change and enlightenment. At the heart of these practices is 
experiential learning (Kolb，1984). Experiential learning is a cyclical methodology 
that teaches through the four stages of concrete experience, reflective observation, 
abstract conceptualization, and active experimentation. It emphasizes both action and 
reflection as central to the learning process. Pedagogies that ensure the analysis of 
activity through personal reflection, discussion, writing or projects can transform 
action into meaning and lead students towards change. In micro-term SA, it is crucial 
to situate praxis within experiential learning pedagogies from pre-departure through 
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to reentry, and beyond, in order to bring about the social transformation that is 
advocated by Freire. 
Pedagogies based on praxis in experiential learning will be presented in 
chronological order of the SA. 
7.2.1 Pre-Sojourn 
7.2.1.1 Initial Steps and Procedures 
Before selecting which program components to include in the three phases of 
the micro-sojoum (pre-sojoum, sojourn, and post-sojourn)，it is necessary to consider 
how to meet the needs and requirements of the different institutions, players, and 
program and assessment aims in the initial stages of planning. The following section 
makes pedagogical recommendations for constructing a program that is based on a 
needs analysis and the importance of good communications between each institution. 
7.2.1.1.1 Needs Analysis 
A micro-sojoum program should start with a needs analysis. A democratic 
approach towards creating the program is more likely to lead to satisfaction between 
both home and host institutions, and contribute towards sustained program 
development. Students, buddies, and SA coordinators could each complete a needs 
analysis survey, and findings could be integrated to include different perspectives. 
The surveys could be conducted online. The needs analysis for the micro-SA should 
attempt to address questions, which ask broadly: what do teachers and participants 
hope to achieve by the SA that cannot be achieved at home? In what ways will 
students benefit from the program? How can those aims be best achieved? How can 
those aims be assessed? 
The students at the home school could be asked: personal information and 
overseas experience; areas of interest in the host culture; preferred learning strategies; 
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current language skills; their perception of a language policy; personal program aims; 
long term plans; plans for future language use. 
Teachers and home school coordinators could be asked about: overall course 
aims; teaching objectives of the micro-SA; desired student outcomes; desired themes 
of the SA; desired use of resources; time and resources available for pre-and post-
sojoum orientation; the need for a language policy; the need for a buddy system; 
resources available to sustain language use and personal learning following return to 
the home school. 
SA coordinators at the host school could be asked: their motivations for 
accepting the sojourners; desired program outcomes for host students and the wider 
student population; the availability of students to be buddies; time and resources 
available for pre- and post-orientation of buddies; what resources they have to offer 
as a school (including personnel available for sojourner and buddy support); about 
resources in the host community and environment that might contribute towards 
intercultural learning in the immediate area. 
Data could then be coordinated to outline: program aims; learning themes that 
could draw on appropriate local resources; use of effective learning strategies; ideas 
for mutually satisfying cultural exchange activities; opportunities for integration and 
exchange with host nationals; the resources available in the home and host cultures to 
follow-up and sustain the (inter)cultural learning of both sojourners and buddies. 
7.2.1.1.2 Program Design 
The program design should be based on: program aims, the experiential 
learning paradigm, themes of interest and other findings from the needs analysis, the 
use of appropriate resources, and integration with host nationals. 
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In SA, experiential learning aims for focused and reflective interaction with 
the host culture (Kolb, 1984). A simple description of the four staged learning cycle 
begins with ‘action’ or actual experience in the SA context. This is followed by 
reflection, which is the process through which differences are noticed, and the home 
culture is compared and contrasted with the new. Conceptualization is when students 
generalize and interpret their observations; the final step is testing the new theory. 
Experiential learning is grounded in the activity of concrete engagement with the 
host culture, leading to new action after critical analysis and reflection. Program 
design would necessarily reflect the requirements of this model. 
Resources offered by the host community and environment provide the 
advantages of an abroad experience and interaction with this environment should be 
incorporated in the program design. Citron and Kline (2001) observe, "One principle 
often used when designing an experience is that students will leam more if 
challenged beyond their 'comfort zone，but are not panicked" (p. 23). Program 
design that provides challenges through set assignments engaging in the community 
could enhance growth. For example, students might be set an assignment of making a 
phone call using a public phone to call their host parents and tell them what time they 
will be home that day. The challenges should be enough to help students grow, but 
not make them anxious, and take into account the language level, nature of the group, 
safety, and ethics. Of crucial importance is that program designers schedule adequate 
reflection time following completion of the task. Students could be helped to engage 
in both individual and group reflection and analysis of the experiences afterwards. 
Activities could be designed with chances to integrate with buddies, and/or other host 
nationals in a meaningful way. 
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Assessment is a necessary part of program design, though it does pose a 
challenge within the tight timeframe of the micro-sojourn. Creative ways of 
evaluating micro-sojoumers can be done that carry over sojourn assignments into the 
post-sojoum stage. Oral presentations of projects carried out during the SA can be 
given following return to the home school, and video diaries, PowerPoint 
presentations, or photography portfolios can be used. These should demonstrate the 
action, reflection, and critical analysis and experimentation stages of the experiential 
learning paradigm adopted for the program. 
Finally, a crucial part of program design and implementation would have to 
consider who might lead the program. Experiential learning requires skilled 
facilitators who understand experiential pedagogy, as they play a pivotal role in the 
success of the program. Citron and Kline (2001) recommend a "culture coach" to 
intentionally facilitate learning. This person should possess attitudes and dispositions 
that support the experiential learning model and see themselves as a "critical co-
investigator" to "unveil reality" together with the students (Freire, 2000). 
7.2.1.1.3 Advanced Planning and Communications 
This study pointed out the importance of frequent communications between 
home and host institutions to allow for coordinated advanced planning of the SA 
program. This would facilitate: better selection and preparation of buddy and 
homestay families; early arrival of sojourner details to the host school for peer 
matching; collaborative coordination of buddy pairing; consideration and joint 
coordination of buddy-sojoumer activities; setting and clarification of program goals 
for early dissemination to the appropriate players; early response to inquiries; 
discussion on adjustments to be made to the program content. 
7.2.1.2 Home Institution 
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7.2.1.2.1 Pre-Sojourn Orientation 
Pre-departure orientations should be well planned, have clear goals, and 
determined outcomes. They should draw on the accumulated experience of the home 
institution, including instructors, organizers and past sojourners. Overall orientation 
goals could include: provision of essential information; motivation to prepare well by 
reading up about the host culture; familiarization of students with cross-cultural 
adjustment, adaptability skills and strategies for developing intercultural 
understanding; and student encouragement to review their overall goals and consider 
how the micro-SA may fit into their longer term goals (Thebodo & Marx, 2005). At 
all stages of orientation, student and parent voices should be heard in pre-departure 
preparation sessions, as their concerns and interests may help shape the program. 
The format and length of the orientation would depend on time and resources 
available. Kinsella, Smith-Simonet and Tuma (2002) recommend a series of weekly 
lectures to run for three to five weeks immediately before travel, and reentry 
orientation to run for the same length of time following the sojourn. The orientation 
format may depend on the nature of the SA program, but scholars recommend a 
mixture of experiential and didactic methodologies (Brislin & Yoshida^ 1994; Ptak, 
Cooper, & Brislin，1995). 
As part of the first orientation, an explanation of the theory and practice of 
experiential learning would be necessary to support conscious integration of 
international experience with praxis. Students would need to leam how to approach 
learning in this way, especially if they come from academic backgrounds that are 
based mainly on didactic methods. Students and parents preparing for intercultural 
learning could then be informed of workshops or courses that form part of the 
orientation series set up to support experiential (inter)cultural and linguistic learning. 
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In addition to this, program aims should be stated at the start of the first 
orientation for clarity of purpose between all stakeholders, and an orientation 
presentation /video or slide show could be shown by past-sojoumers who could 
explain their experience of the learning destination, typical accommodations, and the 
people sojourners are likely to meet on the program. 
In the present study, as participants were dependents, parental involvement 
emerged as a significant factor influencing sojourn outcomes. This finding 
underscores the importance of preparing parents as well as students for the affective, 
linguistic, cognitive and social challenges presented by the micro-SA. As Steinaker 
and Bell (1979) observe, "behavior that is not sustained by peers, by society, or by a 
respected authority seldom becomes permanent in a human life" (p. 86). Parental 
involvement might better support student development following return to the home 
country once they understand the processes and potential for growth that micro-SA 
offers. 
Linguistic and cross-cultural learning for micro-SA would be part of the 
orientation series. 
7.2.1.2.2 Linguistic Preparation 
This study found that pre-sojoum pragmatics training would have been 
extremely helpful to sojourners to familiarize them with particular features of host 
language earlier on in their stay. Speech act training, and awareness of 
sociopragmatic norms in the host culture (e.g., greetings) may facilitate relationship-
building opportunities between participants upon arrival at the host destination. 
Bhawuk and Brislin's (2000) culture assimilator uses a range of reality-based 
scenarios requiring students to contemplate and then react to. These have been 
adapted by researchers and SA coordinators for sociopragmatic practice as well as to 
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raise intercultural awareness (e.g. Jackson, 2008; University of Kansas, in Kinsella, 
Smith-Simonet, & Tuma^ 2002). 
Research has found that raising strategy awareness results in the increased 
use of language and culture learning strategies while on SA (Adams, 2006; Paige, 
Cohen, & Shively，2004; Cohen & Shively，2007), and that "good language learners 
use a variety of learning strategies" (Oxford & Nyikos，1989，p.291). In order to help 
students discover their own learning styles, surveys outlining personal preferences 
could be given pre-sojoum. The Learning Style Survey (Cohen, Oxford, & Chi， 
2002), Learning Strategy Use Inventory and Index (Cohen arid Chi, 2002) and the 
Culture-Learning Strategies Inventory and Index (Paige, Rong, Zheng, & Kappler， 
2002) are self applied tests revealing individual learning preferences in language and 
culture learning, and guide sojourners towards using learning strategies that suit their 
personal styles. A range of language learning strategies available in study abroad 
guides (e.g. Maximizing Study Abroad. A students' Guide to Strategies for Language 
and Culture Learning and Use, Paige, Cohen, Kappler Chi, & Lassegard，2002) can 
help students become more autonomous and self-directed learners during their 
sojourns (Coleman, 1997; Naiman, Frohlich, Stem, & Todesco，1978). 
Finally, a finding in this study suggests that very basic steps can be taken to 
improve opportunities for language exchange. Awareness raising about everyday 
situations affecting language use and exposure would be helpful. This could be done 
through discussion and experiential activities; for example through a review of 
critical incidents. The range of topics could vary depending on the nature of the 
program, but the present study suggests that participants needed to be more aware of 
their: joint role in both verbal and non-verbal communication; joint role in actively 
taking advantage of opportunities to link up with native speakers; willingness to 
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engage shown through physical positioning in public areas of the school/host 
family's home. 
7.2.1.2.3 Intercultural Learning Preparation 
To help students understand the difficulties they may face when 
communicating in the L2, experiential learning activities, such as role-plays, 
icebreaking games, video clips, simulations, etc, could help sojourners mentally 
prepare for the sojourn, and reflect on strategies they could use to deal with these 
difficulties and the resulting anxiety. 
Students would benefit from an informed approach to the natural processes of 
adjustment and culture shock (including reentry shock) (Kinsella, Smith-Simonet，& 
Tuma, 2002)，and be 'prepared to expect' adjustment difficulties (Albert, 1986) as 
part of the normal processes encountered in SA. Being aware of strategies to deal 
with culture shock might aid the transition (Freedman, 1986). 
Issues could be raised about cultural and behavioral differences, 'identity 
threats' and the dangers of stereotyping. At this point, instructors could help students 
start to understand their own cultural identity through questionnaires e.g., 
Autoethnography Exercise (Nice, cited by Kinsella, Smith-Simonet, & Tuma^ 2002) 
and joumaling as a method for introspective reflection (Kinginger, 2004; Murphy-
Lejeune, 2002; Pellegrino, 2005). (See 7.2.2.4.) 
Sojourners also need to be aware of country-and region-specific information 
of the country they are visiting. Theobodo and Marx (2005) suggest sojourners 
conduct research on: 
land and climate, history and art, population, predominant languages, 
religions, attitudes and appearance, customs and courtesies, patterns of daily 
and family life, dating, sexual norms, marriage, gender- and age-specific 
roles, food and diet，recreation and holidays, business, labor and government, 
foreign relations, transportation and communication, and education and 
health care systems (p.304). 
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Information-searches can be guided by questionnaires and done through web 
searches, library searches, visits to cultural offices, etc. Emphasis should be made on 
reliable, up-to-date information so that sojourner expectations are not met with 
disappointment or bewilderment, as occurred in this study. Encouraging students to 
make their own inquiries in the pre-sojoum stage would further heighten the 
student's sense of responsibility towards their own learning. 
7.2.1.2.4 Cultural Awareness Building 
Byram (1997) stresses that knowledge of 'Self and 'Other' is interdependent, 
and that awareness and reflection upon one's own culturally conditioned ways of 
thinking and behaving can promote awareness of the socially conditioned forces 
operating in the host culture. Through an understanding of one's own attitudes, 
stereotypes, and communication styles, students can recognize that these affect the 
way they approach intercultural encounters. To heighten awareness of sojourner's 
language use and sociocultural identity, students could write their own cultural 
identity narrative paper as an exercise, with the help of guiding questions. 
In doing so, students may see that they can change the way they relate and 
communicate with their hosts, and consciously control biased interpretation. They 
may also become aware of the same processes operating in the host culture. This 
might eventually guide them to a point beyond boundaries and differences in culture 
to where "the outsider begins to become an insider" (Byram, 1989, p. 21). 
7.2.1.2.5 Student Goals 
Following adequate information sessions on target culture, the homestay, and 
program, students could set their goals for the micro-SA. Thebodo and Marx (2005) 
encourage students to set goals for their SA experience and try to make these 
relevant to their long term plans. Ward (1996) stresses the need for realistic and 
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reality-based goals observing that individuals with realistic expectations are 
psychologically better prepared to deal with adjustment problems than those whose 
expectations and aims are not. 
Direction could be given to help students diversify their goals into different 
domains - intercultural, linguistic, academic, and personal. This study pointed out the 
need for realistic language expectations for the limited time frame. To help students 
understand the range of gains possible in a micro-sojourn，teachers could draw on 
previous micro-sojoumer perceptions of outcomes. For example, findings in this 
study showed that sojourners perceived gains in informal oral and aural language, 
which might help outgoing students tailor their expectations from a general 
improvement in language skills to specific oral goals, such as delivering culturally 
appropriate greetings/farewells. Students would need to be aware that these goals 
may need updating, and should revisit them regularly. 
7.2.1.2.6 Cultural Exchange Preparation 
'Cultural exchange' as an activity aiming at intercultural understanding has a 
wide variety of meanings that are distinctly linked to particular cultural backgrounds. 
In this study, cultural exchange emphasized explanation of the home culture, and the 
activities and performances chosen to represent their student culture was a 
homogenized national culture rather than a representation of the group, or the 
individual identities of the participants themselves. Altogether, this had implications 
for the cultural and social capital of the home students. As Murphy-Lejeune (2003) 
explains, sojourners "must rely on their own power of social seduction.. .to charm 
their entry into the ordinarily closed circles of established groups" (p. 108). 
Performances and activity content done in the name of cultural exchange should be 
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chosen to reflect the 'lived' culture of the students themselves, which would also be 
more relevant and interesting to host peers. 
In addition, the host school's agreement to accept the home school for the SA 
should, in no way, undermine the reciprocity of cultural exchange experience for 
either institution. Schools contracting programs in local host settings run the risk of 
"cultural invasion" which Freire (1970) declares "leads to the cultural inauthenticity 
of those who are invaded; they begin to respond to the values, the standards, and the 
goals of the invaders" (p. 150). Program preparation for cultural exchange would 
need to avoid an unintentional "domination" of the home school by emphasizing 
'mutuality and engagement,，and this impacts the type of cultural exchange activities 
chosen by the home school to share with their hosts. 
7.2.1.2.7 Access to Past Sojourners 
Past sojourners who are enthusiastic and positive about their micro-SA can 
take an active role in pre-departure orientation sessions and play a large part in 
allaying fears about the homestay and communicating in the target culture. They can 
provide very practical 'how to' advice to inexperienced travelers, and instill 
confidence and excitement. Opportunities to meet and talk could be provided on a 
few occasions throughout the orientation sessions by the home school, and their 
experience used during simulations and role play activities. 
7.2.1.3 Host Institution 
7.2.1.3.1 Selection of Buddies and Peer-matching 
Buddy selection could be made following an information session briefly 
outlining the SA program, the program aims, the students, their language levels, and 
the buddy role and expectations. It should draw on the expertise of program 
administrators and coordinators, and include past buddies for testimonies of what to 
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expect. The information session should include time to ask questions. Following this 
session, would-be buddies could volunteer. Since this will often be contingent upon 
their families becoming host families, their parents could then be approached asking 
whether they might be interested in becoming a homestay family. 
Once the buddy's family has agreed to host, and is deemed suitable, the 
buddy can submit information such as age, school year, family background, interests, 
homelife, overseas interest, and a photograph to the coordinator. This information 
would be sent to the home school to help in the pairing process. The home school 
could also send on student information to the hosts, so that both sets of student data 
are available to both schools. 
The most important part of the buddy matching process is collaborative 
discussion between staff who know the personalities, sensitivities and behaviors of 
the participants. Internet access and availability of cheap communications, such as 
Skype, make this process possible over the distances involved. Age difference, 
mixed gender，personality and interests are the main variables to be considered， 
along with other information brought to bear by the student coordinators. Although 
careful planning can do a lot to help, it cannot be guaranteed that good buddy pairing 
will lead to success. 
7.2.1.3.2 Orientation of Buddies 
Prior to the arrival of the sojourners, the host school could facilitate a buddy 
orientation which should be attended by SA coordinators and past buddies. A 
particular 'buddy coordinator' could be identified at this time. This study revealed 
that buddies also face difficulties and may need support at times during the sojourn. 
A 'buddy coordinator，could provide objective advice, suggest strategies to students 
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who are experiencing difficulties, and make periodic contact with buddies over the 
course of the sojourn. 
The orientation could include: the concrete details of the program; 
information about the sojourners and their language background; some information 
on the newcomers' cultural background; an awareness of the danger of stereotyping; 
how to recognize adjustment difficulties and culture shock: and specific details of 
their roles and responsibilities. The discussion could then include past buddy 
testimonies and a time for questions. Experiential activities might help buddies 
understand what to expect of their student's language level, and think up strategies 
that might help with the times when interaction is difficult or uncomfortable. 
Findings concerning sojourner adjustment that emerged in this study might 
help buddies deal with the newcomers. These were that: sojourner anxiety levels are 
particularly high in the first three-four days and less so after that; buddies should be 
particularly attentive during the first few days when students seem less able to 
initiate conversation, and make an effort to do things together, or as a group; 
sojourners reported that spending time alone, even watching television alone, is 
uncomfortable; buddies could also be aware of their behavior, paying attention to 
activities that might be exclusionary and 'mindless' when pursuing their own 
commitments i.e., with a boyfriend/girlfriend. 
The buddy coordinator could distribute a survey to be filled in over the course 
of the sojourn to help identify how the buddy experience might be improved in the 
future. This might provide direction and feedback at the buddy debriefing session 
held at the end of the sojourn. 
7.2.1.3.3 Selection of Homestay Families 
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If schools are using homestay families from a school employing a buddy 
system, the recruitment process might be different from institutions that are using 
families that are not connected with the school. 
In cases where buddies and homestay families are attached to schools the 
selection process should follow three criteria. The first would be that the buddy had 
initiated the process. Secondly, that the families appear motivated and willing to 
involve the sojourners in family activities and provide a window into their culture. 
Thirdly, homes within a reasonable distance of the school could be selected for a 
visit to check that the neighborhood is safe, that the home is suitable, and the family 
show interest in the homestay. 
If homestays are being chosen from a list of people unconnected to the school, 
evaluation could be more stringent. Schmidt-Rinehart and Knight (2004) outline the 
recruitment procedure, pointing out considerations of motivation for wanting to host, 
geographical distance from learning centers, and 'passing' them after a family 
interview and a consideration of references. 
Host family profiles can be sent on to the sojourner ahead of their visit. 
Sojourner and family information should arrive at least three weeks ahead of Day 1， 
and include photographs, information about the student's background and interests, 
and e-mail addresses so that both parties can correspond. 
7.2.1.3.4 Orientation of Homestay Families 
The program staff and senior organizing committee ought to be present at the 
host family orientation to show support for the program by the institution (Smith and 
Bracklin, 1993). The orientation session should be planned ahead, have fixed goals 
with desired outcomes which are stated at the beginning of the session. 
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The homestay coordinator could discuss such matters as: program aims; 
program content; student background, including language background; being 
sensitive about addressing the student's 'preferred identity'; roles and expectations 
between families and students; the need for house rules to be clearly explained. 
Practical information could be given concerning culture shock and adjustment issues. 
A growing number of researchers and SA coordinators (Albert, 2002; Brislin & 
Yoshida, 1994; Kinsella, Smith-Simonet, & Tuma^ 2002) are calling for institutions 
accepting students to predict problems of adjustment, rather than expect them, and 
the process could be outlined clearly with some strategies for helping students and 
families cope (Paige, Cohen, Kappler, Chi, & Lassegard，2002). The homestay 
coordinator could also help families know what to expect of their sojourner's 
language level, and give families an understanding that students will be slow to 
initiate in the first few days and rely heavily on host family input, especially if 
sojourner language proficiency levels are low. The orientation should also provide 
time for informal exchange experiences between veteran and new families, and give 
hosts the opportunity to air concerns. 
Preparation of a written document for distribution to homestay families such 
as "The Homestay Family's Guide” would be usefiil (Austin, 1993). This could 
include: the program in calendar format; an outline of expectations required of a 
homestay family, i.e., number of meals to be provided each day, expectations for 
talking time, etc, that would have been discussed during the orientation; a survey to 
complete once the student has returned reflecting the coordinators' concern for 
quality of service towards families, and improved understanding of the student's "fit" 
with the family; a second survey for evaluation of the pre-program orientation; the 
homestay officer's telephone number for advice and support; a list of phone numbers 
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of the other students and families on the program (provided families agree) so that 
families can contact each other during the sojourn. 
7.2.2 Sojourn 
7.2.2.1 Arrival Orientation 
Smith and Bracklin (1993) stress that the success of the program is dependent 
on the SA coordinators letting the wider campus know who the newcomers are, and 
the purpose of their trip so that the sojourners are expected and welcomed at the 
school. At the on-site orientation, the SA coordinators, support staff, and teachers 
should be introduced, and their roles explained. Aims for the micro-sojoum could be 
stated, and the experiential component of the program emphasized. Students could be 
told about their buddies and their homestays in terms of opportunities for 
engagement with the community. A discussion about the homestay could clarify 
aims and expectations of what homestay families are there to do (Austin, 1993). The 
coordinator can point out that the host institution expects and predicts adjustment 
problems (Albert, 1986), and who students should contact for help and support 
before it gets overwhelming. Survival information could follow, and then a campus 
tour. 
7.2.2.2 Program Content 
Program content should reflect the specific teaching and learning objectives 
of the micro-term SA. Appropriate activities that complement program goals should 
be built into the four stages of Kolb's (1984) experiential learning paradigm with 
adequate time allocation for each stage. Program content could include 'field 
activities' (Steinaker and Bell (1979) taking advantage of local resources, 
opportunities to interact with host nationals, times for individual and group reflection 
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sessions, and time to carry out projects or assignments that help students reflect， 
compare and analyze. 
'Field activities' could be carefully prepared for through readings and 
research carried out pre-sojoum, and should have a clear set of goals attached to each 
trip that are known to the sojourners. Steinaker and Bell (1979) isolate three basic 
elements to any field activity: preparation and planning, the field activity itself, and 
learner response. They state “(t)he teacher must have a rationale for the field work, 
must know how it relates to the total experience, must make provisions for supplying 
needed data to learners, and must prepare learners to do, to perform, or to respond to 
various aspects or stimuli in the field activity" (p. 125). The learners should also 
understand how the field activity is related towards the goals of the program. 
Throughout, Steinaker and Bell (1979) emphasize student action, involving data 
selecting and gathering and involvement kind of activities. Data collected from the 
field trips could be used in projects and in follow-up discussions, and reflection 
sessions. 
At the end of the sojourn, surveys to evaluate program content could review 
program quality by asking students for their perceptions of: time interacting with 
host nationals; identification of activities that contributed/did not contribute to 
learning; learning achieved over the sojourn; how the program content might be 
improved. 
7.2.2.3 Mid-Sojourn Debriefing 
In this study, the four-month post-sojourn group interview session revealed 
some students' need for intragroup support and sharing of experiences, even within 
the eight day program. Students who had experienced difficulties needed a forum to 
air problems and work out ways to overcome them. Carefully facilitated debriefing 
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sessions are encouraged by Amel and Uhrskov (2002), who encourage regular 
meetings "to balance experience with processing the experience" (p. 90). 
Opportunities for group reflection situated mid-program might circulate useful 
strategies for operating in the host culture, allow students to adjust their perspective, 
and troubleshoot as a group. The debriefing session could be conducted in the 
students' own language, but have the host coordinator present for information, advice 
and help. A survey could be distributed to reflect upon their experience in private if 
that is more useful to them; this may be especially useful for reticent students who 
are reluctant to reveal their problems in a group setting. 
7.2.2.4 Reflective Learning using Diaries 
In the context of SA, journals are a well attested methodology to encourage 
reflection and self-awareness (Carson & Longhini，2002; Jackson, 2007; Kinginger, 
2004; Murphy-Lejeune, 2002; Pellegrino, 2005). “(T)he journal is a way to help 
students "discover" their own emerging cultural identities...This self-knowledge will 
come about through guided and continuous reflective observation and joumaling 
within the context of students' preparation for, participation in, and return from a 
study abroad experience" (Kinsella, Smith-Simonet, & Tuma, 2002, p. 211). To be 
effective, however, diary use has to have clear detailed guidelines and feedback in 
the initial stages, as well as incentives to keep them well-tended (e.g. through 
grading, or as a condition for grade collection) (Kinsella, Smith-Simonet, & Tuma, 
2002; Jackson, 2008). 
Since joumaling may be new to many students, instructors could provide 
students with questions to help them get started. For example, Kinsella, Smith-
Simonet, and Tuma (2002) direct questions that aim towards developing students' 
cultural identities, consideration of goals and objectives, and helping students 
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mentally prepare for their SA destination. Feedback on these initial entries can 
orientate students as to what are effective and useful ways to record observations, 
reflect and analyze. Paige, Cohen, Kappler, Chi, and Lassegard, (2002) suggest that 
during the SA, diary pages be divided under four different headings: Impressions, 
Descriptions, Narration, and Expression to ensure a good balance of detail, anecdote 
and opinion. At different stages of the sojourn, instructors can provide guided 
prompts to encourage students to consider different aspects of their experience and 
encourage reflection (e.g.，pending return home). 
Following return, the process of internalization continues to allow the student 
to reinterpret, integrate and formulate their learning into new understandings of 
themselves and others. Diaries can be used as tools in debriefing sessions, by 
summarizing events and sharing observations from the sojourn. In this way, cultural 
understandings can continue to develop post sojourn. 
7.2.2.5 Programmed Cultural Learning 
In order to promote student knowledge of the host culture, small-scale 
cultural learning projects have been found to encourage direct engagement with the 
host culture (Jackson, 2008; Raschio, 2001). Such projects could be designed for 
appropriate language learning levels to help students make deeper observational 
inquiries into a particular aspect of their sojourn experience. Projects could be 
planned with the collaboration of instructors in the pre-sojoum stage taking care that 
subjects do not lend themselves to reinforcing Us/Them divisions, or promoting 
ethnocentricity. 
For example, Bateman (2004) has found that ethnographic interviews with 
host nationals have positively stimulated first year university students in intercultural 
learning. He identifies improved attitudes towards the host culture, and enhanced 
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understandings of student cultural identity, including recognition of stereotypes, as 
the main benefits of this methodology which could be adapted for use in micro-
sojoum cultural learning assignments. 
Raschio's (2001) suggested activities for the SA setting might also be adapted. 
a) Walk about the neighborhood in which your host family lives. 
1) Comment on what you see 
2) List and comment on the similarities and differences you 
notice between your own neighborhood, or with other cities 
you have been in the US... 
b) Go to a typical section of the city. 
1) What types of stores are there? 
2) Are there any stores not found in the US? List them. 
3) Why might they exist in the host culture and not in the US? 
c) Go to a cafe. 
1) Identify three ways people try to get the waitperson's 
attention. 
(Raschio, 2001, p. 541) 
During the process of inquiry, students would Observe, Listen, Record, 
Interpret, to collect and compile data. Data collection may involve interviewing, 
observing and recording (audio/digital). Linguistic help and encouragement would be 
needed at all stages. 
The project could culminate in a written piece of work, to be started during 
the sojourn, and students could make oral presentations of their topics in class during 
debriefing sessions after their return to the home country. Students could discuss the 
implications of what they have found in sharing sessions to continue the 
development of intercultural themes after returning to their school. 
7.2.2.6 Activities with Buddies 
Programmed events that offer integration with buddies could be timetabled so 
that attendance is more or less guaranteed. Carefully planned activities that take into 
account sojourner language level, age and interests could positively contribute 
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towards friendship and cultural exchange (Pedersen, 2004). The best outcomes might 
occur when activities can be contributed towards in an equal way, such as dancing, 
or cooking. 
In addition, instead of sojourners preparing a final activity evening for their 
hosts, as often happens, teachers from both schools could decide upon a simple 
activity that buddies and sojourners could contribute towards equally, and perform 
together; for example, skits/songs or dance performance. This would require 
coordination between the schools at the pre-sojoum stage, and involve a degree of 
preparation for the activity. With supervision, buddies and sojourners could work and 
rehearse together. The practice and performance of these activities could provide 
forums in which students are engaged in real negotiation with their buddies. 
7.2.2.7 Support and Guidance throughout the Sojourn 
In addition to the mid-sojoum debriefing session, access to a positive, non-
judgmental program coordinator for discussion and individualized problem solving 
may help defuse confusing situations and resolve problems before they affect the 
sojourner's ability to cope. The student support coordinator could be the 
accompanying teacher from the home school, as this person is most familiar and 
trusted by students, but their role should be clearly identified at the initial orientation. 
In the present study, a trusted teacher was present throughout the sojourn, but 
students did not acknowledge her role as someone who would help them with 
adjustment or intercultural learning problems until they had become acute. The 
assignment of this person as an intercultural 'mentor' should be clearly emphasized, 
and their role as a facilitator taken up in the debriefing sessions. 
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7.2.2.8 Closure 
A debriefing session at the end of the sojourn would help students look back 
over their stay and review the events/appraise the relationships they have established 
with their hosts. It is also a good time to reflect on observations, interactions and 
personal growth made over the course of the sojourn, and students could consider 
how they might expand on their experience，even when they are back at home. 
Revisiting their personal goals may help students assess what they have achieved 
while abroad. The facilitator should also direct their thoughts towards parting from 
their buddy and host family, and meeting up with their families again. The main aim 
of the session would be to assist students in understanding their intercultural and 
personal growth, focus their thoughts upon their return, and to consider how they will 
say goodbye to their hosts. 
7.2.3 Post-Sojourn 
7.2.3.1 Home Institution 
7.2.3.1.1 Reentry Shock 
In this study, one participant experienced reentry shock upon return home. 
Reentry shock is often experienced by students who are more successful in their 
adjustment and integration abroad (Sussman, 1986; Kaufmaim, Martin, Weaver, & 
Weaver, 1992) or who identify less with their home country (Sussman, 2001, 2002). 
Students may feel they have changed after they have returned from the absorbing 
effects of the SA and experience dissatisfaction or distance from their home 
environment. They may miss their new contacts, feel frustrated by their lack of 
independence, and be irritated by aspects of their home culture. Support for returning 
students by providing a forum to discuss the sojourn, exchange pictures/information 
linked to the host destination may extend the micro-SA experience and provide a 
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softer landing for those with reentry shock. Facilitators can help sojourners by 
providing strategies for readjustment (Kappler & Nokken，1999). 
7.2.3.1.2 Sojourner Debriefing 
A vital part of the SA experience is the return to the home country and follow 
up of students through regular scheduled debriefing sessions. These are considered 
by many experienced coordinators as the most important phase of the SA if student 
learning and development is to be extended and sustained (Kinsella, Smith-Simonet, 
& Tuma^ 2002; Thebodo & Marx, 2005). A discussion forum would allow students 
to continue to develop their intercultural learning through guided reflection and 
analysis of experiences, and strategies and further goal setting for intercultural 
communication and personal growth could be made with regular follow up. 
Learning could be further consolidated and expanded by various activities; 
for example, through student presentations of the cultural learning projects 
undertaken during the sojourn, and emerging themes taken up for further discussion. 
Jackson (2008) suggests having returnees share their experiences by setting up a 
collaborative orientation presentation for out-going students. For this, students would 
need to review their sojourn behavior in order to advise others on how to get the 
most out of their trip. 
By the end of the debriefing sessions, students will probably be able to 
identify cognitive, affective, linguistic and personal growth achieved through 
reflection of their experiences. 
7.2.3.2 Host Institution 
7.2.3.2.1 Buddy Debriefing 
A debriefing session with the buddy coordinator following the return of the 
sojourners might help to expose the buddy's experience of the sojourn. Using the 
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questionnaire distributed at the pre-sojoum buddy orientation, the coordinator could 
facilitate a discussion on: what had gone well, and what had been difficult for 
buddies; what orientation/support systems might have helped them more; what they 
needed to know about their buddies to make the sojourn go better; what activities 
might have helped more interaction. 
Apart from the above questions that may or may not have pedagogical 
implications, the facilitator could also help buddies reflect on what buddies had come 
to understand about the sojourner's country and customs, intercultural 
communication, and personal discoveries they may have made as a result of the 
responsibility and challenges of negotiating meaning. The facilitator could then 
direct buddies towards more readings of the sojourner culture, and encourage 
friendships and contacts to be sustained by e-mail. 
7.3 Research Implications 
7.3.1 Limitations of this Study 
There were many limitations to this study. As it relied on student disclosure 
and interpretation, it would have been advantageous for me to have been in Japan 
two weeks pre-sojoum to familiarize myself with the program, and facilitate rapport 
building with the students and teacher, witness the orientation, and collect more data. 
Familiarization with students is a vital element in the collection of introspective data. 
Despite the number of instruments applied over the short time, data was missing and 
lacking in depth. This may have been partially due to the high schoolers' reserve 
towards me - a non-Japanese stranger. Hiring Japanese assistants closer to the high 
school students' own age for interviewing and recording the participants throughout 
the sojourn might have yielded more data, and countered student reticence. 
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Familiarization with the students before the start of the program would also have 
facilitated the selection of case participants. 
A more thorough follow up of the Japanese group at the four month post-
sojoum stage would have benefited this study, and all students should have been 
interviewed individually. At that time, a clearer understanding of student policy 
regarding advice to students wanting to do further study abroad should also have 
been more rigorously investigated. 
Although informal interviews with buddies were carried out in Australia, it 
was apparent that a separate interview with the buddy group would have revealed 
different perspectives from those offered by their parents. This emerged as an 
important oversight. As the primary points of contact, buddies were with the home 
students the most, and could have offered rich insights into the process of language 
and (inter)cultural learning. Further interviews of ‘core，buddies might have followed. 
A debriefing with the buddies would have yielded another source of data to 
triangulate with the sojourners' accounts. 
Finally, student data written in diaries and questionnaires revealed an 
emotionally rich source of expression through the use of emoticons. These presented 
certain challenges when translating from Japanese into English，as the English 
occasionally did not carry the humor, depth of emotion, or shared meaning among 
groups. Although translations were carried out in collaboration with a young female 
Japanese speaker, the tone of the final scripts may have differed from the original. 
7.3.2 Suggestions for Further Research 
This study focused on a small group of Japanese students on a micro-sojoum 
in Australia. With many high schools using this type of micro-program for language 
and (inter)cultural learning purposes, and bearing in mind that these programs are 
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woefully under researched, this study suggests the need for more mixed-methods 
studies to investigate the impact of specific features of SA programs (e.g., pre-
sojoum elements) on SA learning experiences. 
In particular, the student stories in this study revealed that adjustment had a 
critical impact on sojourner participation in the host culture. Given the limited time 
available in micro-term SA programs, participants are required to deal with issues of 
adjustment effectively if they are to get the most out of their abroad experience. 
Further research is needed to investigate how different elements of pre-departure 
orientation (for students and homestay families) and on-site support can contribute 
towards sojourner adjustment. Qualitative studies that triangulate data from students, 
host families and homestay coordinators might help to enhance understanding of 
adjustment within micro-term sojourns. 
An investigation into the role of the buddies and the buddy system in SA 
would provide rich insight into learning opportunities for sojourners (and buddies). 
The present study revealed that good buddy relations are possibly, but not always, 
linked to enhanced opportunities for language and (inter)cultural learning. More 
investigation into the nature of buddy-sojoumer relations and SA outcomes is 
required, as this area is also under researched. Comparative studies of sojourners in 
homestays with and without buddies could help determine whether the buddy 
relationship heightens access to intercultural, linguistic and personal learning 
opportunities. Manipulations in buddy preparation and sojourner cooperation in 
intercultural learning might also provide insight into a democratic approach to 
enlisting buddy help on SA. From a different angle, the buddy system could be 
further investigated from the buddy's point of view using the question asked by the 
host school on several occasions, "what do buddies get out of the experience?" 
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Thirdly, this study focused on Japanese high school participants, whose 
connection to specific political, historical and educational discourses appeared to 
play a role in shaping and controlling trajectories and potential opportunities for 
intercultural learning. The final suggestion is for further study in other contexts to 
investigate how prevailing discourses and government policies effect perceptions of 
the micro-term study abroad experience for participants, teachers and parents, and 
how these perceptions are linked to, and affect student outcomes. 
7.4 Summary 
This chapter offered pedagogical suggestions to enhance the learning 
experiences of micro-term sojourners. Micro-term SA is referred to by some 
practitioners as a kind of superficial academic tourism that reinforces stereotypes and 
misunderstandings of the "Other" (Kinsella, Smith-Simonet, & Tuma, 2002). A 
glance at the pedagogical practices in many micro-SA programs shows that 
detractors might have a point. Many programs do not apply the principles of 
experiential education, and any program that does not structure reflection, and 
critical analysis of the international experience into the curriculum will not 
adequately stimulate language and (inter)cultural learning (Lutterman-Aguilar & 
Gingerich, 2002). 
Because micro-SA has a place in high school education, and because such 
experiences offer a potentially enriching and often "different" kind of learning 
experience for sojourners, there is a responsibility for SA coordinators to provide 
well-designed，well-planned programs that integrate pre- and post-sojoum seminars 
and offer on-going support during the stay abroad. The programs should feature 
collaboration between home and host institutions, early planning and preparation, 
adequate opportunities for the participants to engage with the host culture and 
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nationals in a meaningful way，and a firm theoretical base in experiential learning. 
Well-designed programs have the potential to empower micro-sojoumers to take 
more ownership of their learning, and guide them to become more involved in their 
own language and (inter)cultiiral development. 
Chapter seven concludes with the limitations observed in conducting this 
study, and makes suggestions for further research that would enhance understandings 
of language and (inter)cultxiral learning in micro-term SA programs. 
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Stakeholder Interviews 
A.1 Mr Oda (pseudonym) 
(Japan Travel Bureau (JTB): Regional Branch Manager, Australia) 
Interview Protocol 
JTBRole 
1. Your office deals with educational programs; what exactly does JTB do in this 
process? 
2. Why is JTB the most widely used operator among schools in Japan? 
3. How is JTB different from other education coordinators? 
4. Do you conduct orientations in Japan? Do you use materials? What are they? 
Students 
5. Your main market is Japanese students. Which population? 
6. What is the volume of students that you are dealing with from Japan? 
i) How do these figures compare with school groups from other countries? 
ii) How do they compare in terms of numbers for each year, for the last 
five years? 
7. How large are the groups? 
8. What percentage of groups are accompanied by teachers? or do you 
provide escorts? 
9. What programs are the most popular? 
10. What do teachers say they want out of these school trips? 
Programs 
11. What percentage of Japanese schools like to have contractual tailor made 
programs made for their school?What are the goals for these very short trips? 
12. How long are the programs on average? 
13. Does JTB offer the program or do you work with the schools to provide what 
they want? Is this education or a service? 
14. What kinds of program content do Japanese teachers ask for? 
Accommodation 
15. What accommodation do the schools specify? 
16. How do you find your homestay families? 
Host Schools 
17. How do you source your host schools? 
18. Why do host schools accept Japanese high schoolers for such short programs? 
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Stakeholder Interviews 
A.2 Mr French 
(Head of the International Exchange Program: Cowdray College) 
Interview Protocol 
1. What are your impressions of this program? Strengths and weaknesses? 
2. Do you think that programs of this length are useful? How? 
3. What do the students come here to achieve? 
4. How much money do you get for each student? 
5. How much input has your College had in the program design? Or is 
it tailored entirely to the Japanese "clients"? 
6. What is JTB's role? How does it work in practice? Does JTB ever 
interfere with educational goals and practices? 
7. What does your school get out of it? 
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Stakeholder Interviews 
A.3 Mr Cressing 
(Head of the International Student Program, Cowdray College) 
Interview Protocol 
1) How many international students do you have at Cowdray College? Where 
are they from? How long are they here for? 
2) Which overseas programs do Cowdray College students take part in? How 
long do students go abroad for? 
3) Why is Cowdray College so active in its overseas programs and exchange? 
4) Does the school actively pursue international student programs such as the 
Kyushu Gakuin High School Program? or are you approached by tour 
operators (e.g., JTB)? 
5) Do you have other schools from abroad that do the same kind of program 
here? If yes, is your role and input in the program the same? If it is different, 
in what way, and why? 
6) Why do you accept programs such as the Kyushu Gakuin High School 
program? 
7) Is Cowdray College providing a service? Or are you taking an educational 
role? 
8) How much input do you put into the program? How much input does JTB put 
into the program? How much input do the Japanese school put into program 
content and design? 
9) Your school allows buddies to skip class to be involved with this program. 
How does your school think that this is worthwhile? 
10) How do the Japanese students benefit from the program? 
11) What are the aims of the Japanese program? 
12) What are the strengths and weaknesses of such a program? 
13) Do you believe that programs of this length can be beneficial? 
14) How do you support your buddies and homestay families? Are they given an 
orientation beforehand? 
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Stakeholder Interviews 
A.4 Mrs Farmer 
(Homestay Coordinator and Liaison Manager, Cowdray College) 
Interview Protocol 
1. What is the procedure for selecting homestay families and buddies? 
2. When did you start recruiting families this year? 
3. How do you match the buddies and students? 
4. Do you ever liaise with the home school about buddy pairings? 
5. Once you have selected the families and buddies, do you orientate them? 
6. What did you think of this year's program? 
7. You said that you would make changes to the program based on what you 
saw this year. What changes would you make? 
8. How does Cowdray College benefit from this short Japanese program? 
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires (Japanese and English) 
B.l Pre-Study Abroad Language Contact Profile 
Japanese version: 
名前： 
/ 《一卜 1 : 個人情報 
1. 性別：男/女 年齢: 出身国： 
2 . 母語：（ 1 ) 日本語（ 2 ) 英語（ 3 ) 七他 
3. 家"Cf立何語全話LTV、法卞力V? (1)日本語（2)英語 
( 3 )七 0他 (日本語場合丨立、質問 6 (：：進 
吞 V、。) 
4. 学 校 g o 言 語 全 話 L T V 、 去 卞 加 。 
5a. 2言語以上:gr使oTV、石場合、誰丨：：何語話LTV、法卞力、。 
5b. 言 語 全 程 度 ( D 頻 度 " C 使 o T V 、 去 卞 力 
6a. 七(^言語全<^^^< bV、(D期間話LTV、去卞力、。 
7. 英語全勉強卞石/":：^56丨；1、英語力�話吞tlTl、6国(二行o/"c：：： &力Sfe 
<9 玄 1"力\ 〇全 〈广f 吞!/、。： ftl/、/l/、\/、无 
7a. (iV、」（7)場合、\/、oi?卞加。 
7b. ZZI 
7 c . 期 間 丨 立 <^ 。(D< 





9. 七 ;言語丨； l o V、 i：、以下 ( D基準丨 ; i L / i力〗 o T、自分 0能力 
全評価 L T〈广£ $ V、。数字全下(7)表丨二記入L t < 芒1/、。 
1 = 難 
2 =只么一义、丨：11：?含石。 
3 =母語話者力>七^^；1近1、。 
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言語 ！；；^二：/^/ 匕。一年 学習年数 
^ ^ ^ 
日本語 
他 
11. 将来丨 t何全 L / " : : v、 " e i ~ ^ \大学丨 ; 1進学卞 5予定進学全予 
定LTl/、石場合、<^、(7)上5力=^〕一只全取《9力二1/、"^卞力\ 
12. 将来c^計画(；！、英語全話卞：1&力�含法tLtV、法卞加。英語全話卞 
Z t l t . bl/、重要T卞力\ 
13. 将来<if、(7)J:5丨二英語全使5 d思V、玄卞力 
/《一卜2:英語(7)使用丨;loV、T 
1 4 .過去平均卞石 < ^：、程度英語話者話全 L法 1： ^ :：力 \ 
0)全然力^^!/、1)年(二2 • 3回2)月丨：：2 • 3回3)週丨：：2 • 3 回 4 ) 毎 日 
1 5 .下 0質問全 0〜 4 "C判定l^T〈广f吞V、。 
0)全然/力!/、1)年(；12 • 3回2)月丨二2 • 3回3)週丨;12 • 3 回 4 ) 毎 日 
留学卞石 ^ ^力《分力、石前丨二、以下人广英語 " C〕 ^ 二二少一、>3 办 
a .学校先生 h授業外 " C。 
b . 英 語 力 � 母 語 O 学 生 、 H <丨立英語力S上手V、学生。 
C.夕歹；^乂 一卜 <^ 。 
d .英語力�話世七 5力 c ^知 b V、人。 
e . 本 只 卜 芝 U 一 &。 
f.銀行CO窓 口 (7)人只一/、°一1/、：^(7)人力力 t。 
g. O夕一木、 ; / 友 達 h 。 
16.下CD項目丨::ol^、"C、最近学期丨;1平均to程度英語行V、去Lt力、。 
0)全然LZc^l/、1)年丨二 2 * 3回 1•石 2 )月丨； 1 2 * 3回 t石 3 )週 (：： 
2 • 3回卞石 4 )毎日 
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a . 英 語 匕 、 番 組 全 見 石 。 
b .英語 ( D新聞、雑誌全読 
c.英語(7)本全読tp。 
d .英語 ( D歌全聴 <。 
e.英語"C、映画"^匕、^才全見6日本語字幕力《务01^)7：^<"^知。） 
f. 二 二一夕全使 o T、英語 T、于卞 : y卜全 t石。 
g .英語 T、、 0夕一卑、 ; / h力、b情報全取石。 
17.過去半年間(乙、丨5力>(^<^、(7)上义活動(T)；^::^?^；：、英語t^、〕：^ 二二々 
一、y 全 L去 LtzJ)�� 
18.今学期、fc；^力：^：：力�取o：^：：英語-e行:bti/*：：授業全書v、"C〈纪吞1/、。 
授業名 授 業 内 容 -
二 協 力 先 ^ 二 扑 法 L ? t o 
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.l Pre-Study Abroad Language Contact Profile 
English version: 
Name: Age: Sex: Male / Female 
Part 1: Background Information 
1. Country of birth: 
2. Native language: (1) Japanese (2) English (3) Other 
3. What language do you speak at home? (1) Japanese (2) English 
(3) other (If Japanese only, please go to question 7) 
4.a. If more than one language, with whom do you speak each of these languages? 
4.b. How often do you speak these languages? 
5. Which language(s) have you used at school? 
6. How long have you spoken each language for? 
7. Have you ever been to an English-speaking country for the purpose of studying 
English? Please circle: Yes / No 
7a. If yes, when? 
7b. Where? 
7c. For how long? 
7d. Did you enjoy the experience? Why/why not? 
8. Have you ever lived in a situation where you were exposed to a language other 
than your native language? (e.g. by living abroad, or by living in a multilingual 
community, exposure through family members, etc) Circle one: Yes / No 
9. In the boxes below, rate your language ability in each of the languages that you 
know. Use the following ratings: 
0 = 1 don't speak that language 
1 = I can get my meaning across but it is slow and difficult 
2 = I can communicate smoothly 
3 = native/ nativelike 
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10. What are your plans for the future? Do you plan to go to University? If yes, 
what course do you want to take? 
11. Is speaking English included in your future plans? How important is it for you 
to leam English? 
12. How do you think that you will use English in your future? 
Part 2: The following questions refer to your use of English 
13. On average, how often did you communicate with English speakers in English 
over the past year? 
0) never 1) a few times a year 2) a few times a month 3) a few times a week 
4) daily 
14. Use this scale to rate the following statements: 
0) never 1) a few times a year 2) monthly 3) weekly 4) daily 
Before I knew I was going on a Study Abroad, I tried to communicate in English 
with: 
a. my teacher outside class 
b. friends who are native or capable English speakers 
c. my classmates 
d. strangers whom I thought I could speak English 
e. a host family 
f. service personnel (e.g. bank clerk, cashier) 
g. Internet friends 
15. For each of the items below, choose the response that corresponds to the amount 
of time you estimate you spent on average doing each activity in English in the 
last school term 
0) never 1) a few times a year 2) a few times a month 3) a few times a week 4) 
daily 
a. watching English language television 
b. reading English language newspapers or magazines 
c. reading books in English 
d. listening to songs in English 
e. watching movies or videos in English 
(with or without Japanese subtitles) 
f. using a computer or chatting in English 
g. getting information from the Internet using English 
17. For what other activities did you try to communicate in English over the last six 
months? 
18. List the times and names of the courses that you are taking in English this term 
at school 
Course name Course description 
-End of Questionnaire-
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.2 Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Students 
Japanese version: 
名前（口 一•^字"C書 1/、T < 广f $ 、）： 年齢: 
y<—hA： 
1 )何故留学： / 口 夕 7 A (；：参加J： • 思、圭力、。誰力、 {二勧約 G打圭 L ^ 
1•：办。爸他理由f：)圭玄力、。 
2) 9 曰 間 留 学 口 夕 * ， / x ( ； ： 参 加 L ^ T 、 • 々 乙 t 爸達成L^T^/•二(^、 
力、。FA^ZcHi人的目標全立TTV、玄卞力 
7、。一 卜 B: 
3 ) 才 一 只 卜 ， U 7 々 才 一 只 卜 歹 U 7 人 何 力 、 知 冬 乙 
4 ) 才 一 只 卜 ， U 7人力S、曰本々日本人(；：0(^、二^’(^上々&乙&爸知"：^二1^、 
石 t 思 ( / 、 圭 玄 力 、 。 爸 、 只 才 夕 ( 固 定 観 念 ） 的 / ^ < ^ 思 1 2 圭 玄 
力 、 。 力 、 々 0 正 確 / f t 思 圭 t 力 、 。 态 & 广 〔 { i 、 爸 — 、 好 巻 
竹 ii�。 
5) 海外旅行、圭 / i水一 A 只 石 上 、 
/《一卜C: 
6 ) 才 一 只 卜 ， U 7 々 y / k 术 ( 二 今t^M青報爸持oTt^、圭1"力、。 
以 前 、 行 乙 圭 1 " 力 ^ 
7)才一；^ h，!；了丨；101/、"0情報全集^>6化：：&力《态《9去1"力、。 
8 ) 才 一 只 卜 ， ！ ； 了 人 生 活 ( 7 ) 仕 方 丨 汰 、 态 力 生 活 仕 方 違 o T V 、 石 
思V、去卞力\ t>US5<^L/c:b、（^―/^力=^点7違5&思1、玄卞力\ 
乃。一h D: 
9 )日本 " T f i受 r t入 t L b t L石振石舞 V、力 ^才一； ^ ！^，！； 了"C丨t受丨•t入；t^ b；t^  
全知 o T l /、石 &、本只 
h : 7 7 ^ U — <^V、石d含(D自分(7)振石舞V、丨;1影響力^态《9丢卞力\ 
乃。一卜E: 
1 0 )才一； ^卜， y 7•(二V、石間、<^、(7)^：5(二1工英語全上達各世上5&思1、去 
卞 力 含 石 限 英 語 全 話 卞 / “ 二 办 ( 二 、 何 全 思 V 、 去 1 • 力 
11)何故英語力�上手<7：^«9化1/、&思1/、法卞力、。 
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z��一 A F: 
1 2 )本只卜—丨二、态尹 = ^广：： ( 7 )家族夸日本 1：、 ( 7 )生活 ( 7 )二 &； ^紹介卞石 ( 7 ) 
含 、 本 只 芝！i一化、 
二協力把夕力><t P r'c^V、玄U t o素晴 b L^、旅行i二力左V^i-J:^ /二 
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.2 Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Students 
English version: 
Name (please write in romanji) Age: 
Part A : 
1) What are your reasons for joining the school's Study Abroad program to 
Australia? Who suggested that you go? For what reasons? 
2) What are your personal goals? 
Part B: 
3) What do you know about Australia and Australians? 
4) What do you think Australians know about Japan and Japanese people? Do you 
think that these are stereotypes or are the images fairly accurate? Do you like 
those images? 
5) What are your worries and concerns about traveling abroad and taking part in a 
homestay? 
Parte： 
6) How much information do you have about Australia and Melbourne? Have you 
ever been there before? Have you made any attempt to find out information 
about the country yourself? What have you done? 
7) Do you think that the Australian way of life will be different from your own? If 
yes, in what way do you think will be different? 
Part D: 
8) Do you know of any ways of behavior which are acceptable in Japan, but 
which might not be acceptable in Australia? Will this effect the way you 
behave with your host family? 
PartE: 
9) How will you try to improve your English language skills while you are there? 
What will you do to get as much practice time speaking English as possible? 
10) What are your reasons for trying to improve your English language skills? 
PartF: 
11) What will you take to your host family to explain about your family and life 
in Japan? How do you think they will react? What would you like your host 
family to tell you when you get to Australia? 
-End of Questionnaire-
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.3 Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Teachers 
Japanese version: 
名前: 
〇 ^ o t t T < f : ! ^ V、。 
英 語 教 師 、 夕 歹 ; ^ 担 任 、 七 他 : 




3 )留学口夕、、，A丨二対卞石生徒自身C D目標{立何" C l ^ J : 5力、。 
4)最近留学：/口夕、，A丨;I参加L；^:：生徒(立、留学：/口夕、、，A力、b<^�(7)上5 




才一只卜歹 U 文化丨二囲去机/•：：生活丨二対処卞石力：：^ 丨^二、生徒丨二 
7 ) 生徒丨立、将来 ^ 0 0 上 5 ( 二 英語全使 5 J：5(二；^c^6h思v、法卞力、。 
8 ) 留 学 口 夕 f y A - e 、 生 徒 o T 、 最 知 力 4 、 ( 7 ) 态 1 9 、 同 時 丨 二 困 難 
二協力把^ 、去卞。 
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.3 Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Teachers 
English version: 
Name of Teacher: 
Are you the students' English teacher? Homeroom teacher? 
1) Why has your school organized a Study Abroad program for your students? 
What can an Australian trip offer your students that Oita Tomei High School 
cannot? 
2) What do you think that your students will gain by attending the Study Abroad 
program? 
3) What are your students' goals for the Study Abroad program? 
4) What did the last group of students say they had gained from attending the 
program? 
5) What kind of program do you want the students to attend? What particular 
things would you like your students to experience? 
6) Do you think that the students will gain better English language skills by 
attending the Study Abroad program? How have you prepared the students to 
deal with "immersion" into Australian culture? 
7) How do you think that your students will use English in the future? 
8) What do you think will be the most challenging part of the Study Abroad 
program for your students? 
-End of Questionnaire-
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.4 Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Parents 
Japanese version: 
二父兄 ( D 招名前 : 招子吞/u(D招名前: 
七夕、> 3 ：/ A : 
2)今回留学"T"^口少，么全通LT、扫子吞；^丨二<^、(0上5力c^二<^r全得•r知 
6\/、:^ ::1/、<^ 思\/、去卞加。 
3)留学口夕•，A全通LT、学校丨玄招子$/1^丨二<^、(^上5力=^二<^：全得二^> 
b 1/、1/、考免 T 、石 思 1/、法 t 加。 
4 )扫子各力《海外 T、生活卞石丨：：务广 d o T、 5 / ^ ^： 1 &力 ^難 1 ^ \ /、 < ^思 
V、玄卞力\玄广c:H5V、5 二 <^ 力《簡単丨;1"^ 、含石<^ 思\/、法卞力 
Section B: 
5) 二家族中 - c、英語全話 • t方力 ^、 b o L • ^ l、去卞力 ^ ^ 勉強 
/义态 \ /、去去 / 5： < ^、 ( 7 ) < b\/、(D頻度T英語全話吞tL去卞力、。 
6) j b、子吞 A y力 S、今〈丨立将来、英語 " C〕乏二二一、 > 3 卞 5上 5【二 
7) ；^、子吞丨1、将来^(0 0：5丨二英語全使5 
ir夕、>3 y C : 
8)招子乡丨立、英語授業；^楽LAy•Cl、去卞力、。 
9) ：^、子$/1/丨立、授業外To英語(D夕，只丨：:出席L去L广二力^^出席卞石二 
二協力動o^^t^ r 'c^v�玄卞。 
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.4. Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire - Parents 
English version: 
Name of Parent: Name of Child: 
Section A: 
1) Who decided that your child would attend the Study Abroad? 
2) What do you hope that your child will gain by taking part in the Study 
Abroad to Australia? 
3) What do you think the school wants the children to gain by joining a Study 
Abroad program? 
4) What do you predict your child will find difficult/easy about being abroad? 
Section B: 
5) Do any members of your family speak English? How did they leam? How 
often does that family member use their English speaking skills? 
6) Do you think that your child will leam to communicate in English well, either 
now or in the future? Why/ Why not? 
7) How do you think that your child will use English in the future? 
Section C: 
8) Does your child enjoy English classes? 
9) Does your child attend extra English tuition during the week? Who decided 
that your child needed extra lessons? 
-End of Questionnaire -
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.5 Adapted SES Survey 1 
Japanese version: 
留学：/口夕、、歹A ：調查1 





5 .才一只卜歹 y y、才一 7卜 y u 7 ( 7 )生活、才一； ^卜， y 了人丨::o\/、T、驚、、卞: 
外国人i二力左石二&丨乙o\^�T 
6 . 才 一 ；^卜7 1； 了 人 丨 汰 、 七 t u i 、 
才一只卜 7 了人{tK①上5丨二fe/义/丨二話L力、〖t主卞力\ 
法 广 上 5 丨 二 f e / i 广 二 全 見 去 卞 力 説 明 吞 V 、 。 
7 . 程度才一;^ h歹1； 了人接触全持oTl/、去t力、。学校、公共①場、八 
停、本只7芝y—Zc^<ifT、、才一；^卜歹!；了人&会話卞石為1：：<^、(7)上^)力=^ 
機会全持 o T V、去卞力才一 : ^ h歹 y 了人&関係作19全LT1/、去卞力\ 
8 . 「 外 国 人 」 自 分 自 身 今 他 者 何 全 学 主 l y c ： 力 、 。 
9.外国人丨二力=^石二&力、2、<Jf(Dj:5/《:：<Jr力论一度海外旅行全L/"::：：&力、；力力1^、人 
1 0 . ；^卜只+緊張感t；:驚含圭1力：：力、。本一么、：/、；/夕（;:力=^ 0广二19、力于卞一、;y 




1 3 .文化的力义違 V、 t二気力 S•含去 H / u力义所力 4子含卞力 \ ^；^/=^所力5嫌^、 
力卞 • t � � 困難思无石二 丨^立何 
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本一二只于<、留学生活丨::ol^�l： 
1 5 . 尔 ; 卜 芝 y 一 汰 、 b V 、 5 去 <l/、oTV、圭卞加。本只 芝 y 
一&①関係、二芝二二々一、；^3>1 二 O l / 、 T 、 》 t ： ： 説 明 L 玄 卞 力 } f ( D 
< bV、(7)時間、本只卜77芝y—<?^一緖丨；1過二、1法卞力、。何全話法t力二。 
彼 言 o T l / 、 石 二 & 力 ^ 程度:b力…法卞力、。 
1 6 . 卜 7 、 Z / v t ^ / v y , 才 一 ； ^ 卜 y ! ； 7 人 丨 二 対 L T 、 5 力^^印象全持0 
TV、去 




1 9 .力 k求 (二来 T力 4、留学丨：：対卞 6目標丨立変化 L去 L广 C：加。七屯変 ; b 
•9 法廿 
2 0 . y•程度英語力S上達LTl/、6h思!/、法1"力\本;^ 7芝！； 一夸友達<^、t 
2 1. 旅行(;ioV、T、経験丨;10V、T感想专意見力丨1、書l、T<;A:r吞V、。 
二協力态D祐：力、圭to 
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.5 SES Adapted Survey 1 
English version: 
Name: Date: March 11，2005 
1. What do you like about your new Australian life? 
2. What don't you like about it? 
3. Is it more or less the way you imagined it would be when you were at home? 
Or have you made some discoveries? 
4. How has the trip been so far? What's been difficult? What's been easy? 
5. Has anything surprised you about Australia/ Australian life/ Australians? 
About being a foreigner 
6. How do Australians react to you? What has your experience been like? Explain 
how local people speak to you/ look at you. 
7. How much contact are you having with local people? What opportunities do 
you have to interact with Australians at school/ in public places/ at bus stops/ 
in your host family's house, etc.? Are you forming any relationships with 
Australian people? 
8. What has being a "foreigner" taught you about yourself or others? 
9. If you had to describe what it feels like to be a foreigner to someone who has 
never travelled, how would you describe it? 
About cultural differences 
10. Are you surprised about your stress level? Have you been homesick or 
experienced any symptoms of culture shock? If yes, what? 
11. Has anything happened to make you feel that you are suddenly very far away 
from home? 
12. What worries, fears, or concerns do you have now? 
13. Have you noticed any cultural differences so far? What things do you like? 
What things don't you like? What do you find difficult? 
About your homestay and Study Abroad life 
14. Please describe your homestay situation. 
15. How are you getting along with your host family? How would you describe 
your relationship/ communication with them? How much time are you 
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spending with them? What do you do together? What do you talk about? How 
much do you understand of what they say? 
16. What is your impression of Melton and Melbourne? Australians? 
17. What is your impression of the program? What do you like/ dislike about it? 
What do you like about your school? Dislike? 
18. What outings/ cultural visits have impressed you most so far? The least? 
19. Have your personal goals for the study abroad changed? Or are they the same? 
20. How is your English language coming along? Do you feel that you are 
improving? What are you doing to get better at communicating with your 
family and buddy? 
21. Are there any other comments you would like to make about your trip or your 
experiences so far? 
-End of Questionnaire-
Adapted and modified from Jackson, J. (2004). SES Survey 1. Unpublished raw data. 
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Pilot Study - Questionnaires 
B.6 Adapted SES Survey 2 
English version: 
Name: Date: March 15th, 2005 
1. How have you enjoyed your experience of living like an Australian? What will 
you tell your friends about it at home? 
2. Do you think this experience has changed you in any way? How? 
3. What do you like about living an Australian life? What haven't you enjoyed? 
4. What have you done to fit in better with your homestay family? Do you think that 
changing your behavior a little helped you to fit in with your homestay family 
more and become more Australian? Will you keep on doing this when you get 
home to Oita? 
5. How do you think that changing your behaviour has affected the way your home 
stay family sees you? 
6. In which sorts of places/ what sort of occasions have you felt that you got along 
well and were able to cope easily in Australia? What do you think you are doing 
that may contribute to this positive relationship? 
7. In what contexts or situations do you feel out of place? What are you doing that 
may contribute to this negative situation? 
8. How would you rate yourself in terms of "fitting in" using a scale of 1 to 6 (1 is 
feeling like you don't fit in and 6 is feeling like you do fit in)? How do you think 
people from your host culture would rate you? Why? 
9. How are your personal goals coming along? What have you achieved? Which 
goals have seemed more difficult? Did any of your goals change during the time 
you have been in Melbourne? 
10. Do you think that your English has improved? If yes, in what way? Have you 
done anything to try to improve your English? What have you done? 
11. Do you think that you are more willing to try speaking in English than before you 
came? 
12. Have you been homesick or suffered from culture shock? If yes, what symptoms 
have you had? How have you coped? 
13. How is your experience in Australia different from what you had expected when 
you were in Japan? 
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14. Do you think that your Study Abroad experience has been useful to you as a 
person? In what way? Would you recommend that your friends do this same 
trip? Why/ Why not? 
15. Please feel free to make further comments about your experiences/ the program/ 
Australia. 
-End of Questionnaire-
Adapted and modified from Jackson, J. (2004). SES Survey 2. Unpublished raw data. 
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Main Study - Questionnaires (Japanese and English) 
C.l Pre-Study Abroad Language Contact Profile for Students 
Japanese version: 
名前：（口一 字） 年齢： 性 
別：男/女 
/《一卜 1: Personal Information 
1. 母国語： 
2.a. h f之ft丨立家"C何語"C話L去卞力、？ 
2.b. h于I卞：(立一力国語以上話L去t力> ？ ； 
3.a. h于之it丨汰語学留学(D目的T英語圏国〜行ot二 力纟去卞力、？ 
力、？ 
3.b. g ： ： 八 行 含 法 力 
3.C. <^、(7)< 6\/、(7)期間^^^力�？ 
(例：海外生活、多国籍地域社会"CCD生活、家族全通l^T外国語(二接 
1/二生活，力^^^。）t^L、/、<Zc^b、学校Tft何語話L去Lf二力巧 
/《一 h 2 ： Parental Background Information 
6. 海外"C過二 力去卞力、？ 
7.态：^=^/;：(^家族丨立旅行力�好含-et力、？ 11：良 < 出力、tj•法t力、？ 
y ^ ^ f ^ h . bV、(7)頻度T卞力、？ 
/《一 h 3 ： Perception of English Language Speakers 
8. feZc^ 广二①英語^二対卞石 Y ^ o f l t) (^"Ct 力、？ 
9. feZc^/二①英語全話卞日本人> (DV-r^^ ？ 
10. 5 
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々 打 冬 J : 3力、？ t'c^J：•々方法"^？ 
11.七言語丨;IOV、T、以下(Z)基準丨;IL；^：：力纟oT、自分0能力全評 
価l^ T〈广：！爸V、。数字全下0表丨二記入l^ T〈广f^ l/、。 
1=難LA、力S、19力=^6何<1：力1、含石。 
2 = 只 含石。 
3 =母語話者力、七tU：：近V、。 
S m 





i t . bv、重要"Ct力、。 
15. 将 来 丨 二 英 語 全 使 5 思V、去 
？一卜4:英語(7)使用丨;10V、T 
16.過去平均卞5 <^ 、<^ (々7)程度英語話者話全法L广：：力、。 
0)全然7： 1^/、1)年丨；12 • 3回2)月丨乙2 • 3回3)週丨；12 • 3回 4 )毎日 
17.下質問全0〜判定l^T〈广f吞V、。 




L T 狄 。 
a.学校CD先生授業外T、。 
b.英語力S母語0学生、^<丨立英語力�上手1/、学生<^：。 
C.夕 y 只 乂 一 h < ^ � 
d.英語力�話世七5 Zc^ 知b &V、人。 
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e.示只卜"7 7 $ y 一<^。 
f.銀行(7)窓 口 (D}^炒一八一(O }£ t。 
g. 夕一卑y卜(D友達七。 
18.下(D項目丨;lo\/、T、最近学期丨;1平均HcD程度英語T行1/、去 
0)全然1力。 1^、1)年丨二 2 • 3回卞石2)月(：12*3回卞石3)週丨二 2* 3 
回t石 
4)毎日 
a . 英 語 番 組 全 見 石 。 
b.英語新聞、雑誌全読tp。 




f. 口 二一夕全使 o T、英語 - C于卞、； /卜卞石。 
g.英語"T?、0夕一本、；/卜力、b情報全取石。 
19.過去半年①間丨二、5力c^活動①：/•c：约丨二、英語T〕芝二二々一 
、>3 y 全 L去 Lf：：力、。 
二協力$>银匕•二各0玄Lft。 
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Main Study - Questionnaires 
C.l Pre-Study Abroad Language Contact Profile - Students 
English version: 
Name: Age: Sex: Male / Female 
Part 1: Background Information 
1. Native language 
2.a. What language do you speak at home? 
2.b. Do you speak more than one language? 
3.a. Have you ever been to an English-speaking country for the purpose of 
studying English?(Do not include this coming trip to Australia) 
If yes, when? 
3.b. Where did you go? 
3.C. For how long? 
3.d. Did you enjoy the experience? Why/why not? 
4.a. Have you ever lived in a situation where you were exposed to a 
language other than your native language? (e.g. by living abroad, or 
by living in a multilingual community, exposure through family 
members, etc). If yes, which language did you speak at school? 
Part 2: Parental Background Information 
5. Do either of your parents speak another language? 
6. Have either of your parents spent time abroad? 
7. Does your family like to travel and do they go abroad? If yes, how 
often? 
Part 3: Perception of English Language Speakers 
8. What is your image of English? 
9. What is your image of Japanese speakers of English language? 
10. What is your image of native English language speakers? 
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11. Can you imagine yourself as a good speaker of English? Would it change you 
as a person? In what way? 
Part 4: Self-Perception of English Language Capabilities 
12. In the boxes below, rate your language ability in each of the languages that 
you know. Use the following ratings: 
0 = 1 don't speak that language 
1=1 can get my meaning across but it is slow and difficult 
2 = 1 can communicate smoothly 
3 = native/ nativelike 






Part 5: Future Plans 
13. What are your plans for the future? Do you plan to go to University? 
If yes, what course do you want to take? 
14. Is speaking English included in your future plans? How important is it 
for you to leam English? 
15. How do you think that you will use English in your future? How? 
Part 6: English Language Usage 
16. On average, how often did you communicate with English speakers in 
English over the past year? 
0) never 1) a few times a year 2) a few times a month 3) a few times a week 4) 
daily 
17. Use this scale to rate the following statements 
0) never 1) a few times a year 2) monthly 3) weekly 4) daily 
Before I knew I was going on a Study Abroad, I tried to communicate in English 
with: 
a. my teacher outside class 
b. friends who are native or capable English speakers 
c. my classmates 
d. strangers whom I thought I could speak English 
e. a host family 
f. service personnel (e.g. bank clerk, cashier) 
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g. Internet friends 
18. For each of the items below, choose the response that corresponds to 
the amount of time you estimate you spent on average doing each 
activity in English in the last school term 
0) never 1) a few times a year 2) a few times a month 3) a few times a week 4) 
daily 
a. watching English language television 
b. reading English language newspapers or magazines 
c. reading books in English 
d. listening to songs in English 
e. watching movies or videos in English 
(with or without Japanese subtitles) 
f. using a computer or chatting in English 
g. getting information from the Internet using English 
19. Are there any other times when you have used English to 
communicate in the past 6 months? 
-End of Questionnaire-
Adapted and modified from Freed, B., Dewey, D.，Segalowitz, N.，Halter, R. 
(2004) The language contact profile, Studies in Second Language Acquisition, 
26(2), 349-356. 
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1 5 ) 自 分 7 才 一 只 卜 歹 情 報 全 見 上 試 乙 h 力 场 
9圭言力、？（学校以外 
Part 4 ： About the Homestay 
1 6)态々/tti海外旅行& T t ^ - A X r ^ 一爸1"石乙 t ( 乙 不 安 9 圭 1 " 力 、 ？ 
1 7 ) $)々/：:力化c^J:引乙適応言冬<^思(^)圭玄力、？ 何 力 姊 一 A 只 尹 
< 一 爸 楽 $ 世 圣 < ^ 思 ( ^ 、 圭 " T 力 、 ？ 
1 8 ) 才 一 X 卜 ， 生 活 ( i : 日 本 人 ( 二 今 圭 違 o f c 生 活 爸 $ 世 石 t 
々 广 丈 思 法 玄 力 、 ？ ^(DXOIC? 
1 9 ) 力 ^ >地上〈々冬广二幻 (乙出皮今力化 0 J： • 力 S 質 問 爸 玄 石 乙 t 爸 望 
圭玄力、？ 
2 0 ) 水 只 卜 7 7 乏 | ) 一 < ^ 才 一 只 
2 1)态々/：:(^:尔只卜"7 7 乏 U — (；：$)々/：：(^家族<!:曰本(^生活(；：01�工何爸 
説 明 言 冬 J ： • 力 、 ？ 彼 今 反 応 y ： J： 々fe co/e t 思 言 力 、 ？ 
Part 5 ： English 
2 2 ) 才 一 只 卜 ， U 7 ( 二 (^、石間、英語力上達(丈$)々/"〔丨乙 
重要"^言力、？ 
2 3 ) 才 一 只 卜 歹 U 7(；：1^、冬間、 
圭玄力、？ 
二 協 力 力 夂 匕 。 素 晴 6 旅 行 丨 圭 玄 上 々 ( 乙 。 
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Main Study - Questionnaires 
C.2 Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire for Students 
English version : 
Name (please write in romanji) : Age: 
Part 1: Personal Goals 
1) Why are you majoring in English at your high school? 
2) What are your long-term goals following high school? 
3) Do you want to use English in the future? 
4) What do you hope to gain from the study abroad program? 
5) What does your family think about you going on a study abroad program to 
Australia? 
6) What does your teacher say she wants you to achieve? 
Part 2: About Being and Functioning as a Foreigner 
7) Have you met any Australians before? 
8) How often do you get to meet foreigners? 
9) How do you feel when you speak English with foreigners? 
10) What images do you imagine that Australians have of Japan? 
Do you like those images? 
11) What are your images of Japan? 
Part 3: About Australia 
12) Are you interested in Australia? What aspects? Why? 
13) What are your impressions of Australia and Australian people? 
Do you think that those images are fair? 
14) Have you made an attempt to find out information about Australia on 
your own? (outside class) 
Part 4: About the Homestay 
15) How would you describe yourself? 
16) Are you concerned about traveling abroad and doing a homestay? What are 
your worries and fears? 
17) How do you imagine that you will fit in? What will you do to make your 
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stay enjoyable? 
18) Do you imagine that Australians lead very different lives to Japanese people? 
In what way? 
19) What kind of questions do you hope they will ask to make you feel 
comfortable? 
20) What questions will you ask your host family to know more about the family 
and Australian life? 
21) What will you take to your host family to explain about your family and life 
in Japan? How do you think they will react? 
Part 5: English 
22) How important is it for you to improve your English language skills while 
in Australia? 
23) What will you do to improve your English language skills while you are 
there? 
-End of Questionnaire-
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1 2 ) 才 一 只 卜 ， 二 行 o/：: 二 (丈 圭 1"力、？ 
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1 3 )才一只卜，U 7 1 才 一 只 卜 U 7人(乙対T态印象(i-9(乙扫持务 
T'1"力、？ 
1 4 ) 才 一 只 卜 歹 、 才 一 只 卜 ， U 7 人 知 o T ( / 、 态 乙 圭 
玄力、？ 
1 5 ) 子様力1 海 外 生 活 上 • 々 乙 t 力 S 難 > 思、圭力、。 
圭 / • 、9乙t力S簡単(二 券冬思、逢力、？ 
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Main Study - Questionnaires 
C.3 Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire for Parents 
English version: 
Name of Parent: Name of Child: 
Section A: perceived values of all the players 
1) How would you describe your child's personality 
2) How do you feel about your child attending a study abroad program in 
Australia? 
3) What do you hope that your child will gain by taking part in the study 
abroad program to Australia? 
4) What do you think the school wants the children to gain by joining a 
study abroad program? 
Section B: English background 
5) Have any family members studied English outside mainstream education? 
(e.g. at tertiary level, juku, private tutor, if yes, what were the reasons? 
6) Do any members of your family speak English? 
7) How often does that family member use their English speaking skills? 
8) Have you or your partner ever attended a SA program? 
If yes, for how long? What was its worth? 
If no, would you liked to have had the opportunity? 
9) How often do you travel abroad? 
10) Where is the destination of choice for your family? 
11) What language would you speak on your travels? 
12) Do you think that your child will leam to communicate in English well, either 
now or in the future? Why/ Why not? 
Section C: About preparation and expectation 
13) Have you ever been to Australia? 
14) What is your image of Australia and Australians? 
15) What do you actually know about Australia/Australians? 
16) What do you predict your child will find difficult/easy about being abroad? 
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17) Do you feel that your child is prepared for their 8-day SA and homestay 
experience? 
18) What concerns do you have (if any)? 
-End of Questionnaire-
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1)才一只卜=> U 7旅行生徒 ( i大分東明高等学校 T (丈得 6打々 
l^ vf可力S得今打石&思圭玄力、？ 
2 ) 乙 留 学 7 7 — (；：参加1•冬1 3人生徒(丈参加生徒(；：比<利益 
力^  冬 思 > 圭 力、？ J： • 仓 面 ？ 
3)海外短期留学c^：/ 口夕，，A (乙参加1"态乙t 仓 f z < D ^ m t 
4乙爸得打冬t思(^、圭1"力、？ 
Part 2 
力、？特(二 Ax々 体験爸生徒達(二 T fe 、/•：: 化考文圭1"力、？ 
5 ) 壬 口 夕 ' ， A ( j ： 希 望 爸 満 / 石 t 思(^ 、圭 1"力、？ 
Parts 
6)海外短期留学"^(0生徒<^目標^：何"^1"力、？ 
7 )前回、同口夕’，二参加 L / i生徒右 ( i何爸得言 o T i ^ l L 
力、？ 
8)短期留学(二参加卒業生達(i爸打以外卒業生J: 0 fe英語(乙関冬 
道爸選A^T 玄力、？ 
Part 4 
9 ) 才 一 只 卜 ， U 7①文化全生徒感I：付巻合oTl〗〈力、、h ^ ^ f z l t 
J：引i：準備L^ 圭i^ /i力、？具体的(乙教无T < /e谷 
10) Were the students interested in the orientation? 
11)态々/t 生徒達(二 t O T短期留学"7° 口 7，/n 中•^何力“番々0力n、 
力态t思t/、圭力、？ 




(i将来生徒广；：^^ t^^ OJ:^(；：英語金使oTt^《t心(乙描巻圭玄 
力、？ 
二協力$> 0力化^二宏玄。 
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C.4 Pre-Study Abroad Questionnaire for Teachers 
English version: 
Teacher's Name: 
Are you the student's English teacher? Homeroom teacher? Other: 
Part 1: (SA rationale from school 's point of view) 
1) What can an Australian trip offer your students that Kyushu Gakuin High 
School does not? 
2) Do you think that the 13 students coming on this study tour are more 
advantaged than the students who do not attend? In what way? 
3) What do you think that your students will gain by attending the study abroad 
program? 
Part 2: ( Regarding program possibilities and realities) 
4) What kind of program do you want the students to attend? 
What particular things would you like your students to experience? 
5) Do you think that the program at Cowdray College will offer them this? 
Part 3: (Regarding student goals and outcomes of past groups) 
6) What are your students' goals for the Study Abroad program? 
7) What did the last group of students say they had gained from attending 
the program? 
8) Have more student graduates who have attended the SA chosen paths 
involving English over their stay- at-home counterparts? 
Part 4: (Regarding preparation for trip) 
9) How have you prepared the students to deal with "immersion" into 
Australian culture? Please be specific. 
10) Were the students keen to listen to the orientation? 
11) What do you think will be the most challenging part of the study abroad 
program for your students? 
Part 5: (Regarding English language) 
12) How will the students benefit in terms of English language skills as a result 
of attending the study abroad program? 
13) How do you envisage your students using English in the future? 
-End of Questionnaire-
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C.5 Adapted SES Survey 1 
Japanese version: 
2007年3月12日 
名前（日本語 口 一 字 ） 
第 一 部 当 初 印 象 & 適 応 
1 .才一只卜歹！； 了 生活気丨二入 o / d： ! i： &!/、+广f & 思 5 二 t丨1何-et力、。 
2 . 研 修 旅 行 f t 今 • 七 二 < 1 ^ ； ^ ； ^ ^ ^ 困 難 ( 二 遭 遇 1 ^ 去 1 广 ： ： 力 \ 
去广二何力、容易态of：：：! tith^去卞力\ 





6 . 卜歹！； 了 人 接 触 f c 石 ! / 、 丨 1 交 流 機 会 力 S f c o 圭 卞 
力、。 
第 三 部 文 化 的 相 違 l ; i o V 、 T 
7 . 才 一 ； ^卜 y 了丨二含 T只卜 U只全感 C去本一么、： /、 ; /夕丨； 1力 ^ ^ • 9去 1 
何 力 、 f e o t c b 記 述 吞 V 、 。 
8 .住机 k我力�家•故郷力、 b急 (；！遠 V、 < ^：： 3来 " ^玄 0化 &感 1：力〔二 < ^ 
力、。 
10.今去“^^乃上5力。^文化的違1、(二気力$0含法1广二力、。<^、5L^T才一只卜 
第 四 部 本 一 么 只 〒 海 外 研 修 丨 : : o V � T 
12.尔只卜：77芝！；一&1立仲良<力^^；^1圭1广二力、。5去〈二芝二二々一 I ^ T 
含 去 卞 H A y Z 力 関 係 全 作 石 力 s - e 含 去 力 、 。 
1 3 .毎日 < ^、 ( 7 ) < b V 、 一 緒 ( 二 過 二 丄 法 — 緒 t 二 何 全 去 卞 力 \ 
<^、tO< b l /、彼会話全理解 " C含法卞力、。 
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1 4 .本； ^卜！；— d 5玄石上 5丨二何力咱分行動態度全適応 
15.学校"^(^研修：/口夕、、7么丨立^5"^卞力\印象全述吞V、。 







二 協 力 力 5 二冬V、重L/C。 
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C.5 Adapted SES Survey 1 
English version: 
Name: (in romanji) Date: 
March 12 ,2007 
Part A: Settling in - impressions 
1. What do you like about your new Australian life? What don't you like about 
it? 
2. How has the trip been so far? What's been difficult? What's been easy? 
3. Is it going the way you imagined? Explain. 
Part B: About being a foreigner 
4. How do Australians react to you? Explain how local people speak to you/ 
look at you. 
5. What is being a "foreigner" like? 
6. What opportunities do you have to interact with Australians at school/ in 
public places/ at bus stops/ in your host family's house, etc.? 
Part C: About cultural differences 
7. Are you surprised about your stress level? Have you been homesick or 
experienced any symptoms of culture shock? If yes, what? 
8. Has anything happened to make you feel that you are suddenly very far away 
from home? 
9. What worries, fears, or concerns do you have? 
10. What cultural differences have you noticed so far? Can you think of the 
reasons why Australians have developed ways of doing things the way they 
do? 
Part 4: About your homestay and Study Abroad life 
11. Please describe your homestay situation. 
12. How are you getting along with your host family? How would you describe 
your relationship/ communication with them? 
13. How much time are you spending with them? What do you do together? 
What do you talk about? How much do you understand of what they say? 
14. Have you changed your behaviour in any way to fit in better with your host 
family? 
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15. What is your impression of the school program? 
16. What outings/ cultural visits have impressed you most/least so far? Explain. 
17. Have your personal goals for the study abroad changed? Or are they 
the same? 
18. How is your English language coming along? Do you feel that you are 
improving? 
19. Do you find that some people are easier to speak to using English than 
others? If yes, explain. 
20. Are there any other comments you would like to make about your trip or your 
experiences so far? 
-End of Questionnaire-
Adapted and modified from Jackson, J. (2004). SES Survey 1. Unpublished raw data. 
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C.6 Adapted SES Survey 2 
Japanese version: 
名前（口一字）： 2 0 0 7 年 3 月 1 5日 
Part A ： Overall Experience 
1. 才一只卜歹!；了人<！r 生 活 丨 二 力 何 力 《 良 力 ^ o / " : : " C I " 
力、？何力�大変二力々 
2. 才一只卜，I； 了0生活全体験LT何力、変:去L/"::力、？ 
V、V、"C1"。 
3 . 才 一 只 卜 y ！；了(二来石前丨；！想像LTV、f::(Oh、実際丨二来T見二事丨汰同 
CTl^fc力、？七tit也違I、去L/C：力、？（具体的丨二例全挙丨于T答免T< 
记各、、� 
4. $)々 /：：(^目標(汰達成""^巻圭1^广:：力、？ 爸打 ( j：何力、？ 
力、？ 
5. fc力力/•：： CD目標中t^、y 力^達成L (二〈力、0广：："^卞力、？ 
Part B: Homestay Family Relations 
6. 水只卜芝1)一(乙<^’打《今1/、$)々广:(丈溶11"込^5^)圭1^广：：力、？ 1力、 
5 段 階 答 T 下 谷 ( ^ 、 。 （ 1 - t T 右 難 力 、 0 广 C 5 — 右上 < 
溶K込必/•二） 
7. 尔 只 卜 玄 y 一力、6見T、fe力c^力c:t二《S(D上5t二溶汁込A>•CV、/•c:<^ 
思;btL玄卞力々/jif-et力巧 1力 5段階 " C答无 T下芒 V、。 
(1 —非常丨二溶丨于込约力^ 力^>0广二 5 — & T ^ J： <溶丨^ “^込^ ^^ /二） 
8. 水只卜 7 7芝1；一<!：親1<卞石為(二^/^7^^^事全1^去1广二力、？日本帰 
0 T知tL全続丨/•：:V、思V、玄卞力巧 
9 . 卜歹！；了人(7)上5(二行動1/二6、本只卜7 
1 0.才一只卜，!；了人<^上手<1/、0/二<1:含过<1^/^力力時"^广二力、？七(7)時、 
皆 h上手 < V、〈上二何全 L去 L f c力巧 
1 1.才一只卜，!；7人<^ 上手<1/、力>7：^力、0广：：7： <^^ ：思0广：：&含時丨立态9法1 
卞：力、？振返七時、态力^^/“：：丨汰何全Lfc h良力�o f t t 
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思V、圭卞力、？ 
Part C: Perceptions of English 
1 2.赵7^^^广：：0英語丨1上達1去1力:：力巧<^、(7)上5丨二上達1^去1/":：力、？ 





Part D: Other 
1 6.尔一么、；X、;/夕•^力/l^  于卞一、>3、；/夕 t 二力、力 去 L/"：：加？ 9 
現去L/"：：力、？去/•：：、全乗越免石為丨;1何全去L；^二力、？ 
1 7.留学：/口夕、、，么(7)内容丨汰<^、5"^/*：：力、？何力>^)0<^：他(；11广:：1/、二<^： 
•^^h^^Lfz-/)^?(説明 L T下 $ ! /、。） 
1 8.留学経験丨"ifeT：^广二丨二 hoT有益"CL广：：力、？ <^。(0上5丨二 "Ct力、？ 
友達丨二勧 is^/ti、1"力、？ •^ihJt/c^if ？ 
19.留学体験(二上oT才一；^卜，y 了、才一只卜，y 了人丨;1対卞石見方 
力S変:去 L/"：：力、？七;《事 力、？ 
2 0.留学中、留学後、感cfc：事何書v、"c下吞I、。 
了、片一卜 協力力、Sk ^ 、法 L ± o 
体験力S皆吞将来i二生力>世石事招折f：) Lti-o 
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C.6 Adapted SES Survey 2 
English version: 
Name: (in romanji) Date: March 15th, 
2007 
Part A: Overall experience 
1. Have you enjoyed living like an Australian? What was good? 
What wasn't good? 
2. Do you think this experience has changed you in any way? How? 
3. Did the trip go the way you had imagined it would before you went to Australia? 
What was the same? What was different? 
4. Did you achieve your personal goals? What were they? Did any of your goals 
change during the time you have been in X-city? 
5. Did any of your goals seem more difficult to achieve than others? 
Part B: Homestay family relations 
6. How would you rate yourself in terms of "fitting in" with your host family, using 
a scale of 1 to 5 (1 is feeling like you don't fit in and 5 is feeling like you do fit 
in)? 
7. How do you think your host family would rate you in terms of "fitting in" using a 
scale of 1 to 5? (1 is feeling like you don't fit in and 5 is feeling like you do fit in) 
Why? 
8. What did you do to fit in better with your homestay family? Will you keep on 
doing this when you get home? 
9. How do you think that changing your behaviour has affected the way your home 
stay family sees you? 
10. Were there times when you felt that you got along well and were able to cope 
easily in Australia? What did you do to contribute to this positive relationship? 
11. Were there times when you felt out of place? What did you do that might have 
contributed to this negative situation? 
Part C: Perceptions of English 
12. Do you think that your English has improved? If yes, in what way? 
13. Are you more willing to use English than before you came? 
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14. Now that you have had the study abroad experience, can you imagine yourself as 
a good speaker of English? How does it make you feel? 
15. What is your attitude towards English now? Is it the same as before or has it 
changed? 
Part D: Other 
16. Have you been homesick or suffered from culture shock? If yes, what symptoms 
have you had? How have you coped? 
17. What was your impression of the program? Did it offer you what you wanted, or 
would you like to have had some thing else? Please explain. 
18. Do you think that your Study Abroad experience has been useful to you as a 
person? In what way? Would you recommend that your friends do this same trip? 
Why/ Why not? 
19. What do you think of Australia and Australians now that you have actually 
experienced it yourself? Has your perception changed? 
20. Please feel free to make further comments about your experiences. 
-End of Questionnaire-
Adapted from Jackson, J. (2004). SES Survey 2. Unpublished raw data. 
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C.7 Homestay Family Questionnaire 
Name of student staying in your home: 
Family members (names not necessary, but please Occupations Age 
provide gender and family configuration) 
May I contact you if I need to clarify the information given? If "yes," please include 
telephone number: 
Section 1: (Motivations) 
1) What were your reasons for inviting a Japanese student into your home? 
2) Have you been homestay host prior to this time? When? What were your reasons 
for being a homestay family? 
3) Are you interested in Japan/Japanese culture/Japanese language in particular? 
Have you ever been to Japan? Do you intend going? 
Section 2: (Rapport Building and participation within the family) 
3) How well matched were you with your student? 
4) How did your student try to fit in and communicate with your family? How long 
did it take before they appeared to be comfortable? 
5) Did your student experience any culture shock? How did both of you react to it? 
Section 3: (Investment of time and energy) 
6) What did you do with your student? 
7) Did they/ how did they contribute towards your household? 
8) Did the student change their behaviour at all to fit in with your family better? 
9) Did your student ask any questions about Australia or ways to behave with a view 
to trying to fit in better/ understand the culture more? If yes, can you give 
examples? 
Section 4: (English Language) 
10) Do you think your student's communication skills improved over the course of 
the program? In what way? 
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11) What did you notice the student doing to improve their communication skills 
while at your home? 
12) Where and with whom did you notice your student trying to speak in English? 
Section 5: (Various - enjoying the others company/empathy/changes noted/ 
perceived integration) 
13) What was easy/hard about the homestay? 
14) What did you find more important about a student staying in your home? (i.e. 
things like English language proficiency/ personality/ motivation/ attitude/ 
willingness to communicate, etc?) Please write in order of importance, and feel 
free to explain. 
15) If you had a "before" and "after" snapshot of your student, would you say there 
was a difference? In what way? 
16) How would you rate the success of the homestay from the student's point of 
view? 
1 = very successful 
2 = good, could have been better 
3 = O K 
4 = it was hard going with the odd good time 
5 = it didn't go well 
17) How would you rate the success of the homestay from your own point of view? 
1 = very successful 
2 = good, could have been better 
3 = O K 
4 = it was hard going with the odd good time 
5 = it didn't go well 
18) On a scale of 1-5, how well did your student fit in with your family by the end of 
the homestay? 
1 = feeling like they didn't fit in at all. 5 = fit in extremely well 
Thank you for your cooperation 
-End of Questionnaire-
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C.8 Post-Study Abroad Language Contact Profile (Students) 
Japanese version: 
招名前（口一7字） Date: 1/8/07 
1)今回(D才一只h歹y 7研修全除< <^、何度< bi、海外丨二行o力力sfc 
2)才一只卜歹y 了TcD短期研修(D経験(iv、^>力纟力、。 
3 ) 帰 国 後 、 示 只 卜 — (Z)〕：/夕夕卜LT1/、法卞加。<^ 、(7)< b\/、頻繁 
dTl/、玄卞力、。 
4)帰国後、本；^卜—以外人<^〕乂夕夕h全!^"CV、去卞力\ 
5)下記(D事項自分丨二該当卞石知(7)丨；1丨立(T)全、該当1力=^ 1、 >^(^ 丨二【1 
( F ) 全 、 ( D K ) 全 去 石 囲 A / T 、 〈 广 f 吞 V 、 。 
5.L以前(；：比KT英語全学石事丨二関LT積極的(二感C石。 
T F D K 
5.ii.海外研修丨;1参加l^T、英語力纟上達思5。 
T F D K 
5.iii.海外研修(二参加l^T、才一只卜歹U 了令才一只h，U 了人{;io\/、T 
t)0<h理解T、含石J：5(二Zc^0广c:。 T F D K 
5.iv.将来英語丨：：丨汰态去《9興味力�力=^1、。 T F D K 
5 . V .参加以前fC比<T、英語"C〕芝-二々一 h i J: 5 &思 5。 
T F D K 
5 . v i .参加以前 (二比 \ T、日本人 " C f e石 < ! r v、 5自分全知 
積極的丨;1感C石。 
T F D K 
5 .vii.英語T、〕芝二二々一卜！^ /•：: 話 L «9卞石(D力《自分知出来石(7)广 
理解"C含广二。 T F D K 
S.viii.英語T、〕^ 二二夕一、>^ 3 乂{立思0：^：：丨5^難1< 〖iT^ c^ V、。 
T F D K 
5.ix.研修以前比XT、自分fi国際的市民"Cfe石h感C石上5丨二 Zc^  0广二。 
T F D K 
5.X.英語力S h-Dt上達卞石上5 (二 t • 努 力 卞 石 上 5 0 /::。 
T F D K 
5.xi.研修後、海外0二二一只力�以前異常(二面白〈感C石。 
T F D K 
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5.xii.以前丨二比<T、他乃人(D考免全考慮t石 
T F D K ° 
5.xiii.将来、英語全話卞自分全想像16 二 ^力纟出来石。 
T F ° D K 
6 ) 帰 国 後 、 t bP頻繁{二英語T、〕. 二二々一卜L去t力、 





i) 冬 < J t i 、 
ii) 






d.英語全話L七5 Z力知b /iV、人 
e .尔只卜 7 7 芝 V — t 







(subtitles 力纟 0 T t 関係 /力 V、） 
f.英語二乂-^于卞、；/卜全卞 
g.英語夕卑、；/ 力、b情報;^収集t石。 
二 協 力 力 5 二gl^、隶广二。 
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C.8 Post-Study Abroad Language Contact Profile (Students) 
English version: 
Naine(in romanji): Date: 1/8/07 
1) How many times have you traveled abroad? 
(please do N O T count your Australian trip) 
2) How was your short-term study abroad experience in Australia? 
3) Have you been in contact with your homestay family since returning to 
Japan? How often? 
4) Have you been in contact with anyone else from the study abroad trip since 
returning from Japan? 
5) Please read the following statements and decide whether they are true(T) or 
false (F), or don't know (DK). 
5.i. I feel more positive about learning English now than before 
T F D K 
5.ii. I think that my English has improved as a result of attending the study 
tour. T F D K 
5.iii. I have more understanding of Australia and Australian culture than 
before. T F D K 
5.iv. English does not feature in my future plans. T F D K 
5.V. I am more willing to communicate in English now than before the 
study tour. T F D K 
5.vi. I am more positive about my Japanese identity now than I was before 
the study tour. T F D K 
5.vii. I now realize that I am capable of communicating and living using 
English. T F D K 
S.viii. Communicating in English is not as hard as I thought. 
T F D K 
5.ix. I feel more of a global citizen than before the study tour. 
T F D K 
5.x. I am making an extra effort to improve my English. 
T F D K 
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5.xi. International news is more interesting to me now that I have been 
abroad. T F D K 
S.xii. I am more likely to think about another person's perspective now than 
before. T F D K 
5.xiii. I can imagine myself speaking in English in the future. 
T F D K 
6) On average, how often have you communicated in English since returning from 
the study abroad? 
0) never 1) once or twice 2) a few times a month 3) a few times a week 4) daily 
Is this 
• more often 
• less often 
• about the same as before the study tour? (please circle) 
7) Use this scale to rate the following statements 
0)Never 1) a few times 2) monthly 3) weekly 4) daily 
Since returning from the short-term study abroad trip, I have communicated in 
English with: 
a. my teacher outside class 
b. friends who are native or capable English speakers 
c. my classmates 
d. strangers whom I thought I could speak English 
e. a host family 
f. service personnel (e.g. bank clerk, cashier) 
g. Internet friends 
8) For each of the items below, choose the response that corresponds to the 
amount of time you estimate you spent on average doing each activity in 
English since returning from the study abroad. 
0) never 1) a few times 2) a few times a month 3) weekly 4) daily 
a. watching English language television 
b. reading English language newspapers or magazines 
c. reading books in English 
d. listening to songs in English 
e. watching movies or videos in English 
(with or without Japanese subtitles) 
f. using a computer or chatting in English 
g. getting information from the Internet using English 
-End of Questionnaire-
Adapted and modified from Freed, B.，Dewey, D., Segalowitz, N.，Halter, R. 
(2004) The language contact profile. Studies in Second Language Acquisition’ 
26(2), 349-356. 
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C.9 Post-Study Abroad Questionnaire for Students 
Japanese version: 
招名前：（口一字) Date: 1 /8/07 
Section A: 力左:目的(：：関 (Your GOALS) 
1) 大分東明高校卒業後、何全計画11^ /、法卞力、？ 
2) 長期的丨二丨i、 (^7)上5力^^ 目標全持0"^ 1、法卞力々 
3) 二自分自身将来像全y0上5 (二想像l^TV、圭 
4) 才一只卜歹!；了研修(7)経験丨^：<^^ 何力《上力广二"C卞力、。去 
广二 上5力^^困難丨二出会V、法Lfd 
5 ) 動：^=^：^二(^将来(7)目標全立1石丨：：态：^:：0{�才一只卜，研修丨t<^ �(7) 
Section B:海外研修全振 V 返 oT (Looking back on the SA) 
6) 才一只卜7!； 了研修丨玄、态/力广:：(7)人生丨二<!^ (^ )上5力=^影響全与免法1^广:： 
力、。 
7) 海外〜行< 自分O国全上〈知o/di^)自分自身全吞b丨二理 
解 ① 全 助 J ： 〈 言 ; b t i 玄 卞 。 二 ⑦ 二 
8) 海外研修力、b戻19、$)力=^化自身丨立違1、全感1：法1/"::? 七l^T、留学 
9) 帰国後；^、友達+家族fe6V、(l先生力4何力、変;bo化言:WX玄力、。 
^tUtt^/utj：：!^^^^ 5 力、。 
1 0 ) 才 一 只 卜 ， 
fztLXh:Lnh【t 学Xf：： : L t f z t 思 1/、玄卞力 \ 




玄广c:才一;^卜，1； 了 "C七tuc相当卞石 ^ ( O h七意味全考无石二 ^膝 
•C含玄1"力\>研修丨二参加t石前力4二机{；1関丨立知oTV、去U:t�� 
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13) 帰国後、以前丨；！比XT英語T、話Lt <9、聞V、;r::«9fc石V、丨t読卞 
石機会全知o <^乍石上5 (二：^^ «9法1广::力、。 
14)英語0話世石人(二力c^ 9^广c:V、<^ rl、5 目標(二^(^< 6\/、近<7： «^9法1/::力、。 
才一;^卜，！；了研修後4少月現在、1 0段階評価"(?态力力广::丨立<^、(7)< 
61/、(二位置丨[I/、法卞力、。（1 0力《最t)良V、<iri"石） 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
同様(二 1 0段階評価全卞石t出発前(Dfe/》/•：：o英会話能力丨立H 5 •v \ A : t � � 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
15) 才一只卜，y 了研修後、書籍"^ <^ /夕木、7卜态61、丨立誰力<聞\/、1： )^ 
• &才一；^卜，!；了工0\/、1調KT办广::\/、二<!:力《态《9玄广二力、。知L 
16) 才一； ^卜， y 了 人 令 才 一 只 卜 歹 U 了丨二o\/、T 以前知^；^=^力>0/"::二<^ 
"e何力>役丨二立o事全習\/、去l^广c：力^^七役丨二立 
17) 自分力�「外人」 
18) 以前丨二比「国際化」h、5概念力〗^oh良〈理解T、含去卞 h 
f^fzKt^X「国際化」&【1何"^上。力、。 
Section D:七(D他(Other) 
19) 知！^才一只h，y 了研修丨二参加1-0、力^^力力广::&LT^、务力义广：:丨立何 
同C人間石思V、去卞力、。 
20) 8日間•才一只hy yr^ecD本一么;(立短卞奢、T何役丨：：知立/“二 
:ry夕一 H；!二回答悄t y 二吞、、重t�皆様(D二幸運全祈t)玄卞。 
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Main Study - Questionnaires 
C.9 Post-Study Abroad Questionnaire for Students 
English version: 
Name: (in romanji) Date: 
1/8/07 
Section A: Your GOALS 
1) Do you have any plans following graduation? 
2) What are your longer term career goals? What sort of role do you imagine 
yourself playing in your career? 
3) Do you think that the study abroad experience in Australia four months ago 
has helped you shape your goals? If yes, how? 
4) Would you like to attend another Study Abroad program? Where would you 
like to go? 
Section B: Looking back on the Study Abroad 
5) Do you feel that the study abroad experience changed you in any way? 
Explain. 
6) Do you feel that you understand yourself as a Japanese person better? 
7) When you came back from the Study Abroad experience, did you feel any 
different to your friends who did not go on the Study Abroad experience? If 
yes, in what way? 
8) Did any of your friends/family/teachers say they noticed a change in you after 
you returned home? If yes, what did they say? 
9) Exactly which aspect of the Study Abroad experience do you consider the 
most valuable? 
Section C: English Language Ability and Cultural shifts 
10) Do you think that your English has improved since going to Australia? If yes, 
in what way,exactly? 
11) Has your attitude towards learning English changed? How? 
12) Do you make more opportunities to speak in English/ listen to things in 
English/ read things in English than you did before? 
13) Do you feel closer to and more understanding of Australians and Australian 
culture now than before? If yes, how does it affect you? 
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14) How has the experience of being a "foreigner" affected you? 
Section D: Other 
15) IF you had N O T been on the Study Abroad, do you think that you would still 
be the same person? 
16) Is there any other thing that you would like to say about your trip to Australia, 
four months ago? 
-End of Questionnaire-
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二家族(Z)構成外国語(D話者加y 5 1 )、二記入、。 
家族名（書力>力^ <^-^也丨1" I 生 徒 関 係 英語令七他(7)言語(7) 




3) 4々 月前(二；^、子吞力纟才一只卜，]；了研修(二参加結果、何力、変化 
Lfcr fc石l/、〖t違I/、力去世 
31 何力、変化力 L t d b、七 ; r U汰 y歹只 ( D知 ( 7 ) 1 ?卞加、良 
< 7iv�7Y于只(7)変化纪固人的丨;1思V�去t力、。 
3.ii. 学校"C丨立、5/c^ 変化夸違V、丨t<^ 、A^ /义風丨二評価乡；t^ TV、石(Z)•n 
4) ： b^>子吞A^ 力l海外研修丨二参加LT英語丨二対卞6興味力S吞b丨二高去o/d 
思 V � 法 卞 加 。 。 丨 二 興 味 力 《 高 法 力 S 
力4法卞力 




iii)才一只卜歹y 7人(D若者(7X面値観夸考文方f立自分(Z) fc主《9 
iv) 自分/二 •^力S国際〕^ 二二 部"Cfe石 t h ^ t自覚1"石上 
5 (二；^^^二广：：。!/、5 二 丨f該当番号全明記1"石 也(二 
説 明 吞 V 、 。 




二 協 力 去 ^ 、玄 Lfco 
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Main Study - Questionnaires 
C.IO Post-Study Abroad Questionnaire for Parents 
English version: 
Name of Mother: (in romanj i) Date: 1/8/07 
Name of student: (in romanj i) 
Please write your family members in the box and indicate whether they are speakers 
of English. 
Family member Relationship to student Speaker of English/other 
language? 
1) What did your child say about their short-term study abroad experience in 
Australia? Was the experience a positive one? 
2) Did you hear any other aspects of the study abroad from other 
children/parents? 
3) Have you noticed any changes in your child as a result of attending the study 
tour to Australia four months ago? Can you explain? 
3 .i. If YES, how do they fit in with the family? 
3.ii. Do you think that the school finds them positive, or not? 
4) Has your child shown or expressed an increased interest in English? If yes, 
how has this interest been shown? 
5) Do you think that your child has 
• become more aware of themself as a Japanese person 
• become more aware of Japan as a country 
• identifies more with their international counterparts 
• become more aware of themselves as part of an international community than 
before the study tour? 
6) Do you think that your child will become a capable speaker of English in the 
future? Why/ why not? 
7) Do you think that your child will become “international” in the future. 
Why/Why not? 
-End of Questionnaire-
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Main Study - Questionnaires 
C.l l Post-Study Abroad Questionnaire for Teachers 
Bilingual version: 
先生(7)扫名前（口一•^字-C) 
Name of Teacher: 
先生丨t (1.英語担当教師2.本一A/l^—么担当教師3.七(D他CD教師（詳 
細 ) "^ 卞。 
Are you the student's English teacher? Homeroom teacher? Other: 
1) 先生fi： 4々 月前丨il才一;^ 卜歹U 了海外研修丨二参加L/d 1 3名(D学生工 
関LT何力、変化丨二気付含去UzJK 
Have you noticed any changes in any of the 13 students who attended the study 
abroad program in Australia four months ago? 
2 ) 海外研修丨：：参加3人学生丨立、行力�7：^力>0化学生&比<石&何 
力 、 得 广 力 去 卞 力 \ 5 力 、 。 
Do you think that the 13 students who attended the study abroad have made any 
gains over the 4 stay-at-home group of students? Can you explain? 
3) gCO学生力�海外生活体験加b積極的丨二得5知O力〗fco/ij： 二无玄 
卞力\海外"CCD体験力�否定的T、feok生徒丨t\/、法卞力、。 
Which students seem to have gained positively from the experience? Have any 
students found the experience to be a negative one? 
4) 才一;^ 卜，！； 吞 b(二知o 、順部力；出 
来石h思v、去卞力^^  ：上手I二生徒o目的全達成含石 
How could the students be even better prepared for their Australian study abroad? 
What would help them achieve an even more successful outcome? 
5) fc/i/•二(Z)経験丨立短期留学全LT特丨；1得石二& 石学生(D夕力S 
動石思V、去卞力逆丨：：海外"^困難丨二出会1、"^卞1/、学生(^夕<：/{1把 
<9法卞力 
In your experience, is there a type of student who does particularly well at short term 
study abroad? And is there a type of student whom you can identify that will find the 
experience difficult? 
6) t o 英語力�上達卞石上5丨二去广：:留学Ly::V、h言o/"::学生{立1^ 、去世Ay 
力、。/ctlt? L i 5 力、。 
Have any of the students said that they would like to go abroad again in order to 
improve their English? Who are they? 
7 ) 将来海外留学全1：^：：\/、力力<^、海外研修0結果生1：/*::生徒0将来(7)望；^力^ ^ 
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i f 全 学 校 J ： 9 (：：廿求一 h L去卞力\ 
How does the school support changes made as a result of SA? e.g. a students' future 
desire to study abroad? 
8) 海外研修以来、英語(7)学習O興味力S髙去o/"::学生丨戈V、去卞力tmv 
Have any of the students' shown more interest in English language learning since the 
study tour? If yes, how does this show itself? 
9) 貴校"Cft「国際化」全<^々(7)上理解l^TV、法卞力「国際人J 
t (划可 T、 




How does "kokusaika" as a government policy effect you as a teacher? 
11) 貴校「国際交流」全<lf、Oj： 5丨二理解LTV、去卞力 
What is your school's understanding of "international exchange"? 
二協力fcO力纟5 二吞、V、法广:：。去生徒短期海外研修丨：：関LT他(二 
関連卞5 二意見令情報力^^  <^、力�二冬V、玄L^广：：b自由(二招書含、。 
Thank you very much for your kind cooperation. Please include any other 
information that you consider relevant to students on short term study abroad 
programs. 
-End of Questionnaire-
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Four Month Post-Sojourn Interviews (Semi-structured) 
D.l Interview Protocol - Group Interview Session 
1. How do you see your trip four months later? Has the trip impacted you in 
any way? How? 
2. What was the most important component of the SA program for you as an 






• Intragroup support 
• Other (specify) 
3. What is your impression of Australia now? Has that image changed since 
you returned home? Is the image more positive or more negative than before? 
4. How did you find being with your buddy? Did you leam a lot through your 
buddy? 
5. Did any of you feel that you need access to English support during the 
program? 
6. Is your attitude towards English the same as before the study abroad? Or has 
it changed? How? Why? 
7. Do you feel that your English has progressed more than the classmates who 
did not go to Australia? (hands up) How many think so? In what way? 
8. Some of you had homestay families that were uninterested in Japan, and in 
your lives in Japan. It seemed to have a big effect on some of you. Why? 
9. Some people would say that being abroad makes people focus upon 
themselves and upon their identity as Japanese. What do you think about that? 
Agree? (vote) 
Are you more aware of yourself as a Japanese now than before the micro-
sojoum? 
10. Have your experiences in Australia affected your English language learning? 
11. Can you feel your potential as a capable speaker of English as a result of this 
experience? 
12. Some people would say that an eight day micro-sojoum is too short to be of 
any use and gives students no advantages. What do you think? 
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Four Month Post-Sojourn Interviews (Semi-structured) 
D.2 Interview Protocol 一 Hiroko 
1) What parts of the Australian trip were important for you? 
2) You felt very strongly that your buddy was too young for you, and that you 
had nothing in common. Do you still think that was true or do you think it 
was a stereotyped way of thinking? 
3) Are you aware of other stereotypes you have of "foreigners"? 
4) What did you gain from the SA experience? What have you learned? 
5) Has your attitude towards learning English changed? 
6) Are you more aware of yourself as a Japanese person than you were before? 
7) Are you in contact with your host family by e-mail? 
8) What are your future goals? 
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Four Month Post-Sojourn Interviews (Semi-structured) 
D.3 Interview Protocol 一 Kenji 
1. Can you describe your SA experience? 
2. Can you tell me about your relationship with Nancy? And your host mother? 
3. You mentioned some reentry shock. Can you think of a reason why you felt 
strange in your own home? 
4. Did you leam anything about yourself as a result of the experience? 
5. Have you told your teacher/ parents about your discoveries? What did they 
say? 
6. Has your attitude towards English changed? How? What are you doing to 
reflect that? 
7. Do your future goals involve English? 
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Four Month Post-Sojourn Interviews (Semi-structured) 
D.4 Interview Protocol 一 Chiaki 
1) You had a very successful homestay and buddy relationship. How did you 
feel when you got back to Japan? 
2) What did you leam from the study tour experience? 
3) Were your friends and family interested in your adventures when you got 
back? What did your mother say? 
4) When Ms Mori told you that going to University in Australia was so hard, 
how did you feel? 
5) Did you try to find out more information about tertiary education in Australia 
for yourself? Did you write and ask your homestay family to help you find 
some information for you? 
6) In what way would your life be different if you went to university in 
Australia? 
7) Can you imagine yourself speaking English in the future? 
8) What are your personal goals? 
9) Has your attitude towards learning English changed? 
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Four Month Post-Sojourn Interviews (Semi-structured) 
D.5 Interview Protocol - Yumi 
1) Have you thought about your homestay experience since getting back? What 
happened to you on the homestay ？ 
2) During the SA, you were unhappy with your family for various reasons. 
Have you thought about why you could not connect to the family? 
3) You seemed to be upset that your homestay family did not show much 
interest in Japan? Is that correct? Why did that worry you? 
4) Have you talked to your family about the homestay? What did they say? 
5) Do you know more about Australian culture now, than before attending the 
program? 
6) Have you contacted your homestay family by e-mail since coming home? 
7) How has your experience affected your hopes to speak in English and 
become a capable speaker? 
8) What are your future goals? 
9) Has you attitude towards (learning) English changed? 
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Nisshi Diary (Japanese and English) 
Japanese version: 
名前 
第一日 3月 6日 
1. 才一只卜，u 最初印象丨立<^、5"ei"力、。 
< 違 0 TV、广:：(7)(立二 卞力、。 
3. fc/力广二全:Jb�世話tL石学生态Ay (Buddy)令示只卜7 7芝！； 一① 
最初印象丨立<^、5"C1"力、。 





7 . 英語O文化圏丨；！入 o t �英語< ^ V � 5言葉全使対 l ^ T < ^ � 5感 I： 
去卞力\ 
第二日 3月 7日 
1 . 今 日 { t SA^/c^ 二 ^ 玄 U z J ) � � 
2. 才一只卜y 学校生活丨;iov、T<^、5感C去日本(Z)学校工 
比\<^、5 思!/、去 力、。 
3 . 才一X卜,U 7人行動々振石舞(^、(；：関L^T理解L^難I�乙t力�态0 t 
言力、。<h’A^ 乙々 t^ei^ J: •力、° 
4. 「把态日本人^>才一7卜，U：^人t同C/fZc^」感C/d二 玄卞 
力、。 
第三日 3月 8日 
1 • 扫世話爸LT〈打冬学生（Buddy) t t^A^々乙t爸一緒(二 L^  
圭"T力、。一緒(乙冬(丈楽U�"ei•力、。 
2 • Buddy (Z)托友達(乙紹介$打圭L广二力、。 
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3 • 尔一 A 又 生 活 ( 乙 慣 打 T 巻 宏 L ^ 广 二 力 、 。 慣 打 乙 何 J ： 
4 •水只卜芝U—以外⑦人英語話玄機会力场9圭L^/"::力、。i^iot' 
5 • 英 語 生 活 T 冬 乙 t (乙閧 l ^ T、感慨爸持右圭力、。 
第四日 3月 9日 
1. 才一只卜，！；了(7)生活丨;丨二適応l^TV、去t力、。 
<9発見L广二二 f t何 • d i 5力、。 
3. 日本人丨ife去19 1力=^ \/、丨，；^^ ^才一只！； 了人力《上 <卞石二 
5力\> 
4. 尔 只 卜 芝 y 一 人 二 自 己 专 日 本 t ; i O V 、 T 話 L 去 f c / c ^ 
广二0招話丨；！興味全示去Lt力、。 
第 五 日 3 月 1 0 日 
1. B u d d y � 学 生 吞 f i 5去< l�oTl�去卞力、。 
2 . 态力义广二力�英語"^話卞<1^ t人々〖1 <^ f、(7)上5夂左反応全L去卞加。 
3 . 尔 一 么 ( Z ) 生 活 " C 色 i o ^ 緊 張 卞 石 t t ^ ' ^ h V 法 卞 力 \ <^ �A>/力時 
扎 i 5 o 
4. 尔一^^ 只"^ <力何力、問題丨立态19去甘；^力\> fe石卞解決含 
七5 上5力、。 
5. 尔 一 么 只 家 族 ( D — 員 & 
(ift 二 h ^i-nm、v、"c L 上 5 力、。 
第六日 3月 1 1日 
1. 今 日 丨 立 b t 
2. 本 只 卜 芝 ！ ； 一 去 < V � o T V �玄卞力 
3. 才一 卜，y 了令才一只卜，!； 了人(;ioV、T知广c:V、<^思oT本；^ b 
芝！； 一工何力、聞含去Lf二力、。SA^ /义二&•CL^ j： 5。 
4. 水 只 卜 芝 5 法 < 力 含 石 上 5 何 力 、 夸 o T V � 石 二 <^ {立赵《9去1" 
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5. 英語力S上達卞石上5丨二令oTl/、3：：&丨去卞力、。七tU立何"CLi 
第七日 3月 1 2日 
了 夕一 h 1記入LT〈广f吞!/、。 
第八日 3月 1 3日 
1. 今日学校(二行oT日本力4来TV、石招友達丨;IfcoT話l^fc:<9、自分 
2. 今朝、東明高校(7)夕Vl^—7^丨tSAy力c^様子、雰囲気力、。 
3. 帰国l^T力才一只卜y y 了 (Z)経験(D何丨;loV、T;|b、友達丨二話L/"c:V、-e 
卞力、。 
4. 今回(7)才一;^卜，U 了滞在結果、英語全話甘石丨立大切广：！ 
説明l^T〈广：！吞!/、。 
5 . 尔 只 卜 5 法 < 二 二 二 々 一 卜 含 广 満 足 L T V 、 玄 1 " 力 、 。 
他(二 Ehf^ r ^-rtLj^^o ^ 良力、0 卞：t 思 、去卞力 
第九日 3月 1 4日 
1. 今日才一只卜，y 了全出発卞石二<^ 丨二力^^ 0"^ 1/、去卞。日本(二帰国L大 
分-C玄/•：：前生活(二戻石二 t丨；I0V、T <^、5思V、玄卞力、。 
3.—番(Z)思!/、出过何TL J: 5力\> 
4 . 今回(7>海外研修何力《得btL玄 
广二(7)将来(^目標全実現1"石广：：約丨二何力锻(二立6七5 "^！丄5 
第十日 3月 1 5日 
了、乂卜2全記入LT<力：!吞V、。 
二協力 f c D力 5 二冬V、去L广二。皆吞/uO二健闘全祈19去卞。 
二協力 b ^ ：》、法 Lfco 
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Nisshi Diary 
English version: 
Day 1-6 '" March 
1. What are your first impressions of Australia? 
2. What matches your expectations, and what is different from what you were 
expecting? 
3. What is your first impression of your buddy and homestay family? 
4. How do you feel about staying with this family for the next 8 days? 
5. Has your homestay family asked any questions about Japan and your life in 
Japan? Have they ever been to Japan? Do they want to go? 
6. What will you do to interest them in your cultural background? 
7. How do you feel about using English? 
Day 2 - 7仇 March 
1. What happened to you today? 
2. How do you find Australian school life? What is it like compared to Japan? 
3. Is there anything about the way Australians behave that you don't 
understand? 
4. Is there anything about the way Australians behave that is the same as Japan? 
Day 3 - March 
1. What do you do with your buddy? Do you enjoy that time together? 
2. Have you met any of your buddy's friends? 
3. How are you settling into your homestay? 
4. Have you tried to talk in English to anyone other than your homestay family 
members? Who did you talk to, and when/where? 
5. How do you feel about life using English? 
Day 4-9th March 
1. How are you reacting to your life in Australia? 
2. Is it more or less the way you imagined it would be when you were at home? 
Or have you made some new discoveries? 
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3. Is there anything people do in Australia that Japanese people don't do? Do 
you understand why they do it? 
4. What have you done so far to explain who you are, and your Japanese 
background to your Australian hosts? Did you feel that your family was 
interested in what you said? 
Day 5-10'" March 
1. How are you getting along with your buddy? 
2. How do people react when you are speaking to them in English? 
3. Is there anything that makes you feel anxious in your homestay? What will 
you do to solve the problem? 
4. Are there any problems at all at the homestay? If there are, how do you think 
you will go about solving those problems? 
5. Is there anything that you do in the homestay that makes you feel more like 
one of the family? 
Day 6-11'" March 
1. What did you talk about today? 
2. Are you getting along with your family? 
3. Is there anything that you want to know about Australia or Australians that 
you have asked your family about? 
4. Is there anything that you do that helps you get along with your family better? 
5. Are you making any effort to improve your English? What are you doing? 
Day 7 - 12th March 
Please fill in survey 1, as well as use your diary for anything else you want to say. 
Day 8 - March 
1. How was it to go back to school and see all of your Japanese friends? 
2. What was the mood of the group this morning? 
3. What are you going to tell your friends back home about the experience you 
are having? 
4. Has speaking English become more important to you as a result of this stay? 
Explain. 
5. Do you feel satisfied that you have tried your best to communicate with your 
Australian hosts? What could you have done to do more? 
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Day 9-14'" March 
1. You will be leaving Australia to go home today. What are you thoughts about 
returning to Japan and going back to your normal life in X-city? 
2. Are Australian school kids the same as Japanese school kids? What is the 
same and what do you notice is different? 
3. What memory(s) will you take home with you? 
4. Do you feel that you have gained from this experience? 
5. How will this experience contribute towards your goals? 
Day 10 - 15th March 
Please fill in Survey 2, and use this diary for anything else you want to say. 
Thank you for your cooperation. Have a good journey home! 
-End of Questionnaire-
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Consent Form 
I understand that Susanna Mito, an M.Phil student in English (Applied English 
Linguistics) from the Chinese University of Hong Kong, is conducting research on 
Study Abroad, as part of her program of requirements. Her research topic is 
"Assessing the Impact of Study Abroad on High School Students." 
Susanna is being supported by A A C E (Australia, Asia Contact in Education) who is 
helping her source schools to participate in the research. Mr X, the CEO of A A C E 
guarantees her character, and acts as a guarantor for Ms Mito's conduct and 
reliability. 
In order to carry out the research, she needs to conduct questionnaires, interviews, 
collect diaries, and take digital recordings (audio, video and photographic 
recordings) from students and teachers. I understand the content of her research, and 
have read the explanatory synopsis which gives fine details. I agree that my school 
participates in the research, and understand that all of the data collected will be 
treated with respect, and that the school name, and names of the students will not be 
used. 
Name Signature 
(Vice-Principal, Kyushu Gakuin High School) 
Date 
Name Signature 
(CEO of AACE) 
f 
Date 
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